


Drake TVI Filters 
help you 
keep peace 
with your 
neighbors 

Don't let your severa l-thousand dollar investment 
in a ham station sit idle because of your concern 
that you might ruin your neighbors' TV reception ... 

Drake TVI Filters can keep you on the air . . . 

Although TVl/RFI is a complex subject, basically it has 
two forms: (1) Harmonics generated by the transmitter 
which fall on TV/ FM channels. (2) Direct radiation from 
a strong fundamental signal directly into a nearby TV 
receiver. This is possible because strong signals at ham 

band frequencies can sneak around the tuned circuits in a 
TV and cause interference within the set. Even though 
the signal may be clean, direct radiation interference can 
occur as far away as several blocks, depending upon your 
power, antenna system, and the design of the TV 

TWO KINDS OF DRAKE TVI FILTERS:----
"Low Pass" Filters will reduce or eliminate TV! 
caused by harmonics from amateur transmitters. All 
transmitters generate some harmonics which might be 
just strong enough to cause TVI. We believe every station 
should be equipped with a Low Pass Filter, designed to 
cut off at 41 MHz, the TV i-f frequency. Drake filters are 
down 80 dB at 41 MHz to provide maximum protection. 

"High Pass" Filters are used to reduce 
or eliminate direct radiation interference at 
the TV set. There are less expensive High 
Pass Filters on the market for the TV set, but 
do they really work? Drake HP Filters provide 
40 dB attenuation below 52 MHz; some others 
have measured at only 3 to 6 dB down. 

The Drake "Peacemakers": 

Drake TV-3300-LP 
1000 watts max. below 30 MHz. 
Attenuation better than 80 dB above 
41 MHz. Helps TV i-1 interference, as 
well as TV front-end problems. 

Drake TV-5200-LP 
200 watts to 52 MHz. Ideal for six 
meters. For operation below six 
meters, use TV-3300-LP or TV-42-LP. 

For tran smitters operating at 30 MHz 
and lower. Rated 100 watts input. 

- ,. ·.. Drake TV-300-HP 

\\~' ,.~\, 
--~ 

For 300 ohm twin lead . New 
connectors for " no-strip" 
installation. 

Drake TV-75-HP 
For 75 ohm TV coaxial 
cable; TV type " F" 
connectors installed. Ideal 
for master antenna systems 
for apartments and 
condominiums. 

Certain situations require both a Low Pass and a High Pass Filter 
to solve the problem, and Drake can provide both types. 

For a FREE Drake Full Line Catalog contact your favorite Drake Dealer. 

- ----
R. L. DRAKE COMPANY _....,..!ii"'""' DRAKE ·.s~-~-

540 Richard St., Miamisburg, Ohio 45342 
Phone: (513) 866-2421 • Telex: 288-017 

® 

Known 'round the world for world-wide radio communications. 



New OMNI/SERIES B 
Alters The Crowd 

The new OMNI/SERIES B makes today's bands 
seem less crowded. By offering a new i·f selection 
that provides up to 16 poles of filtering for superior 
selectivity. And a new Notch Filter to remove 
QRM. No other amateur transceiver we know of 
out-performs it. 

NEW 1-F RESPONSE SELECTION. OMNI comes 
equipped with an excellent 8-pole 2.4 kHz crystal 
ladder i-f filter which is highly satisfactory in normal 
conditions. But when the going gets rough , the new 
OMNI/SERIES B, with optional filters installed, pro
vides two additional special purpose i-f responses. 

The 1.8 kHz crystal ladder fi lter transforms an 
unreadable SSB signal In heavy QRM into one that 
gets the message through. The 0.5 kHz 8-pole filter 
provides extremely steep and deep skirts to the CW 
passband window which effectively blocks out even 
the very strong adjacent signals. 

Both of these filters can be front-panel switched in 
series with the standard filter to provide up to 16 poles 
of filtering for near-ultimate selectivity. In addition, the 
standard CW active audio filters have th ree 
bandwidths (450, 300, and 150 Hz) to give even 
further attenuation to adjacent signals. In effect, 
OMNI/SERIES B has six selectivity curves-three for 
SSB and three for CW That's true state-of-the-art 
selectivity. 

NEW NOTCH FILTER. A variable frequency notch 
filter in OMNI/SERIES B is placed inside the AGC 
loop to eliminate interfering carriers and CW signals 
without affecting received signals. Attenuation is more 
than 8 "S" units (over 50 db) for any frequency 
between 0.2 kHz and 3.5 kHz. 

OMNI/ SERIES 8 RETAINS ALL THE 
FEATURES THAT MADE IT FAMOUS. 
All solid-state; 160-10 meters plus convertible 10 
MHz and AUX band positions; Broadband design for 
band changing without tuneup, without danger; 
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OMNI/SERIES B 1-F RESPONSES 
WITH STANDARD AND 
OPTIONAL FILTERS . 
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NOTCH FILTER PERFORMANCE 
ADJUSTED TO 1 kHz POINT. 

1lilfiy~.~~:r.~~. ·,~~~; 
EXPORT , ~715 l lNCOl N AVE., CHICAGO, Ill . 60646 

Choice of rea douts -OMNI-A for analog dial or 
OMNl-D for digital dial; Buih·ln VOX and PTT 
facilities; Selectable Break-In, instant or delayed 
receiver muting; Dual-Range Receiver Offset Tun
ing, :t5 kHz or :t0. 5 kHz; Wide Over load 
Capabilities, dynamic range typically exceeds 90 dB 
and a PIN diode switched 18 dB attenuator is also 
included; Phone Patch Interface Jacks; Adjustable 
ALC; Adjusta ble S idetone; Exceptiona l Sensitivity; 
200 Watts input to final with full warranty on final 
transistors for firs_tyear, pro-rata for 5 years; 100% 
Duty Cycle for RTfY, SSTV or sustained hard usage; 
12 VDC Circuitry for mobile use, exte rnal supplies 
for 117/220 VAC operation; Front Panel Micro· 
phone and Key Jacks; Built-in 25 k Hz Calibrator in 
analog dial model; Zero-Beat Switch ; " S"/S WR 
Meter ; Dual Speakers; Plug-In Circuit Boards; 
Functional Styling, black textured vinyl o ver 
aluminum "clamshell" case, complementary nonre
flective warm dark metal front panel; Com plete 
S h ielding; Easler-to-use size: 5%"h x 1414"w x 
14"d; Full O pt ions: Model 645 Keyer $85; Model 
243 Remote VFO $139; Model 252MO matching AC 
power SUJ>Ply $139; Model 248 Noise Blanker $49; 
Model 217 500 Hz 8-pole Crystal Ladder CW Filter 
$55; Model 218 1.8 kHz 8-pole Crystal Ladder SSB 
Filter $55; 

OMNI owners note: Your OMNI can be converted to 
a SERIES B model at the factory for just $50 (plus $5 
for packing and shipping). The notch filte r replaces 
your present squelch control and provision is made 
for the two additional optional filters; a partial panel 
with new nomenclature is provided. Contact us for 
details. 

Model 545 Series 8 OMNI-A $949 
Model 546 Series 8 OMNl-D $1119 

Experience the uncrowded world of OMNI/ 
SERIES B. See your TEN-TEC dealer or write for full 
details. 
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HORIZONS 
DXing Is A Great Part Of 
Amateur Radio - And It 
Can Be Addictive 
Here's a story by an Amateur 
who has chased DX stations for 
many years. It touches on some 
of the ingredients that go into 
making a dedicated DXer, and 
offers some tips on how to work 
foreign stations and obtain QSL 
cards. An interesting sidelight 
of DXing involving ESP is also 
included for those who like to 
experiment. 

The Landlubber 
Here's the adventure of a Radio 
Amateur plucked from the quiet 
of W8-land, who found his skills 
to be vital aboard a coastal
patrol vessel fog-shrouded amid 
mountainous waves. It's a bit of 
fi ction from the pen of W6UYH, 
but no more strange than the 
many untold tales of hams in the 
service during the years of 
World War II. You 'll enjoy it, 
whether you are a veteran or an 
LSPH (That's Licensed Since 
Pearl Harbor, son). 

A Little Nostalgia 
Your ham radio heri tage is 
steeped in the early work of fel
low hams who are still around to 
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tell about it. We are proud to 
present an account of how early 
broadcast-radio sets were used 
by hams of the day to get on the 
air. Author Crum provides some 
interesting reading based on 
personal experience for those 
who may wonder what preceded 
today's sophisticated circui ts. 

Converted CB Antenna 
Interested in a simple and inex
pensive vhf antenna for portable 
and mobile use? It can also be 
used for Field Day or emergency 
operation, and is a perfect com
panion for that vacation. This 
conversion wi ll fill the bill , and it 
doesn' t cost a bundle, either. 
W8FX tells you how, and gives 
you some hints on other uses for 
a " liberated" CB antenna. 

Contest Operation 
What is all this clamor that in
vades the Amateur bands from 
time to time - especially on 
weekends? Thousands of opera
tors shouting numbers at each 
other, faster than a disc-jockey 
trying to read a 1-minute com
mercial during a 10-second 
break. But, listen a bit. Concen
trate. Eventually, they begin to 
make sense - it's a contest! 
Veteran contester N6NB slows 
down enough to make his mes
sage to you very clear and easy 
to follow: It's easy and fun to 
take part in contests, and there 
are plenty of them. 

SWL Starts A Rescue 
A British short-wave listener, try
ing a new trap dipole, copies an 
emergency call from a ship in 
distress. His alertness and 
action in notifying the author
ities was rewarded by an inter
view with a Spanish Marques, by 
an Award of Merit, and by having 
his part in the rescue noted in 
the Maritime Records. 

A Two-Loop Antenna Farm 
Loop antennas are popular be
cause they take up less back
yard than does a dipole, and use 
the same inexpensive materials 
- wi re, insulators, ropes, and 
masts. Loops follow the same 
rules as any other antenna in 
that if you put up two of them, 
and feed them properly, you'll 
send out a bigger signal, and 
receive better too. W1XU put up 
a 40-meter pair, and was very 
pleased with the resu lts. He also 
gives you a hint about how to 
make a four-band web that any 
spider will envy. 

The Cover 
Some DX cards from the past 
and present, a Vi broplex " Bug" 
from the days before electronic 
keyers, and a modern transceiv
er go together to lead your 
thoughts into the world of DX. 
It's an excit ing and ever-new 
part of Amateur Rad io, and 
W6NIF gives you a peek at some 
of it in his feature story. 

HAM RADIO HORIZONS Septem
ber 1979, Volume 3, Number9. Pub· 
li shed monthly by Communica
ti ons Technology, Inc., Greenville, 
New Hampshire 03048. Telephone 
(603) 878-1441. Second Class Post
age paid at Greenville, New Hamp
sh ire and at additional mailing of
fices. ISSN 0147-8818. 

Subscript ion price: Domest ic, one 
year, $12.00; two years, $20.00; 
three years, $27.00. Canada and 
Worldwide, one year, $12.00; two 
years, $22.00; three years, $30.00, 
payable in United States funds. 
Subscription inquiri es and 
changes of address should be 
directed to Ham Radio Horizons, 
Greenville, New Hampshire 03048. 
Please Include address label from 
most recent issue if possible. 



This NEW MFJ Versa Tuner II • • • 
has SWR and dual range wattmeter, antenna switch, efficient airwound 
inductor, built in balun. Up to 300 watts RF out11ut. Matches everything 
from 1.8 thru 30 MHz: dipoles, inverted vees, random wires, verticals, 
mobile whips, beams, balanced lines, coax lines. 

MFJ LOWER PRICES f .-H_E_W_, -IM-PR_O_V-ED-M-FJ-.9-4-1e-HA-S-.-.-.-~ 

• • More inductance for wider matching range 

Transmitter matching 
capacitor. 208 pf. 
1 000 volt spacing. Pull for SWR. 

Only MFJ gives you this MFJ-941 B Versa 
Tuner II with all these features at this price: 

A SWR and dual range wattmeter (300 and 
30 watts full scale) lets you measure RF 
power output for simplified tuning. 

An antenna switch lets you select 2 coax 
lines direct or thru tuner, random wire/balanced 
line, and tuner bypass for dummy load. 

A new eHlcient airwound inductor (12 po
sitions) gives you less losses than a tapped 
toroid for more watts out. 

A 1 :4 balun for balanced lines. 1 000 volt 
capacitor spacing. Mounting brackets for mo
bile installations (not shown). 

With the NEW MFJ Versa Tuner II you can 
run your full transceiver power output - up to 
300 watts BE.11ower ouJpJ!L - and match your 

• More flexible antenna switch 
• More sensitive meter for SWR measure

ments down to 5 watts output 
NEW LOWER PR ICE 

$7995 
and RF watts in 
2 ranges. 

tor gives more watts out 
and less losses. 

Antenna matching 
capacitor. 208 pf. 
1000 volt spacing. 

..A~·;, ... ... - . - _,_ 
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coax lines direct or thru tuner, wire/ba
lanced line, dummy load. 

transmitter to any feedline from 160 thru 10 
Meters whether you have coax cable, balanced 
line, or random wire. 

You can tune out the SWR on your dipole, 
inverted vee, random wire, vertical, mobile 
whip, beam, quad, or whatever you have. 

You can even operate all bands with just 

one existing antenna. No need to put up sepa
rate antennas for each band. 

Increase the usable bandwidth of your mo· 
bile whip by tuning out the SWR from Inside 
your car. Works great with all solid state rigs 
(like the Atlas) and with all tube type rigs. 

It travels well, too. Its ultra compact size 
Bx2x6 inches fi ts easily in a small corner of 
your suitcase. 

This beautiful little tuner is housed in a 
deluxe eggshell white Ten-Tee enclosure with 
walnut grain sides. 

S0-239 cou connectors are provided for 
transmitter input and coax fed antennas. 
Quality five way binding posts are used for 
the balanced line inputs (2), random wire input 
(1 ), and ground (1 ). 

NEW 300 WATT MFJ VERSA TUNER ll'S: SELECT FEATURES YOU NEED. 
NEW MFJ·945 HAS SWR AND DUAL RANGE 
WATTMETER. NEW LOWER PRICE 

s599s ~1 ~ :::-11 
~~N~~~ 

Same as MFJ-9418 bul lt1s 6 position anlenna switch. 

NEW MFJ-944 HAS 6 POSITION ANTENNA 
SWITCH ON FRONT PANEL. 

ssggs__,.~~- i\EW LOWER PRICE 

~"~~fj- ~ m ~ 0 ' 
Same as MFJ-9418 b•t Ion SWR/Wanmeter. 

NEW MFJ-943 MATCHES ALMOST ANYTHING 
FROM 1.8 THRU 30 MHz. s599s --"';;1.NEW LOWER PRICE 

~~~i~l f t 9 9 I 
Same as MFJ-9418, less · ~ 
SWll/Wattmetor, antenn1 switch, mounting bncket. 71216 In. 

ULTRA COMPACT 200 WATT VERSA TUNERS FOR ALL YOUR NEEDS. -' 
MFJ-901 VERSA TUNER MATCHES ANYTHING, 
1.8 THRU 30 MHz. NEW LOWER PRICE 

s499s1~~· ~ A Ii ~"~~~ v 0 v : 
Eftlclenl 12 position ::::ctor 
lor more wans out. Matches dlpeles, vees, random wires, 
.verticals, .. obit whl,s, beams, balanced lines, cou. 200 
watts RF, 1:4 balun, 5x2x6 In. 

Same as MFJ-901 bul less balun for balanced lines. Tunes 
ctax linrs and random lints. 

MFJ-16010 RANDOM WIRE TUNER FOR LONG 
WIRES. NEW LOWER PRICE 

$2995 l~:i1 ~ 
1.8 lhru 30 MHz. Up lo 200 - · --~.,,,,,,~ 
watts RF •ulput. Malches high and low Impedances. 12 posi
tion Inductor. S0-239 connectors. 21314 inches. Matches 25 
to 200 ollms al 1.8 MHz. Dou not tuoe cou inu. 

Fororders Call toll-free 800•647•1 800 
Order any product from MFJ and try it. If not delighted, return within 30 days foi a prompt refund (less shipping). 

Order today. Money back if not delighted. One year unconditional guarantee. Add $2.00 shipping/handling. 
For technical Information, order/ repair status , In Mississippi , outside continental USA, call 601 ·323·5869. 

Order By Mail or Call TOLL FREE 800-647-1800 and Charge It On J v1~ 1 JGSI 
MFJ ENTERPRISES, INC. ~-l~Sl~~l~P~9;TATE, MISSISS=9762 

More details? Ad Check page 78. September 1979 m 3 



AT~34 
Punch through the p ile-ups with an ATB-34. 
The only three band beam to g ive you real 
full size performa nce. Check ATB-34 e lement 
lengths, check the trap design and construc
tion. Check the spacing and the specia lly 
developed balun. All of these features add 
up to the no compromise performance that 
you expect from Cushcraff. 

SPEC IFICATIONS 

UPS SHIPPABLE 

7 5dBd 
• 4 18 

IA 

,_ 
- .1 t • 

J t 

p ATV-3 

ALL MODELS 

THE ANTENNA COMPANY 

Cushcraff vertical antenna s are designed to 
meet the exacting demands of your a ma teur 
radio station. They give top performance in 
easy lo use packages. They can be installed 
at g round level o r roof top. 
Durabi lity is guaranteed with double wall 
seamless aluminum base sections and fiber
glass high Q traps. If you a re inte rested in 
local contacts or long path DX communica
tions. a Cushcraff vertica l antenna is your 
best choice. 

tr 

ATV-4 ATV-5 
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hcrarl 
CORPORATION 

IN STOCK WITH DEALERS WORLDWIDE P.O. BOX 4680 • MANCHESTER, NH 03108 
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Many of the problems that Amateur Radio has had to face over the past few years - and 
will continue to face in the future - can be traced directly to one cause: the demands of an 
increasing Radio Amateur population for limited operating space in the radio spectrum. More 
and more stations have been squeezed into the same bands, creating heavy congestion, 
frustration, and lost tempers, particularly during peak occupancy periods on weekends and 
holidays. In many cases the effects of crowded band conditions are aggravated by poorly 
designed ham equipment: transmitters which contribute broadband noise and splatter, and 
receivers which cannot cope with nearby strong signals. Technology is available to solve 
these problems, but very seldom is it put to work; and sadly, unti l Radio Amateurs demand 
improved equipment performance, that technology won't be used. 

Herein lies the problem. How do you press for cleaner emissions from transmitters or 
push for receivers that will handle strong signals without overloading when there are no 
performance standards? And not only are there no performance standards, equipment 
specifications in general have not kept pace with technology. Gone are the days when 
receiver sensitivity and selectivity were the only things you looked for in a communications 
receiver (or the receiver section of an Amateur transceiver); how that receiver w ill contend 
with the abundance of strong, closely-spaced signals on today's crowded Amateur bands is 
much more important. Strong signals at the receiver's input saturate the rt amplif ier, 
resulting in the generation of spurious signals, or IMO (Intermodulat ion Distortion Products); 
this is essentially the same process which causes distortion in linear power amplifiers. In 
some cases the unwanted receiver-generated signals are actually stronger than the station 
you want to work! 

There are several ways to describe a receiver's performance in the presence of strong 
signals including intercept point and dynamic range. Briefly, intercept point denotes that 
input signal level which generates internal spurious signals that are the same level as the 
input signal; dynamic range is the number of dB between ult imate receiver sensit ivity (the 
noise floor) and input signals which produce IMO. In both cases, the larger the number the 
better. Some manufacturers have begun to provide this information, but since there are no 
standards, receivers which are advertised with similar operating characteristics often have 
vastly different on-the-air performance. Intercept point is currently in vogue, and as one of 
my correspondents recently pointed out, " Everyone suddenly has a '+ 20 dBm' receiver -
whether it costs $250 or $5000." (A receiver with a + 20 dBm intercept po int would be a very 
good one, indeed, and quite expensive to manufacture.) 

The preponderance of "20 dBm" receivers reminds me of the time a few years ago when 
every ssb transmitter on the market was advertised with third-order IMO down " more than 30 
dB." It didn't matter whether the final was built with rt power tubes, TV sweep tubes, or 
transistors - the magic number for third-order IMO was always - 30 dB. Then W6SAI and a 
few others pointed out that most of the TV sweep tubes couldn't do better than - 22 dB in rt 
linear service, and some were as bad as - 18 dB! That spelled the beginning of the end for 
TV sweep tubes in Amateur transmitters; as new ssb transmitters were introduced, more and 
more were designed around tubes and transistors which were intended for linear rt service. 

Receiver intercept point and transmitter IMO are only two of the problem areas. How 
about those built-in and accessory speech " processors" that often add so much distortion 
they make large sections of the band virtually useless? (And as an aside, what are we to do 
about the operators who refuse to turn off their processor even when they're told how bad 
they sound?) Established performance standards won 't improve operating habits, but they 
would make it a lot easier to purchase equipment that meets your personal needs. And in 
the long run, a realistic set of standards will inevitably result in better Amateur equipment 
for all of us. 

'6 lifilJ September 1979 

Jim Fisk, W1 HR 
editor-in-chief 
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Imagine.All The Places Yi,_ Can Tuck. 
ICOM's Remotable IC·llO.~ ·(Think.small.) 
The IC·280 2 meter mobile comes as one radio 
to be mounted in the normal manner: but, as an 
option, the diminutive front one third of the radio 
detaches and mounts by its optional bracket, 
while the main body tucks neatly away out of 
sight. Now you can mount your 2 meter radio in 
pint-sized places that seemed far too cramped 
before. 

Measuring only 2~"h .x 7''wx3%"d, the 
bantam-sized microproce:SSOr cdnqol head fits 
easily into the dash, .consple o,rnlove box of even 
the most compact vehicle:."Qr:if those places are 
already taken by the rest of your "tnobile shack," 
the IC·280 head squeezes ,irito· leftover nitches 
under the dash, overhead, undefthe seat or even 
on the steering column. 

But don't be misled by the petite size of this 
subdivided radio: the IC-280 is jam packed with 
the latest state of the art engineering and conveni
ence features. No scaled down technology here! 

With the microprocessor in the detachable control 
head, your IC;280 cari Store three frequencies of 
your choice plus the dial, which allows you to 
select from. four frequencies with thE: front panel 
switch without taking your . eyes off the road. 
These . frequencies are retajned in the IC·280's 
memory for· as fohg as power is applied to the 
radio, even when p()wer is turned off at the front 
panel switch. Alld ifpower:is completely.removed 
from the radio th~ ;±60_0 KHz splits are s91l m~n-
tained! ·· · · · · 

. The IC~280 worksifre~ue~cles in exces5 of the 2 
meter band wiili l'COJ'tts 9utstancling single~kn9b 
tuning, so you can' lis,ten around. the eQtite band. 
without fooling with ' three ' tuning knobs .. With 
steps of 15 KC or 5 KC, the IC-280 puts rapid and · 
easy frequency (;hange at your single fin!JE!rtip 
and instantly displays bright, easy to read.LED's. 

Available Optlonai • Touch Tone pad/microphone comblnatlon, 
.which. fits the_ mic plug on the radio face with 
absOlutely no modification 
(fits all lCOM 4-ptn mic radios.) 

• 15' tinassenlbted cable kit for long distance 
· _rem.ote mounting of the detachable 

. control. head 

•- 1c;;uo· 
·~im~tefFM,4+ MHz 

:,, MGit)iie}ihinSceiver· 
~- • " H - A ... ·• • ;; A , - • A • ~ ' - ' 

· -- .:i~ iU'.i;:L:~:; 

If you are a newly licensed novice, send for 'rco~ s catalog and ~ouni pu-~chas.i coupon. MaO y~u;'~m_·,,i~!~n·~nd date of license to your ICOM. 
distributor (see the bottom of this ad)- · · · · ' ;•; · ·· ··· · · 

All ICOM radios significantly 
exceed FCC regulations 
limiting spurious emissions. 

Spedllcatlons subject to 
change without notice. 

tC.no Spedllca-: D Frequency Coverage: 143.90-148.11 MHz D()perating CondltionS: Tempmoture: ·-lO'C to 60'C (14'f to 140 'FI. 
Duty Factor. continuous DfrequencyStabUtty: :tl.S KHr DModulation TYi"': FM (F3)'QAntenna lmpedanc:o: SO ohms unbalanced DPower 
Requirement DC 13.SV :tlS~ (negotlve~nd) DCurmit Drain: Tronsrnltting; 2 .SA Hi (lOW); L2A Lo.{lW), Recelvlng: 0.630A at max audio 
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FOCUS & COMMENT 

There's a lot of interest in QRP operation on the Amateur Bands these days, and along 
with the interest comes the fact that many very long-distance QSOs are being carried 
out with almost amazingly low amounts of power at one or both ends of the path. 
What's QRP, you ask? It's operating with low power levels - the arbitrary limit set by 
many enthusiasts (and the QRP Amateur Radio Club International) is 100 watts input on 
CW, 200 watts PEP on SSB. There is a sub-group among the practitioners who work 
QRPp (very low power), where a level as high as one watt is enough to raise eyebrows! 

All of this was brought to my attention by two things: There'll be an article on low· 
power work in our November issue, and, W8YFB pointed out the effectiveness of very 
small amounts of rf in getting to odd places around the world. (You remember his 
Beginner's Transmitter article in the July and August, 1978, issues of Horizons - well, 
he just sent us the information on designing some filters to reduce harmonic output 
from the rig. It's good reading, and the information applies to most commercially built 
rigs as well. It'll be in our magazine soon.) 

Anyway, Bill's examples included one v.1here coast-to-coast work was done by 
Amateurs using power as low as 0.005 watt. He also told of a distant Amateur 
complaining about the interference to his QSO - interference caused by the grid-dip 
oscillator Bill was using to check his antenna for resonance! 

This brought to mind an early experience of mine, back in the tube days. I decided I 
needed a VFO, right now, and proceeded to use up most of an afternoon and all of an 
evening building one. What with Murphy's Law, lack of parts (and hunting for 
substitutions), and several interruptions, it was close to 2 AM before I was ready to 
calibrate the thing. I tuned my receiver to 80 meters, and started making marks on the 
nice, new National dial of my one-tube VFO. While checking from one end of the 
"empty" band to the other, I heard a W9, and in the course of his QSO he said he was 
in Indiana. Who could resist the idea of trying to work the guy with such low power. I 
set the VFO to his frequency (it was capacitively coupled to the antenna terminals on 
the back of the receiver - no tuner, no relays), and gave him a call. Surprise, and a big 
grin on my part , he answered. The input to the tube, as checked later, was a staggering 
0.003 watt. The output was anybody's guess - what with the inefficient coupling and 
the losses through the receiver's input coil. I told him I was using less than a half a 
watt, and he was impressed. He called a couple of buddies in nearby Ohio and Illinois, 
then an eavesdropper in Iowa joined in. We chatted until daylight started absorbing the 
signals and communication was no longer possible. (My boss looked at my bloodshot 
eyes next day and asked if I had trouble sleeping - since he was a non-ham, I knew he 
would never understand.) 

The point being that QRP is not a new mode of operation, but rather that there are a 
lot more Amateurs now, and hundreds of them are discovering the fun of getting the 
most distance for the least energy. No, they (as a group) are not advocating that 
everyone dismantle their high-powered rigs and operate strictly from solar cells, 
bicycle-pedals, or aluminum and copper wires stuck in a potato (try it, it'll generate a 
small amount of electricity, but don't ask me what the schematic symbol is for a 
potato). QRPers just enjoy this particular form of competing with nature, and they 
welcome newcomers with great enthusiasm. 

If you would like to try it, now's the time. Sunspots have the higher bands in good 
shape, al lowing your signal ·to travel the farthest with the least losses. It'll add a whole 
new dimension to your Amateur Radio world , and furthermore, there are plenty of 
awards and contests for QRPers; our upcoming article will tell you how to get in 
on them. 

Now, let's see - I wonder if I still have the parts for that old VFO? I must have, for I 
never throw anything away. 

8 m September 1979 

Thomas McMullen, W1SL 
Managing Editor 
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NEWSL//V_F ____ _ 
A CALIFORNIA COURT DECISION against a CB operator has estab l ished a precedent that 

could work against Amateurs as well, and serves as a warning to carefully examine all 
restri-ctions before renting or buying a new home i f you plan antennas. San Diege CB 
operator Jerry Lee Dunn was sued by a neighbor for vio l ating the covenants, conditions , 
and restrictions (CCRs) of their subdivision, which absolutely prohibited outside an
tennas for any purpose. Dunn fought the suit on the grounds that the CCRs violated his 
First Amendment rights to free speech and was thus unenforceab le. 

In Its Decision Upholding the antenna prohibition, the Court of Appeals, Fourth Dis 
trict o f California, found that Dunn ' s right to speak on the air was not itself restrict 
ed, and a l so required that he pay the other side ' s l egal fees. 

AMATEUR STATIONS ON U.S. f l ag vessels must be l icensed by the FCC, a June 12 ARRL 
letter to l d an American operating a Caribbean - l i censed stat ion ont1Ts yacht. This new 
letter, which contradicts an earl ier one indicating a foreign Amateur license would be 
legal on an American ship sailing the hig h seas, cites as its authority the FCC ' s Treaty 
Branch and quotes both international Radio Regulations and the Communicat i ons Act of 
1934 in support of the stricter interpretation. 

A Number Of Amer i can Yachters, some of whom have been drawing criticism for question
able operations on the Amateur bands for some ti111e, should be affected . 

In A Related Action, the ARRL has warned U.S . and Canadian Amat eurs not to contact 
statTons with HP9 callsigns . Although the prefix sounds Amateur, the Panamanian govern
ment has confirmed that its HP9 licenses are for commercial maritime stations and their 
recent use in the Amateur bands is illega l . 

HF RADIATION HAZARDS are the subject of a new FCC Notice of Inquiry, General Docket 
79- 144 , agreed to by the Commissioners in June. Although the Commission noted that 
promulgation of RF radiation health and safety standards is the responsibility of health 
and safety agencies , it also recognized that the FCC would have to consider radiation 
exposure standards adopted by other Federal agencies in its licensing activities . With 
the environment currently a hot pub l ic issue, this NOI could easily become a crucial one 
for Amateur Radio as we l l as most other radio services. 

Comment Date for Docket 79- 144 is December 15, with Reply Comments due March 15 of 
next year . To obtain a copy of the text of this important NOI, write to Consumer 
Assistance Office, 1919 M Street N.W .. Washington , D.C . 20554; ask for Docket 79-144. 

U.S . -HAITI RECIPROCAL licensing agreement, stalled since last September by minor text 
differences, has finally been signed and is now in e ffect . Haiti brings to 53 the num
ber of countri es with which the U.S. has reciprocal l i censing agreements. 

RUSSIA'S NEW " NOVICE" license has been confirmed in the June 20 issue of Soviet Patriot . 
The new Beginning Radioamateurs," whose age limit has been lowered to 14 years (16 was 
the previous l ower limit), may contact only each other and use only t he new 1850-1950 kHz 
Russian allocation with five watts. They ' 11 use the prefix " EZ" followed by a number/ 
letter combination like that of an individua l "UK" prefixed Russian Amateur station -
EZ6FAB would be a " Be ginning Radioamateu r" in Georg ia, for example. Phone as we l l as CW 
may be used. 

" ASSOCIATION OF RADIO SPORT of the People's Republic of China" has now been formed, 
the IARU reports . Several former active mainland China Amateurs are among the Associa
t i on's officers. 

THE. TVI/RFI INFORMATION PACKET mentioned in our August issue ("TVI Complaints," by 
DAlKV and DAlTM, page 28) is no l onger avai l ab l e from ARRL. It has been rep l aced by 
their new booklet, Radio Frequency Interference, which sel l s for $3 . 

CANAL ZONE WILL CEASE to be a separate country at the end of September , under the re
cent U.S./Panama treaty. After that , all KZ5s wil l have to qualify for an HPl l icense to 
stay on the air. 

AMSAT REPORTS THAT OSCAR 7 is available for use regardl ess of mode . It ' s been hard to 
keep it in s cheduled modes , so which one you use it in, A or B , will depend on which mode 
it ' s jumped to when you find i t. Wednesdays, of course, are still reserved for experi 
ment days . 

AMATEUR RADIO GREW 6.3% in the year ending June 1 , when U. S. Amateur ranks reached an 
all-time high of 363,820. That growth rate seems to be continuing, too, as the increase 
for the mont h of May was at an annual r ate of 7.4%. 

Extras Showed The greates t growth in the past year, up 15 . 4% to 23,211 . On June 1 
the Advanced Class totaled 84,181, a 5 . 6% increase; Genera l Cl ass was up 4.8%, to 120,903; 
while Novices showed the second biggest gain, up 9 . 5% to 66,363. 
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BY ALF WILSON, W6NIF 

Ah, DX! What makes it so fascinating? It's a part of Amateur Radio that's as old as Amateur 
Radio itself. The thrill of that first foreign contact. The frustration of waiting to work a rare 
station when your rig conks out just at the crucial moment. The endless hours of listening, 
listening, listening, hoping to be the first to hear that rare station when he opens up. The 
continual testing, pruning, tweaking to get that last watt into your antenna. The waiting at the 
mail box for that DX card. Yes, that's DXing and a whole lot more. 

Is it really worth it? Ask any dedicated DXer and you know his answer will be yes. DXing is 
addictive. Once you get into it you're hooked. And who wants to be cured? You're at the mercy 
of propagation conditions, fierce competition from other Amateurs, the vagaries of the operating 
habits of the DX station. It's a real challenge. 

DXing is losing sleep, calling in sick at the office, using scare tactics, being a bully. It's great. 
It's using every single facility, mental and physical , you possess to work that elusive foreign 
Amateur station. 

12 rnJ September 1979 



The first two-way radio 
contact between Europe and 
the United States some 55 
years ago was a DX contest of 
sorts. That was when F8AB in 
Nice, France, and 1 MO in 
Connecticut , completed the 
first two-way overseas DX 
contact - using Amateur 
Radio. It was a DX test because 
the operators used al I of the 
elements we use today to work 
foreign stations: listening, 
patience, timing, and more 
listening. 

I've heard fellow DXers say, 
"After you've worked all the 
countries in the world, then 
what?" My answer is, "Keep 
working DX." It's always a 
chal lenge and an excellent way 
to develop operating skills. 
Each situation requires a new 
approach. You're forced to get 
the most out of the equipment 
you have, and that requires 
operating skill. Probably the 
best satisfaction obtained from 
DX operating is to be able to 
reach out and touch another 
human being, if only for a brief 
moment. You'll find that, after 
al l, you and he are pretty much 
the same, and that's nice. 

This article on DXing spans 
some 43 years, beginning in 
1935. It covers several sunspot 
cycles, good and bad. Ideas are 
given on how to work DX using 
transmitter power from a few 
watts to the legal limit during 
all propagation conditions. One 
of the fringe benefits of work
ing DX and collecting QSL 
cards is the accumulation of 
foreign postage stamps. (Never 
throw anything away!) 

Also given are some hints on 
how to pry QSL cards from 
foreign stations that are 
reluctant to send cards to 
American Amateurs. (Why? 
Because they work so many!) 
I'll share with you some of the 
tricks I've learned over the 
years on how to leap in and 
leap out, even with low power 
and marginal propagation con
ditions. Some of the big-gun 
DXers will probably want to 
crucify me for giving away their 
secrets, but that's okay. 

Finally I'll talk about some 
experiments I've made with a 
foreign Amateur involving extra-

sensory perception, or ESP. It's 
a lot of fun and provides some 
interesting things to think 
about. 

It was 1935. America had 
bottomed out economically. 
The great depression was upon 
the land. I was a youngster of 
15 going to high school. The 
school had a shop course that 
taught the elements of elec
tricity and radio. It sounded like 
an easy credit, so I signed up. 
In a loft over the shop was a 
ham station, complete with an 
SW-3 (National Radio Company) 
receiver and a transmitter built 
by the students. The transmit
ter consisted of a pair of type 
210 tubes in a TNT (tuned/not 
tuned) circuit. The antenna was 
a Marconi working against 
ground. It was strung from a 
60-foot mast and sloped down 
toward the northeast. 

Only licensed Amateurs were 
allowed to work the station, of 
course. I didn't have a license, 
but one of the seniors, who 
was in charge of the station, let 
me listen on the SW-3 receiver. 
I'd learned Morse code during 
the radio course, so I felt fairly 
comfortable sitting there with a 
pair of Baldwin phones 
clamped to my head. It was 
early in the morning, before 
classes. I tuned the SW-3 
across the 40-meter band and 
heard some water-weak VK and 
ZL stations - and that did it. I 
was hooked! 

Money for radio parts was 
hard to come by. Bu t if you 
reall y wanted to get on the air, 
there were ways. Many, many 
receivers and transm itters 
du ring the depression were 
fashioned from old broadcast
band recei ver part s. I was 
fortunate enough to obtain an 
Atwater Kent receiver that had 
enough parts to build a CW 
transmitter. It wasn 't too pretty 
to look at, but it worked. By 
using a capaci tor-input filter in 
the power supply I was able to 
squeeze out all of 650 vol ts de, 
which t ranslated to 25 watts 
input. The transmitter was a 
tu ned-p late, tuned-grid (TPTG) 
circuit, which I built onto a 
breadboard. You didn't have to 
worry about TVI in those days, 
of course, so the transmitter 
was complete ly unshielded. 

I placed a f lashlight bulb 
attached to a th ree-turn loop of 
w ire in to the copper-tubing 
tank coil, turned on the high 
voltage, and pressed the key. 
Beauti ful! The lamp glowed 
brigh tl y, so I knew the rig was 
putting out. Just to make sure, 
I touched a pencil to the end of 
t he tan k coil and was rewarded 
with a nice, hot blue spark of 
radio-frequency energy! 

I sti ll didn't have my Amateur 
license, bu t I just couldn' t 
resist connecting an antenna to 
my new transmitter. Al l I 
wanted to do was see if it 
wou ld take power. (I'd erected a 

Author's first DX QSL card, received in 1935. Note the signal-reporting format; QSA4, 
R5, T9X. J2LU used a pair of 852 triodes in push-pull with 1·kW input, a very respectable 
rig in those days. 
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40-meter Zepp antenna, which 
ran from the eaves of our 
house to a billboard across the 
street.) It was late at night. I 
connected the Zepp to the 
transmitter tank coil using a 
couple of alligator clips in 
series with capacitors (to keep 
the high voltage off of the 
feed line). 

On the first try it was bad 
news. I'd placed the clips too 
close to the ends of the tank 
coil. The rig swamped out. 
Then I moved the feeder clips 
closer to the coil center until 
the test lamp glowed feebly -
ah, success! The rig kept oscil
lating as I punched the key. I 
listened to the rig in my receiv
er. A little chirp, but not too 
bad. 1 was on the air. 

Then I heard a loud knock on 
the garage door. I opened the 
door. Standing in the dim glow 
of the street light was a huge 
fellow who looked like a Suma 
wrestler. He said, " Have you 
been using a transmitter on 40 
meters?" I said, "Uh, yes. I was 
just testing out my new trans
mitter." Some feet shuffling; 
then: "It's a very low- power rig. 
Why do you ask?" 

The fellow hunkered closer 
to me and said, "I am an 
Amateur Radio operator. I I ive 
two blocks up the street. I was 
listening on the 40-meter band 
a liJtle while ago. I heard a very 
loud and chirpy signal, which 
blocked my receiver. Terrible 
key clicks! I traced the signal 
to your house." 

I didn't bother to ask the 
fellow how he traced the signal 
to my rig. Perhaps he noticed 
my Zepp antenna connected to 
the billboard across the street. 
I invited him into the shack. He 
took in the layout in one 
glance. 

"What's your call sign?" he 
asked. 

"Don't have one yet, but I'm 
working on it." 

"Well, the law requires that 
you have a license to operate a 
radio transmitter. You can't just 
test transmitting equipment on 
the air without a license." 

14 m September 1979 
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"Yes, I know that," I said. 
"I'm going to take the Amateur 
examination next week." 

The next hour was one of the 
happiest of my life. When the 
visitor realized I was genuinely 
interested in Amateur Radio 
and was trying to learr., his 
attitude changed drastically. He 
invited me to visit his station 
and gave me some invaluable 
tips on how to clean up my 
signal and arrange the equip
ment for maximum operating 
efficiency. I'll never forget him 
and his help. His call sign was 
W6KEX. He was about 10 years 
older than I and had a really up
to-date station for those days. I 
have since lost track of him 
over the years. But Hank, if 
you're reading this, thanks a 
meg for your inspiration and 
help. 

Getting the license 

In 1935 San Diego had no 
FCC field off ice. The nearest 
examination point was in Los 
Angeles, some 130 miles north. 
So one morning in early Jan· 
uary I headed for L.A. I had 
about $5.00 in my pocket, and 
high hopes. The morning was 
miserable - rain and wind. I 
walked down to the highway 
and started hitchhiking. I 
arrived at the FCC office in the 
Reeves-Strong building in 
downtown L.A. late in the 
afternoon. Art Linden was the 
FCC officer. I ti I led out the 
forms and took the code test. 
No problem. Then I completed 
the written exam and headed 
back home. 

After a month of waiting, it 
arrived - my Amateur Radio 
license. DX, here I come! 

That first DX contact 

It's difficult to put into words 
the thrill of a first radio contact 
with an overseas Amateur. 
After I received my license, I 
spent many hours working sta
tions up and down the state of 
California. I even managed to 
work some fellows as far away 
as Louisiana - all on 40 
meters with 25 watts. But I 
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really wanted a contact with a 
station outside the United 
States. I'd been bitten by the 
DX bug. 

One morning in March, 1935, 
I was listening on 40 meters 
just before leaving for school. 
The band seemed to be in fairly 
good shape. It was early -
about 6 AM. I tuned my TRF 
receiver carefully from the 
bottom of the band. Then I 
heard a weak station sending 
CQ. It was J2LU. I called him, 
three-by-three.* Seconds later I 
heard my callsign. Got him! My 
very first DX contact. I went to 
school that day and ran five 
miles around the track. I turned 
in homework that had been due 
for weeks. I even went to the 
glee club class. I was exultant! 

QSL cards 

To qualify for the DX Century 
Club, sponsored by the ARRL, 
or to qualify for any DX 
operating award, you must 
submit QSL cards confirming 
contact with the DX station. 
There are various methods of 
obtaining these confirmations. 
Most foreign countries operate 
QSL bureaus that handle QSL 
cards from overseas Amateurs. 
Often you'll find that a foreign 
Amateur will ask you to "QSL 
via bureau." Sending and 
receiving QSL cards via the 
bureau is a good method, but 
has its limitations. 

Over the years I've found that 
the best way to get a QSL card 
confirmation is to send the 
foreign ham your card, properly 
filled out with the date (GMT), 
time (GMT), your name and 
address, and a self-addressed 
envelope with sufficient return 
postage, either International 
Reply Coupons or the equiva
lent in United States currency. 

The self-addressed envelope 
is important, because foreign 
hams receive many, many QSL 
cards from U.S. Amateurs, so 
the burden of addressing 
envelopes becomes too much 
work. Often the foreign ham 

•"Three-by-three" means calling the 
station three times, followed by your 
call sign three times. 
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will send your card to you via 
the bureau, even though you've 
sent sufficient return postage. 
The reason: he simply doesn't 
want to fill out the return 
envelopes. 

Other tricks are useful in 
obtaining QSL cards from 
foreign hams. Hams are hams, 
throughout the world. When 
you work a foreign ham, you'll 
probably exchange names, 
signal reports, and locations. 
But realize that the fellow on 
the other end of the DX circuit 
is a fellow human being. He 
has a family, he has problems 
just as you do, and he really 
wants to reach out to you. If 
you're really interested in 
knowing a certain foreign ham 
personally, try the following. It 
has never failed me, and I have 
a lot of letters and QSL cards 
to prove it. 

Tips on increasing QSL returns 

Most U.S. hams buy a batch of 
printed QSL cards from dealers 
specializing in these items. You 

Photos of DX stations received by the 
author during the early 1930s. The sta· 
tion of PY5VN in Venezuela is at right, 
ZL 1 BR's layout is at bottom left, and at 
lower right is J2NC's station in Tokyo. 
All of these photos were received with 
QSL cards together with personal letters 
and envelopes containing rare postage 
stamps. 

can spend almost any amount 
you wish and obtain exquisitely 
printed four-color cards with a 
photo of your station and your
self. Nothing wrong with that, 
of course. But I've found that a 
little innovation in designing 
your QSL card really pays off 
when you're interested in 
increasing your QSL returns 
from foreign Amateurs. 

I'd recommend two articles 
in this regard.1.2 Reference 1 
shows how to make person
alized QSL cards using readily 
available materials, and 
reference 2 points out the 
principles of good design. The 
idea is to come up with a card 
that is a notch above the run
of-the-mi 11 QSL card for obtain
ing returns from foreign 
stations. 

You can have a batch of 
printed cards, using the 
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Some stamps received from overseas Amateurs on envelopes containing QSL cards. If you're into stamp collect ing, 
this is a good method of accumulating specimens. 

standard QSL format, for 
contacts with in the U.S. But 
your secret weapon for obtain
ing replies from exotic foreign 
stations is to have a small 
batch of personalized QSLs, 
preferably homemade. Remem
ber that foreign Amateurs in 
rare spots get U.S. QSLs by the 
basketful. If your card is 
unique, and if you've included a 
self-addressed envelope with 
sufficient return postage, your 
chances of receiving a reply 
wi ll be greatly enhanced. Don't 
forget to include a personal 
note, in your handwriting, on 
the card. If you send a photo of 
yourself or your station, the 
odds of a quick reply are 
increased. Thus, you can be 
ahead of the competition. 

Stamp collecting 

Over the past 43 years of 
DXing I've collected something 
like 2000 envelopes with 
foreign stamps. (I never throw 

anything out.) I'm not a stamp limited to low transmitter 
collector, but I'm sure that at power, you must use certain 
least some of the foreign tactics. I've tried some 
stamps are valuable to knowl- experiments to determine just 
edgeable philatelists. I keep how important transmitter 
the envelopes in a special power can be when chasing DX 
place, free from humidity, mice, during a contest. 
and insects. I have a control on my trans-

Some of the stamps are from mitter that allows me to vary 
countries no longer in exis- transmitter power from a few 
tence, such as former African watts to the full legal limit. 
countries. Someday I'll take During one popular DX contest 
inventory of the batch. Who I first tried working foreign 
knows, maybe they will be stations with full legal power. I 
worth something. If you're did fairly well , considering the 
i:-iterested, drop me a line and competition. Then I decreased 
I' ll be glad to send a list of my transmitter power to about one-
stamps. The stamps are still on fourth the legal limit for com-
the original envelopes received parison. Aha! - it's a whole 
from Amateur Radio stations new ball game. 
many years ago. In a fierce DX pileup with 

Competition - high power, 
low power 

Working DX during a contest 
is much different from casually 
chasing DX stations on a daily 
basis. In contests, if you 're 

hundreds, even thousands, of 
U.S. hams calling a foreign 
station, the sound is unbeliev
able. If it's your first 
experience, you'll probably 
think something's wrong with 
your receiver. Adjusting your 
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age control doesn't do any 
good. Turning down your rf 
gain control doesn't help. It's 
bedlam! 

If you're using moderate or 
low power during such a situa
tion, it's best to wait awhile 
before calling the DX station. 
That's your only alternative. 
Sooner or later, the number of 
calling stations will decrease. 
Then, if you time your calls and 
listen, chances are you'll even
tually work the station. I'm not 
saying that you'll score in the 
top ten at the end of the con
test, because, after all, these 
contests are time limited. But 
with moderate transmitter 
power, good judgment, and 
proper timing, you can rack up 
a respectable score. 

Check the band edges near 
the end of the DX contest. 
Often you'll be able to pick up 
DX stations who are looking for 
contest multipliers. I've found 
some rare stations about an 
hour before contest end by 
carefully listening. Above all, 
don't give up! You can't work 
'em if you don't call 'em. And, 
if you want that rare QSL card, 
heed my advice given previous
ly. It really pays off. 

An interesting sidelight - ESP 
I made good friends with 

several hams in East Africa 
during the early 1950s. Condi
tions were great then, and it 
was easy to work Africa on a 
consistent basis, day after day. 
In fact, propagation conditions 
were so good that I decided to 
break the boredom of nightly 
DX contacts by trying an 
experiment in extra-sensory 
perception (ESP). 

I made a schedule with a 
fellow in Ghana after discuss
ing ESP. He and I were both 
interested in this phenomenon 
and we decided to try it out. 

The idea was this: At a 
predetermined time, we would 
both listen for each other on 14 
MHz. No specific frequency 
was stipulated. We would each 
concentrate on a frequency 
somewhere below 14,025 kHz 
for ten minutes before sched
ule time. At that time the 
station in Ghana would call me 
on the frequency he thought I'd 
be listening on. 

On the day of the experiment 
I turned on my equipment well 
in advance of the scheduled 
time. At ten minutes before 
schedule time I relaxed and 

A station in French Guinea on the African west coast. FFBBI was on 
14 MHz CW during the late 1950s when band conditions were good. 
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tried to eliminate all extraneous 
thoughts and concentrated on 
my chosen frequency, 14,020 
kHz, j ust 5 kHz below our pre
established upper frequency 
limit for the experiment. I was 
using headphones, wh ich 
helped to eliminate outs ide 
noise and distraction. 

I carefully tuned my receiver 
to 14,020 kHz, turned on the 
narrowband filte r, and l istened. 
Up 3 kHz; down 3 kHz. No re
sponse. Off went the filter; the 
receiver passband opened up 
about 2 kHz. Sti II no call from 
the station in Ghana. Then I 
started tuning upward in fre
quency. Still no response. 
Final ly I started tuning down
ward in frequency and at pre
cisely 14,015 kHz I heard him! 

We established contact and 
discussed our strategy. The 
Ghana station had chosen 
14,015 kHz and I had chosen 
14,020 kHz for the experiment 
frequency. We had 25 kHz in 
which to experiment. After 
concentrating, we had missed 
each other by only 5 kHz. Not 
bad for a first try. 

We tried this experiment over 
the next two months on 14 
MHz. We used the entire band 
for our tests. I'm not 'an expert 
in this ESP field, but I must say 
our results were not really con
sistent. Sometimes we were 
able to establish contact within 
3 kHz for perhaps two or three 
days; at other times we never 
did find each other. More often 
than not, over the two-month 
experimental period, we were 
about 100 kHz apart. 

At any rate it was a fun 
experience and probably, under 
controlled cond it ions, better 
data could have been obtained. 
But whoever heard of con-
trol led conditions on the 
shortwave bands? 
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"Dove, Dove. This is Goldfinch. 
Over." 

A strong a-m carrier quieted 
the background noise almost 
instantly. 

"Go ahead, Goldfinch." 
"This is Goldfinch. Just 

cleared the breakwater on 
routine patrol. Over." 

The small speaker rattled, 
"Roger, Goldfinch. Out. " 

Andy Bark, W8PVL (before 
the war) hooked the mike back 
in place on the side of the 
small rig. He wrote in the 
Torfin's rad io log: 

8/12/42 16:10 DOVE Harbor 
Clearance A.B. 

Just as he scribbled his 
initials in the " operator" 
column, the door in the cabin 
burst open. A I ieutenant stood 
glaring at him, left foot still off 
the deck from the kick he'd 
delivered. 

" You close that door, 
Sparks?" the officer yelled. 

Bark jumped to his feet, 
knocking over the chair he'd 
been sitting on. In his con
fusion he started to salute. 

"Knock that off," the 
lieutenant said, "I asked you a 
question." 

"Yes sir, I did. Was that 
wrong?" 

"You're a lubber, right? First 
time at sea?" 

"Yes." 
" How come you're standing 

watch in dress blues?" 
"Just reported aboard, sir. 

No time to change before I got 
the duty." 

The officer sighed. He 
ducked his head to pass 
through the entry to the radio 
room, then stared for a moment 
at the small communications 
set bolted to the bulkhead. 
Bark noticed that the man had 
a white scar which started 
under his left ear, crossed his 
nose on a diagonal, and ended 
up just short of his right eye. 
The weather-beaten face 
relaxed as the man turned to 
Andy. 

"Yeah, kid, it was wrong. But 
I guess they don't teach you 
guys anything but dits and 
dahs at radio school. Take a 

good look at that door!" 
Bark examined the structure, 

puzzled. 
"See any kick-out panel?" 
Bark wouldn't have known 

what one looked like, but he 
twisted his head in the 
negative. 

"Okay! This tub is a 
Norwegian harpoon vessel we 
requisitioned when hostil ities 
began. It was built for peace
time whaling, so deals like 
kick-out panels weren' t needed. 
But if we just happened to take 
a tin fish while on patrol the 
force would immediately warp 
the hull. Every closed cabin 
door aboard would jam in its 
frame." 

The man stepped over and 
gripped the door edge with a 
hand the size of a basebal I 
glove. 

"That's Norwegian maple. 
Hard as rock, and two inches 
thick. No man could break 
through that door if it were 
jammed." 

The lieutenant stabbed out 
an arm, pointing to the porthole 
in the bulkhead. 

"That there port is too small 
for even a little fella like you to 
get through. Sinking can take 
less than two minutes, kid. 
You'd drown in here like a 
trapped rat. See?" 

"Yes, sir! " Bark said 
emphatically, and meant it. He 
had a very active imagination 
and was shuddering inwardly at 
the awful idea. 

"Okay, then remember that. 
It might save your skin some 
day. Sorry I sounded off so 
strong at you. Now go on back 
to your dits and dahs." 

"Uh ... we don't have CW 
capability aboard, sir. This is 
only a radiotelephone system." 

"Phone, schmone! Radar, 
hydrophones . .. all that new 
junk. If you ask me, that stuff 
just gets in the way of good 
sailormen trying to do a ship
shape job!" He ducked his 
head again and started out of 
the cabin, then paused. 

"Did the warrant bos'n make 
it aboard?" 

"I don't know, sir." 
"All right, all right . . . oh." 

The man turned, sticking out a 
hand. "I'm Larry Smith, your 
skipper on this hulk." 

Andy felt his hand being 
crushed as he replied, "I 'm 
pleased to meet you, sir. I'm 
Radioman Third Class Andrew 
Bark. '' 

"Welcome aboard, Bark. See 
you at chow." The wide 
shoulders pushed down the 
companionway and disap
peared. Andy sat back down in 
front of the rig, feeling 
confused. 

He was worried about his 
new wife. After only a five
minute driving lesson he'd had 
to turn the car over to her 
unskilled hands where she'd 
dropped him off at the pier at 
Long Beach. She'd been pretty 
broken up about seeing him 
off. Silent ly, he prayed she'd 
make it back okay to the tiny 
apartment they'd been lucky to 
find in Manhattan Beach. All 
the coastal cities were blacked 
out and you had to drive with 
parking lights only. Even those 
were supposed to be painted 
black with just a small cross of 
clear glass left on the lens. 
Now, on top of that worry, he'd 
have to serve his first hitch at 
sea with a skipper who didn 't 
exactly believe in electronic 
aids. Th is was going to be 
some cruise. 

Andy simultaneously became 
aware of ship's motion and a 
funny tingling of his flesh. It 
was as if all the hairs on his 
arms, legs, and chest were 
trying to stand on end. The 
vessel was in a kind of slow 
rise and falling motion while at 
the same time rolling to port 
and starboard. The soles of his 
feet detected the deck pulsing. 
There was a rhythmic throbbing 
from the engines which he 
hadn't noticed before. It 
seemed they were working 
awfully hard for some reason. 
Andy rose and peered out the 
small porthole. 

Dusk was just coming on, 
and in the dull light the sea 
looked like an angry landscape 
of dirty green hills with wind
blown white crests. Even 
though the radio room was up 
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on boat deck, those waves 
seemed too darn close to the 
glass for comfort. That's all he 
needed now was a storm his 
first time out. He got up and 
secured the cabin door from 
swinging by snapping a bronze 
hook he found on its inner 
surface into a matching ring on 
the bulkhead so it was held as 
open as it could be. As he 
straightened from this task, a 
tiny man inside Andy began 
dropping one weighted butter
fly after another down his 
throat into his stomach. 
Instinctively, he began 
swallowing to relieve a feeling 
of nausea. There was a sound 
of heels in the companionway. 
A third-class seaman wearing 
foul weather gear and boots 
poked his head in the doorway. 

" Sparks, report that we're 
coming up on Station One. 
Make it sound like we really 
knew that. Okay?" 

" What's that mean? Aren't 
we sure?" 

'"Not exactly, but the Old 
Man doesn't want Dove to 
know that." The seaman pulled 
his head from the portal and 
was gone. 

"Oh brother," Andy said to 
himself, then picked up the 
mike. 

"Dove, Dove. This is Gold
finch. Over." There was some 
delay before the speaker said, 
" Go ahead, Goldfinch." 

"Uh . . . this is Goldfinch. We 
are arriving at Station One now. 
Over." 

"Say again, Goldfinch. Your 
signal's breaking up. Say again. 
Over. " 

Andy repeated the message 
three times, speaking slowly. 

"Roger, Goldfinch. We read 
you that time. Wait." The 
carrier stayed on the air, then: 
"Goldfinch, we have one opera
tfonal for the captain. Can you . 
.. " When the distant voice cut 
out it wasn't replaced by the 
sound of background static. 
Andy bent down and pressed 
his ear against the speaker 
grill. There was dead silence. 
He pulled open a drawer, took 
out a pair of earphones and 
shoved the plug into a jack on 
the rig. Still silence, even 
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though he turned the audio and 
rf gain controls wide open. 

While fighting to keep his 
butterfly-laden stomach under 
control, Andy opened a tool 
box, and in a few minutes was 
able to slide the receiver 
section of the rig out from the 
relay rack on small rails. He 
flipped the power switch back 
on and peered carefully at the 
tube line-up. Not a single 
filament glowed on the entire 
chassis. Grabbing a meter, 
Andy checked the main-line ac 
supply from the ship's 
alternator. The needle on the 
meter swung over to 115 volts. 
He quickly ran a continuity 
check on the fuses. The main 
line ac fuse was blown. But, 
right then, Andy became too 
sick to worry about the rig , and 
he knew he couldn't do what 
he was going to do while in the 
radio room. 

Andy plunged through the 
open cabin door and down the 
companionway, making a hard 
right turn, and he was outside 
on boat deck. He made it to the 
rail in the darkness and, taking 
a firm grip on the metal, leaned 
over toward the sea. In the next 
instant he was completely 
submerged and felt a blind 
urge to start swimming. At the 
same time, he was amazed to 
feel the ship's rail still locked 
firmly in his grasp, even though 
terrible forces were trying to 
tear his hands free and his 
body was now floating in a 
horizontal position. 

Just when he felt his lungs 
would burst, his knees came 
down hard on the steel deck 
and he could breathe once 
more. In front of his eyes he 
dimly saw a black mountain of 
water hissing away from the 
side of the ship. Still holding 
madly onto the rail, Andy 
pulled himse1f parallel to an 
outside cabin bulkhead. There 
was a safety rail running its 
length, and he latched onto it 
and made his way back into the 
companionway. In the intense 
excitement he found he wasn't 
sick anymore - just scared 
stiff. Even when he made it 
back to the radio room and sat 
down, his knees trembling from 

the effort - his stomach still 
felt okay. He suddenly grinned 
like an idiot; apparently a 
narrow escape from drowning 
was an instant cure for 
seasickness. 

Andy shrugged out of his 
tight-fitting tunic and bell 
bottoms, and wrung them out 
as best he could into the waste 
basket. Hanging the blues over 
the top of the cabin door, he 
sat down in his skivvies and 
turned his attention back to the 
ailing rig. 

The old excitement and curi
osity he always felt when 
building or fixing circuits in his 
ham shack in Detroit, before 
Pearl Harbor, took over now. He 
flipped off the main power 
switch, then reached around to 
the back of the receiver 
chassis and pulled out all the 
interconnecting plugs there. He 
lifted the front of the receiver 
section so it unlocked from the 
guide rails, and placed it 
upside down on the operating 
table. He removed the bottom 
shield plate and let out a long 
whistle. This was going to be 
easy, he thought to himself. 

One of the heavy wire leads 
coming from the hot terminal 
of the main ac fuse socket was 
covered with charred insula
tion. What looked like tar had 
bubbled from joints in the 
power transformer shield can. 
Somehow, either the primary or 
secondary winding of that 
transformer had broken down, 
causing heavy current to flow 
before the fuse blew. A quick 
reading using the ohmmeter 
showed a satisfactorily high 
resistance to ground from the 
high-voltage side of the filter 
choke and electrolytic condens
ers. This would be no real 
sweat. He'd just dig into spare 
parts, and replace that trans
former. He smiled, thinking this 
would be the first time he ever 
had to do a job like this while 
sitting in what felt like a roller 
coaster gone wild. 

Twenty minutes later Andy 
was still hunting through 
lockers in the radio room 
looking for the box of spare 
parts for the rig. Finally, he 
groped his way to the file 



cabinet and pulled out the 
radio-room inventory list. In the 
printed line for a spare parts 
kit, the little box alongside was 
empty of a check mark. Against 
the ship's movement, Andy 
literally crawled back to the 
chair and sat down to think. 
Evidently, in the rush to 
convert this requisitioned ship 
for coastal antisubmarine 
patrol, somebody in the fitting 
yards goofed by not putting a 
spare-radio-parts kit 
aboard. Andy looked 
up to see the 
skipper passing the 
radio room door. 
Absent-mindedly, 
Andy stepped out 
into the compan
ionway. 

"Sir," he sung out, 
"we've lost all radio 
communications. 
The two-way radio 
broke down, and I 
find that no spares 
were put aboard." 
He gulped, "With 
this storm and 
all ... " 

"Storm?" the 
lieutenant said, 
"what storm?" 
The slicker he was 
wearing glistened 
with water. 

"Oh, I've been 
outside too, sir. 
Almost went overboard 
myself when I tried to upchuck 
on boat deck and giant waves 
poured over me." 

" Boy, Sparks, you are sure a 
lubber," Smith laughed. "These 
are just ground swells. We 
usually find them out seaward 
of Catalina." The skipper's grin 
widened as he eyed Andy from 
head to toe. "I see you did 
finally get out of those dress 
blues, too." Andy looked down 
and cringed. 

"Well, I'm glad we didn't lose 
you over the side, but I'll have 
to school you later in better 
sea manners," the skipper said. 
"My warrant bos'n came aboard 
walking drunk, then passed out 
on the bridge with a kid striker 
at the wheel. Poor lad was too 
scared to blow the whistle on 
an officer so he just stood 

there steering an erratic course 
for four hours. Naturally, 
sleeping beauty didn't take a 
fix of position. Now heavy fog's 
starting to move in and we' re 
running under solid overcast." 

"But the radio, sir!" 
"Nothing to worry about, 

Sparks. Don't need that junk 
anyway. You just sit tight and 
keep out of the way so the 
crew can work the ship, okay?" 

Andy turned back into the 

radio room and 
touched his uniform. 

It was still pretty damp, but he 
struggled back into the bell 
bottoms anyway to keep the 
goose bumps on his knees 
from growing larger. While 
doing this he mimicked aloud: 

"Nothing to worry about, 
Sparks. Radio's dead and we 
don't know where we are, but 
don't worry, Sparks. The ship's 
being tossed around like a 
straw in a cyclone, but this 
isn't a storm at all, just some 
little ole land swells." 

Brother, he thought, if this is 
what it takes to be salty, all he 
wanted now was a nice safe 
berth at a shore radio station 
for the duration. This was one 
ham who wasn't going to be a 
shellback in any way what
soever. 

Having nothing better to do, 

Andy began to really look over 
the radio room for the first time 
since he'd come aboard. He 
had seen two panels set into 
metal boxes on the bulkhead, 
but had been too busy to 
inspect them before. One 
particularly attracted his 
attention now because just 
above it, on the overhead, was 
what looked like an automobile 
steering wheel. Bending his 
knees and putting out his arms 

for balance, Andy 
wobbled his way 
to that panel. It 
wasn't metal. 
Looked like Bake
lite or hard rubber. 
There was a seal 
stamped ENEMY 
PROPERTY pasted 
on the panel, but 
it was just paper. 
Engraved across 
the top of the 
panel in large 
letters was the 
word Telefunken. 
Every knob on 
that panel was a 
miniature version 
of the wheel on 
the overhead. An 
operator could 
tune this thing 
with gloves on. 

Most of the knobs 
were equipped with pointers 
which worked against scales, 
filled with what looked like 
white paint, carved right into 
the panel. All control labels on 
the panel were in German, but 
he found the main tuning dial 
because frequency was repre
sented by wavelength in 
meters. Spotting what looked 
like a standard phone jack, 
Andy inched back to the table 
and got the earphones. The 
American plug fitted the 
German jack perfectly. Putting 
on the earphones, Andy studied 
the beautifully made switches, 
each tipped with a black ball of 
insulating material. Most were 
labeled in gibberish, but, 
somehow, one bearing the 
words UT above and UTLADEN 
below got its message across. 
Andy flipped it. Slowly, the 
earphones came alive with 
background noise as the tubes 
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inside the set warmed. He 
began tuning the large 
frequency knob. 

At 993.37 meters the signal 
from the radio beacon at Port 
Arguello, California, came in S9 
plus twenty dB. In international 
Morse the letter 0 was being 
spelled out in three 
dashes fol lowed by a 
much longer dash. 
Over and over 
again the same 
message kept 
sounding. From 
his radio-school 
training, not his 
ham back-
ground, Andy -== 
was able to 
envision 
what was happening on a point 
of land jutting into the sea 
slightly northwest of Santa 
Barbara. The skipper had men
tioned fog , and apparently it ex
tended on up the coast to the 
north of Los Angeles. For many 
years, lighthouses had periodi· 
cally sounded a fog horn to 
warn mariners of dangerous 
points along the coast. In recent 
years, radio transmitters had 
been installed at these light
houses. At the instant the 
switch closed to sound those 
horns, a radio key was also 
act ivated to start that long 
dash signal he was listening 
to now. 

Andy swung the tuning point
er up to the high frequency 
limit and it hit a stop. Splatter 
from the modulation of a stan
dard broadcast station oper
ating close to the 500-kcs, 
low-frequency limit could be 
heard, but the Telefunken dial 
calibration stopped at 600 
meters. There would be no way 
he could use this set to copy 
Dove's transmissions up on 
2,670 kcs, even if he could get 
the transmitter portion of his 
little rig perking again. 

Looking up, Andy saw that 
the automobile steering wheel 
above him was provided with a 
calibrated scale from O to 360 
degrees, just like a compass 
card. The thing even had a 
vernier so the scale could be 
read to better than half a 
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degree. Obviously, the set was 
a radio direction finder. He 
reached up and tried to turn the 
wheel in order to rotate a loop 
antenna that should be mount
ed up somewhere above deck. 
The pointer moved about two 
degrees before coming up 
against resistance. He tried 
moving the wheel the other 
way but again was stopped by 
a resistance. Thinking that 
perhaps he was dealing with a 
bearing lock, Andy examined 

the mechanism carefully. 
There was a bearing 

lock, but it had been 
disengaged. With 

the lock 
twisted 
to ON , 

the wheel couldn't be turned at 
all. Well, this was very strange 
and quite interesting, but the 
set was useless for his 
purposes. He snapped the 
switch off and pulled the 
phone plug. 

He found it much easier now 
to cross over to the other 
panel. Apparently the seas 
were calming down a bit out 
there. The second panel was 
also made of the same black 
shiny stuff, and again bore the 
word Telefunken . That's where 
the semblance stopped, how
ever. Andy noticed a large 
switch marked with the same 
UTIUTLADEN and threw it. From 
below his feet came the sound 
of an electric motor coming up 
to speed. At the same time he 
noticed that a large needle 
enclosed in a meter with a 
brass casting case lifted slight· 
ly off its pin. Projecting out 
from the panel was the most 
amazing looking contraption 
he'd ever seen on any piece of 
electronic equipment. The main 
portion of this gadget con
sisted of a husky metal cylin
der. Sticking up into the 
bottom end of the cylinder was 
a heavy-threaded rod provided 
with another one of those 
German wheel knobs. On top of 
the cylinder was mounted a 
large glass bottle. It was empty 
now, but clearly was intended 
to contain some mysterious 
fluid. 

There was a curved metal 
door on the side of the 
cylinder, and Andy lifted the 
latch and swung it open. 
Staring at him were two 
opposed rods made of what 
looked like carbon. The upper 
rod was inserted into a gear 
which engaged a pinion. That 
rod must rotate about its axis 
when the mystery rig was 
operating, Andy figured . Right 
then, something st irred dimly 
in Andy's memory; something 
he'd once read in an o ld radio 
book in the library back home. 
There had been an elaborate 
drawing in the book of a thing 
which looked a lot I ike the 
cylinder he was staring at right 
now. He almost beat his fore
head with his fist, trying to 
remember the answer. It's an 
arc, a hydrogen arc. That was 
it. After the demise of spark 
rigs, the arc was used to 
generate high-power rf because 
of the terrific, broad-band 
interference they put out. 

That bottle, he now recalled, 
was for holding alcohol, which, 
when dripped down on the 
flame between the carbon tips, 
produced hydrogen gas. The 
book had said a very skillful 
operator could adjust those 
carbons so that these sets put 
out a pure, single-frequency 
CW signal. They had even been 
able to modulate these arcs 
with speech and music. Andy 
glanced at the frequency 
calibration. The dial scale 
started at 375 meters, in the 
middle of the U.S. broadcast 
band, and went on up to 1,500 
meters. Oh we ll, again very 
interesting. Apparent ly nonmili
tary vessels still used such 
archaic equipment even now, in 
the nineteen fort ies. But, it 
might as well be on the moon 
so far as he was concerned. 

What else will Radioman Bark 
discover on this makeshift war
ship? Will he find a way to de
termine the ship's position and 
to communicate with the shore 
station? Next month's Horizons 
will tell the story, and the 
happy ending will surprise you. 

HRH 
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A look into history: early broadcast receivers and 
how Amateurs adapted them to their use 

BY PAUL C. CRUM, W9LC 

Most Amateurs who've joined 
the ranks since 1930 will 
wonder why a story on the 
development of the radio broad
cast receiver would be of 
interest. This may be particular
ly true of those who've been 
licensed since 1970. With the 
world ful I of I Cs, microproces
sors, and transistors, it may 
seem that such an article 
would be an excursion into 
ancient history. But to many of 
those who lived through the 
early days of radio it seems 
that only a knowledge of 
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" where we've been" can 
establish a basis for under
standing the developments that 
came later. 

This is a history of the 
development of the early tube
type radio broadcast receiver. It 
describes how these early sets 
evolved into Amateur-band 
receivers and presents some 
interesting sidelights on how 
the problems associated with 
early communications receivers 
were solved by pioneers with 
ingenuity and perserverance. 

The close ties between 
amateur radio and broadcasting 
during the early 1920s are 

illustrated by the fact that radio 
receivers, both commercial and 
composite, were designed to 
be used in both services. For 
example, an ad for the 1922 
Tuska Type-222 Standard 
Receiver, " Wavelength 150 to 
800 Meters," claimed: "It is 
recommended for the beginner 
or semi-experienced operator 
who desires a high-grade 
complete outfit for radiophone 
or C. W. (sic) and spark code 
reception. " Many years passed 
before receivers were marketed 
that were designed primarily for 
Amateur service. And the 
earliest of those were designed 



also to be used on the broad
cast band. 

The tuned circuit 

Many of the early discoveries 
have survived and are still in 
use. The superheterodyne is an 
outstanding example of these. 
Although its oscillator may be 
tuned by devices other than 
large variable capacitors -
conceived of si xty years ago -
the superhet is sti 11 with us and 
probably always will be. Many 
other early developments 
occurred in amateur radio or 
were due to the work of 
amateurs. For instance, the 
system of tuning transmitting 
and receiving circuits to 
resonance was developed by 
amateurs. Originally, transmit
ters were completely untuned; 
their frequencies were deter
mined by their antenna-circuit 
characteristics. 

Commercial manufacturers 
were slow to incorporate new 
ideas into their equipment. 
They continued for some time 
with untuned circuits. It was 
believed at that time that the 
longer wavelengths provided 
greater distance communica
tions, thus Amateurs began to 
add coils in their transmitter 
antenna circuits to increase the 
wavelength. Amateurs also 
discovered that optimum 
results could be obtained by 
varying the inductance, when it 
was used in receiving circuits, 
to resonate their receivers with 
the transmitters to which they 
were listening. This was first 
done with a sliding contact on 
the coil wire. 

Although many feel that 
tuning didn 't arrive until 1908, 
tuned circuits had been used in 
a number of instances before 
that date. A Clapp Eastham 
loos.e coupler in my collection 
bears a Marconi Company 
patent notice dated 1903. As 
with many other ideas (the 
superheterodyne, for instance), 
the theory was known a 
number of years before it came 
into. practice. In a few cases 
untuned transmitters were used 
much later than this. My collec
tion includes a portable spark 

transmitter that was used in 
the trenches during World War 
I in which no tuning whatever 
is used. The antenna was 
connected directly to one side 
of the spark gap and the 
counterpoise was connected to 
the other side. 

The Amateur and broadcast 
radio 

Early Amateurs are familiar 
with the development of the 
radiotelephone, which appeared 
in 1906, and with the 
completely unorganized legal 
tangle that was "early radio." In 
fact, the earliest broadcasting 
was by Amateurs, and a few 
commercial stations that had 
radiotelephone capabi I ity, for 
the amusement of themselves 
and their rather Ii m ited 
audience. 

Dr. Lee De Forest was one of 
the very early broadcasters. He 
transmitted program material in 
1910. Members of the Radio 
Club of America used an arc 
radiotelephone to broadcast 
music to the fleet in the 
Hudson River in 1911. Although 
several stations claimed the 
honor of being the first to 
broadcast regular entertain
ment, it's believed that the first 
to do so on a regular basis, 
similar to present-day 
organized broadcastings, was 
Frank Conrad at Station WBXK. 
He began transmitting music 
rather than code on November 
2, 1920. 

The system of transmitting 
program material that came to 
be known as broadcasting 
burst upon the American scene 

within a very short period. 
During the latter part of 1921 
hundreds of radiotelephone 
stations were broadcasting 
music. These included 
innumerable Amateur stations. 
On any given evening, one 
could meditate to the soft 
strains of Sweet Hour of 
Prayer, or be regaled by Who 
Put the Overalls in Mrs. 
Murphy's Chowder. In January 
of 1922 the Department of Com
merce, which was the agency 
regulating radio at that time, 
temporarily amended Paragraph 
57 of its regulations to forbid 
the broadcasting of program 
material by Amateur stations. 

Pertinent to the discussion 
of the development of radio 
broadcast receivers is the fact 
that , at that time, all broadcast
ing stations were limited to a 
wavelength of 360 meters for 
entertainment material and to 
485 meters for market reports 
and weather forecasts. A short 
time later The National Radio 
Conference assigned broad
casting stations wavelengths 
between 310 - 435 meters. This 
rather narrow range explains 
the somewhat restricted tuning 
capabilities of some of the 
receivers discussed later. 

Broadcast transmitters of the 
period were extremely simple 
in design and operation. Many 
operators at these stations 
used them for both services. 
After the broadcast station 
signed off, their transmitter 
frequency was shifted to the 
Amateur band, and the station 
transmitter became the 
transmitter for Amateur 

Atwater Kent 5-tube broadcast receiver - the famous breadboard (1924). 
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Bodine-Chicago loop antenna. Does your 
TV set use "rabbit ears" for an antenna? 
Here's its grandpa, used by many early 
broadcast listeners in the 1920s. 

operation. Usually this required 
no more than retuning the tank 
capacitor of the self-excited 
oscillator, which was the rf 
transmitter section, and 
possibly retuning the antenna 
slightly. 

The regenerative receiver 

As mentioned earlier, 
receivers were often designed 
for, and used in, both services. 
With the coming of CW, 
receiver requirements became 
more stringent than they had 
been for receiving spark 
signals. This was because it 
was necessary to have 
regenerative receivers in an 
oscillating mode to copy CW 
signals. Their tuning was, of 
course, very sharp in this 
mode. This problem was further 
aggravated by the instability of 
amateur transmitters of the 
period. Large amounts of 
frequency drift were common, 
and short-term frequency shift 
was pronounced because of 
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varying line voltages and power 
supplies with poor regulation. 

The inventors. Mention of the 
regenerative receiver requires 
including two of the real 
giants of early radio - and 
how their paths crossed in an 
unhappy manner. Although the 
basic information given here 
has been covered many times 
in many publications, it's 
surprising that one aspect 
hasn't been often discussed. 

Dr. Lee De Forest, of course, 
made the whole area of 
vacuum-tube receivers possible 
with the invention of the triode 
tube. The entire industry was 
founded on his discovery. 
Major Edwin Armstrong was 
the other individual whose 
contributions to early radio 
were of enormous value. 

Major Armstrong is generally 
credited with having 
discovered, while a student at 
Columbia University, the 
principle of regeneration. He 
was issued a U.S. patent for 
this discovery on October 6, 
1914. Not often mentioned is 
that Dr. De Forest, while 
working on telephone circuits , 
also discovered the 
regeneration principle; a sketch 
of his circuit appears in his 
notebook of 1912. At almost 
the same t ime (although 
probably slightly later), young 
Armstrong discovered this 
principle and set about using it 
practically. 

Long and bitter I itigation 

followed. This litigation 
resulted in the appellate court 
in Washington ruling in De 
Forest's favor in 1924. 

In attempting to evaluate the 
merits of the work of these two 
men it seems to me that Dr. De 
Forest actually discovered the 
principle first, but with 
equipment operating at audio 
frequencies. He didn' t do much 
to put it into practical use. 
Armstrong's work was with 
equipment operating at radio 
frequencies where it would 
have practical application. 
Armstrong applied the principle 
to both transmitters and 
regenerative rece ivers. 

Some regeneration was 
automatic in early triode tube rf 
circuits because only enough 
in-phase feedback to overcome 
the internal resistance of the 
circuits is required to make 
such an amplifier oscillate. 
Although this is automatic to a 
degree, Armstrong 's discovery 
of the practical principles of 
regeneration made possible 
oscillators that were both more 
vigorous for transmitters and 
controllab le for receivers. 

Taming the regen. Regenerative 
receivers were very sensitive 
but had two serious faults. The 
first was that they were 
effective radiators, which 
caused great interference to 
other radios in their 
neighborhood. This was 
particularly annoying when they 
were tuned to a station to 

Early receiving tubes: UV201, WD11, CX12, UV199 and UX199. Filaments were operated 
from storage or dry cell batteries, which were somet imes camouflaged in a varnished 
wooden box mounted beneath the radio set. 



which someone close by was 
already listening. The second 
fault was their critical tuning. 
They whistled if in an 
oscillating condition when 
tuning in a station. Additional 
arresting effects were produced 
if, after having been tuned to 
zero beat with the desired 
station, tuning began to drift. 
First announced by a low 
gutteral growl, the pitch soon 
rose to a high squeal as the 
drift continued. Quite a variety 
of ootside influences might 
trigger such a receiver into this 
undesirable condition. These 
ranged from body-capacitance 
effects, produced by moving 
one's hand in relationship to 
the oscillating circuit, to 
changes in the antenna circuit. 

Of the several systems that 
were used to control 
regeneration in early broadcast
band regenerative receivers, 
the most common used a 
"tickler coil" in the detector 
plate circuit. Various 
combinations of cylindrical, 
honeycomb, and spiderweb 
coils were used in making 
tuners, which included this coil 
in their construction. In some 
circuits, a variometer was 
included in the detector plate 
circuit, as in the popular "one· 
variocoupler, two-variometer" 
circuit. This form of regenera· 
tion was effective and provided 
smooth control. The next most 
common control was a potenti· 
ometer, sometimes in the plate 
but usually in the screen of the 

detector tube, to vary its volt· 
age. The control in the screen 
of the early National Company 
SW-3 receiver detector was 
known to all hams. 

Development of the 
regenerative circuit. The use of 
the regeneration control in 
early receivers made it possible 
to use them in an oscillating 
condition to copy CW or, in a 
nonoscillating condition, for 
broadcast reception, which 
permitted tuning without the 
annoying squeals. Since many 
early receivers used some form 
of plug-in or tapped coils to 
cover a wide range of 
wavelengths, it was desirable 
for hams to have receivers for 
both services. 

A form of "double 
regeneration" is of academic 
interest but didn't attain wide 
use. It was promoted by the 
Buell Coil Company of 
Chicago. In this circuit, a 
regenerative rf stage was used 
ahead of the regenerative 
detector. By keeping 
regeneration below the point of 
oscillat ion, great amplification 
could be obtained. 

Another circuit, which 
unquestionably was the 
invention of Armstrong but 
didn't attain much success in 
broadcast receivers, was the 
super-regenerative. This was 
the accepted circuit for early 
vhf reception. It had excel lent 
sensitivity but barn-door 
selectivity, which was an actual 

Variable capacitors (or " condensers") for tuning the receiver. In the background are an 
early "low loss," straight line plate, and a 1914 Murdock 43-plate. A small variable used 
in today's tube-type superhets is shown in the foreground for comparison. 

Aerola Senio r 1 ·tube farm set (circa 
1922). Packaged in a beautiful walnut 
case, the set boasted " portabil ity -
easily carried about - put into operat ion 
in just a few moments." 

benefit in copying the self· 
excited oscillator vhf phone 
rigs of those days. I used it in 
an early 5-meter transceiver 
during the 1930s. 

The first regenerative circuit 
specifically designed to provide 
receiving stability for CW in the 
Amateur bands was designed 
by John Reinartz, which made 
him famous in early radio 
circles. Although it could do 
nothing about the undesirable 
features of the transmitters, the 
circuit provided at least a 
partial solution to the problem 
of unstable receivers. A 
broadcast-listener public, 
somewhat gadget-happy in 
orientation and seeking new 
ideas, embraced the Reinartz 
circuit. Components for this 
circuit were widely sold in kit 
form, almost always with a 
spiderweb coil that was used 
as the inductance. 

Probably the second most 
popular special regenerative 
circuit for the broadcast 
wavelengths was the Cockaday. 
Designed by Lawrence 
Cockaday, this circuit claimed 
great selectivity. In an unusual 
arrangement, the antenna was 
coupled by a one-turn coil to 
another coil, which was in turn 
inductively coupled to the 
detector grid. It provided a sort 
of cascaded tuning for greater 
selectivity due to the semi· 
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Rear of Aerola Senior showing inductive tuner and rotor construction. Rheostat con
trolled filament voltage. 

aperiodic tuning, and the 
antenna length had little effect 
on the tuning - as opposed to 
most other circuits in use at 
that time. 

The rf amplifier 

Radio-frequency stages, 
frequently untuned and 
providing little gain, were 
sometimes used ahead of the 
detector to prevent radiation 
from regen rece ivers. These 
stages were later tuned and 
provided enough gain for 
usable sensitivity without 
resorting to regeneration. 

Taming the rf stages. The main 
problem brought about by 
adding rt stages was to make 
them nonoscillating. Atwater 
Kent was one of early 
radio's most successful 
showmen in thi s regard. His 
company began by making 
components. But he hit on a 
circuit idea that established 
him as one of the leading 
manufacturers of the period. 
Recognizing the fact that an 
amplifier will oscillate if it has 
sufficient feedback and enough 
stage gain to overcome internal 
circuit resistance, Atwater Kent 
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placed fixed resistances right 
at the rt-amplifier grids. The 
resistances were just large 
enough to reduce stage gain to 
prevent oscillation. Sensitivity 
was low, however. These sets 
were popular for their ease of 
tuning and freedom from 
squealing. 

Neutralizing. Before the advent 
of the screen-grid tube, which 
made nonoscillating rt ampli
fiers possible, the method of 
preventing oscillation was 
" neutralizing." Professor L. A. 
Hazeltine found that it was 
possible to eliminate oscilla
tion in the rt stages by using a 
small capacitance approximate
ly equal to the internal 
capac itance of the tube in an rt 
stage, and a small amount of 
inductive feedback phased to 
balance the feedback in the 
tube and its circuit. Some of 
these receivers were very hot. 
Among sets in my collect ion, a 
Fada 5-tube Neuterodyne is 
extremely sensitive. 

An aligning procedure used 
in these sets is interesting. A 
tube with an inoperative 
filament was inserted into the 
socket of the stage to be 

neutralized, and a small 
neutralizing capacitor was 
adjusted for minimum feed
through signal from a test 
oscillator to indicate 
neutralization. 

The Reflex circuit 

In the early days of radio all 
sets were operated from 
batteries, so economy of A, B, 
and C batteries was an 
important consideration. Many 
systems were tried to reduce 
battery consumption. A few 
used rt amplifiers feeding a 
crystal detector followed by an 
audio amplifier. Becaus~ of 
sensitivity loss, the only real 
benefit from this circuit was 
the elimination of the tricky 
regenerative detector with its 
squealing. It was never used 
extensively. 

One circuit, called the Reflex 
circuit, became rather success
ful. In this circuit the number 
of tubes was reduced by using 
the same tubes for both rf and 
audio amplifiers. Crystal 
detectors were used in early 
models, but vacuum-tube 
detectors soon replaced them. 
The innovative Crosley 
Company produced a three
tube model, called the Trirdyn, 
which combined both regenera
tion and reflex princ iples. This 
set was very sensitive and had 
smooth regeneration control , 
which made it very popular. 

Since practical fixed-crystal 
detectors were not available 
until the start of World War II , 
the difficulties produced by the 
crude models of that time can 
be imagined. As with all other 
such detectors of the period 
these required frequent 
adjustment and were erratic in 
operation. 

The superhet 
The superheterodyne was the 

culmination of years of experi
menting to find the ultimate 
circuit for receivers. As 
mentioned earlier, the principle 
of the superhet was developed 
by Major Armstrong while in 
France during World War I. It 
didn't gain wide acceptance for 
several years and became 



popular, for those who could 
afford it, in the early twenties. 

The principle of gang-tuned 
rt stages had not yet been 
developed, so the local 
oscillator and mixer circuits 
were tuned individually. No rf 
stages were included ahead of 
the mixer mainly for the same 
reason. The oscillators in early 
supers were powerful radiators. 
Without preselection they 
caused great interference to 
neighboring listeners. Partly to 
reduce this interference and 
partly because supers were 
thought to be sensitive enough 
not to require outdoor aerials, 
indoor loop antennas were 
usually used. Very low 
frequencies were always used 
for intermediate frequencies. 
The image response on the 10-
meter Amateur band of an i-f 
system operating below 100 
kHz would be interesting to 
contemplate! The i-f trans
formers were gigantic and were 
strung along the chassis rear in 
an imposing row. They 
combined to make a super of 
that period a device wonderful 
to behold. 

Rear of Crosley model 51 economy 2-tube set showing booktype variable capacitor, 
spiderweb coils, and coupling-varying system. 

Tuning problems. Before 
ganged tuning had been 
perfected it was necessary to 
tune the capacitor of each 
stage individually. Standard 
practice was to tune the 
detector stage until the signal 
was audible then peak each of 
the two rf capacitors. Ganging, 
which makes possible today's 

standard practice of single-dial 
tuning, was done by splitting 
the end plate of a variable 
capacitor into several sections. 
Each section was bent to 
increase or decrease the overall 
capacitance at several spots on 
the dial. This made tracking 
with other stages in the set 
possible. 

Although this system was 
simple in theory and worked 
rather well in simple examples, 
it often became difficult to 
implement. The greatest period 
of drudgery in my rather varied 
electronics career was that 
spent at "aligning and gain 
testing" at the old Grigsby 

Early tuners and inductances. Rear row, left to right: Atwater Kent variometer, three
circuit tuner, De Forest three-coil mounting and honeycomb coils, and Atwater Kent 
variocoupler. Front row: Plug-in coil from National SW-3 and basketweave low-loss coil 
for the rf stage of a tuned radio frequency set. 

Grunow plant in Chicago. It 
was here that the set called 
"The Mighty Monarch of the 
Air" was built. The set on 
which I worked fell somewhat 
short of attaining this proud 
classification. It was a very 
hastily designed four-tube 
multiband receiver. The 
multiplicity of bands, combined 
with less-than-perfect compo
nents from which it was 
constructed, made aligning the 
tracking and sensitivity at the 
low end of the broadcast band 
a job requiring a combination 
of genius, sheer luck, and help 
from the Almighty. 

Early tubes. Battery voltage 
drops as batteries approach 
discharge. Therefore, tubes for 
these early sets were designed 
with rated filament voltages 
lower than the rated voltage of 
the batteries from which they 
were to be operated. This 
permitted using storage 
batteries for filaments until 
they were almost discharged. 
Commonly, "6-volt" tubes were 
actually rated to be operated at 
5 volts. These tubes were 
designed to be operated from 
6-volt storage batteries, 
standard in most automobiles 
at the time. 

The two receiving tubes 
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The classic Colin B. Kennedy model 110 receiver (circa 1922). It covered 175-25,000 
meters. A 2-stage audio amplifier was also available. The set was a magnificent 
example of the craftsmanship used in those days. A mint-condition model 110 would 
command a very substantial price today. 

commonly used in the earliest 
days were the UV200 and the 
UV201. They consumed a full 
ampere of current on their 
filaments . While producing a 
modest amount of sound, these 
tubes produced a large amount 
of light, which illuminated early 
sets quite dramatically. To 
obtain full eye value from the 
receivers, screened circular 
holes, covered with a fine wire 
mesh and rimmed with bright 
metal rings, were used in the 
front panels of the more 
expensive sets.* These were 
called bezels and were stocked 
in all radio parts stores at the 
time. In my collection both the 
Kennedy 110 and the Federal 
59 have bezels 25.4 mm (1 inch) 
in diameter, while the RA-DA 
Tuner Amplifier has a sing le 
large one 51 mm (2 inches) in 
diameter. 

The UV201 A detector-
ampl if ier tube appeared during 
the spring of 1923. It greatly 
reduced filament current, 
operating at only 0.25 ampere. 
This tube was the standard of 
the industry for several years. 
Its introduction made possible 
the use of multitube sets such 
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as the 5-tube tuned rf and the 
superheterodyne. Dry-battery 
tubes to supply the radio needs 
of countless farms, which had 
not yet obtained a-c power, 
appeared in 1923. The first, a 
WD11, was operated from a 
single 1-1/2-volt " telephone" 
battery. Its filament was rated 
at 1.1 volts and drew 0.25 
ampere. RCA used thousands 
of these tubes in a series of 
sets designed for the farm 
trade. 

Originally a one-tube set, the 
Aerola Senior, used this tube. 
The receiver came in a 
beautiful walnut case with the 
panel flat-mounted on its top. It 
looked as if it had been lifted 
from a physics laboratory. It 
had a protective lid, which 
could be lowered, and even had 
a picture of the set in the lid to 
show how to connect it to its 

· That's right . And when the tube 
filaments seemed to be dimmer than 
usual, you got out the old Tungar 
battery charger to breathe new life into 
the storage batteries. It was important 
to have the set working, especially on 
Saturday night, so you wouldn 't miss 
Milton J. Cross in Aeolian Hall at WJZ. 
Those were the days. Editor. 

accessories. An early 
Montgomery Ward radio 
catalog listed this set as being 
" portable." It stated that the 
set was so compact and light 
in weight that it could " easily 
be carried around, and because 
of its simplici ty, it could be set 
up and put into operat ion in 
just a few moments." 

The ad emphasized that one 
had only to use a "dry tele
phone battery, a B battery, a 
pair of headphones, and an 
antenna outfit" to make up the 
entire set. Although touting it 
for outdoor recreational 
purposes, the ad did not 
mention how a hundred people 
on a picn ic could listen to it at 
one time on headphones or 
how the aerial was to be 
erected when using it in a 
canoe. Later models of these 
sets were called Radiolas. Their 
fam iliar Model Ill , a two-tube 
set, and the Model Ill-A with 
four tubes, and a push-pull 
audio output stage, brough t 
radio to thousands of farms. 

Variable capacitors 

They were always called 
condensers in those days and 
came into service during the 
early 1900s. A Murdock 23-plate 
variable in a round t ransparent 
case with Bakeli te end plates 
in my collection dates from 
1914. Machinery to build 
variable capacitors was 
intricate and expensive, so 
various methods were tried to 
avoid using factory-buil t 
variables. Unassembled 
variables were sold, affordi ng a 
tangible sav ing to the bui lder. 
Since I ranked very near the 
bottom of the economic ladder 
in those days, my first variable 
capacitor was so constructed. 

The Crosley Company was to 
early radio what Ford was to 
the early automobi le industry. 
Their sets were designed 
basically for economy, 
although later more elaborate 
models were made to sell at 
higher prices. One innovation 
the Crosley Company used in 
their lower-priced sets was a 
"book type" variable capacitor. 
It was a model of simplicity 



and bore no resemblance to 
current variables. Earlier 
models were made of wood, 
but later models were made of 
a composition material. It had 
one fixed vertical frame holding 
a copper plate. Another hinged 
plate held a second sheet of 
copper. A cam on the end of 
the shaft that extended through 
the panel to the dial caused the 
movable plate to alternately 
clamp against the stationary 
plate, then move away from it, 
thus varying the capacitance. 
The overall capacitance was 
increased by the simple 
expedient of having a sheet of 
mica between the two plates. It 
was advertised as being 
"usable for even low-power 
transmitters. " 

Variable capacitors in those 
days were sometimes very 
large. My Kennedy 110 uses 
two gigantic capacitors with 
plates 102 mm (4-inches) in 
diameter and assemblies 178 
mm (?-inches) in depth. The 
capacitor has two groups of 11 
plates on each shaft. To 
balance their weight they are 
divided with their plates 180 
degrees from each other. 

The grouping of stations at 
one end of the dial was later 
resolved by changing the shape 
of the rotor plates from 
semicircular to one with the 
tips of one end of the rotor 
plates projecting farther from 
the center. These were first 
called "straightline 
wavelength" capacitors; later 
they were called straightline 
frequency capacitors. 

The variometer and 
other early inductors 

With the coming of the 
broadcast era, except for 
occasional crystal sets, the 
slide tuners and loose couplers 
that had been the standard 
tuners of earlier radio were 
abandoned for more 
sophisticated and elaborate 
tuning systems. In the days of 
regenerative sets these tuners 
usually took the form of 
variocouplers or variometers. 
Both of these used a coil that 
rotated inside a larger fixed 

Radiola (Westinghouse manufactured) 3-tube RA-DA tuner-amplifier (circa 1922). 

coil. Although the rotors were 
usually similar, the variocoupler 
frequently used a fiber tube for 
its primary, while the 
variometer used either a 
molded Bakelite housing or one 
made from flat blocks of wood. 

As their name implied, 
variocouplers were basically for 
coupling - frequently between 
antenna and tube grid circuit -
while the variometer was used 
for tuning or in an oscillating
detector plate circuit to control 
regeneration . The two variom
eter windings were connected 
in series so they would either 
add or "buck" as the rotor was 
turned. These devices came in 
a variety of configurations. In 
the more expensive units, 
molded Bakelite was usually 
used for rotors (and the stators 
of variometers), while the more 
modest models used turned
wood spheres for their rotors. 
On these variometers the stator 
coils were wound inside large 
flat wooden blocks. 

Common items in radio 
stores at the time were kits of 
wooden parts from which you 
could make your own 
variometer. Commercial tuners 
of the molded type used one or 

more rotors. To enable very 
long-wave operation multilayer 
windings were frequently used. 
The Kennedy Model 110 used 
this system. With this 
arrangement it covered from 
175 to 25,000 meters! 

The Westinghouse RA. 
Tuner built for the broadcast 
band had a novel tuning system 
in which it was tuned both 
inductively and capacitively by 
the same dial. The variable 
capacitor and variometer were 
connected in series. Advertis
ing stated that they were "so 
balanced that rotating one 
shaft changes simultaneous!y 
the inductance and capacitance 
of the antenna circuit, thereby 
keeping the efficiency of the 
oscillating circuit practically 
constant throughout the entire 
range of the receiver." In 
another unusual arrangement 
regeneration was controlled by 
a tap switch on the tickler 
winding. 

The spiderweb inductor. Two 
other types of coils in common 
use were the honeycomb and 
spiderweb. Spiderweb coi Is 
were of interest mainly 
because of their low cost and 
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Early loudspeakers: the Crosier Cone, Atwater Kent horn type, and Magnavox R-3 field· 
coil horn speaker. 

ease of winding. A "spiderweb" 
disk of cardboard, slotted to 
hold the wire, formed the 
inductance of many early 
receivers. Some commercial 
manufacturers, such as 
Crosley, used these coils in 
their low-priced units. In an 
economy move typical for this 
company, the coupling between 
the two spiderweb coils was 
varied in a simple "come to 
me, go from me" arrangement 
in which one coil was slid 
nearer to, or farther from, the 
other on a square rod. Other 
manufacturers sometimes 
mounted them to hinge "book
style" to vary the coupling. 

The honeycomb inductor. For 
those who could afford them, 
honeycomb coils represented 
the ultimate, especially if it 
was desirable to cover a wide 
range of wavelengths, many of 
them very long. Of the several 
companies that manufactured 
these coils, De Forest was one 
of the outstanding. It made a 
three-coil mounting for the 
popular circuit that used one 
coil in the antenna, the second 
in the detector grid circuit, and 
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the third in its plate circuit to 
produce and control regenera
tion. While some manufactur
ers used levers to move their 
coils in swinging-door mount
ings with handles, De Forest 
used an intricate gear arrange
ment, with knobs on its front, 
to move the two outside coils 
and vary their coupling to the 
fixed center coi I. Wound on 
tubing 25.4 mm (1 inch) by 51 
mm (2 inches), honeycomb coils 
were compact and offered great 
flexibi lity. 

Early audio circuits 

The audio-output circuits of 
early vacuum-tube sets were 
designed to work into high 
impedances. Headphones were 
used before enough amplifica
tion was available to operate 
loud speakers. It was easy to 
make headphone windings of 
high-enough impedance to 
match the output of one-tube 
sets. This remained standard 
practice even after audio 
amplifiers were used to boost 
output. 

When this output became 
great enough to operate 
speakers, amplifier output was 

fed directly to the high
impedance speaker windings. 
The speakers were in the 
amplifier-tube output circuits 
and carried tube B voltage. It 
was a simple system but had 
some disadvantages. In 
addition to a tendency toward 
de saturation, occasional 
burnouts occurred in the 
speaker windings. 

Another difficulty in early 
speaker design was to obtain 
sufficient flux density. Before 
the arrival of materials such as 
Alnico V, speaker magnets 
were large and flux density was 
very low. The magnets were 
horseshoe-shaped with moving 
coils placed between their 
poles. Several manufacturers 
attempted to overcome this 
inadequacy by manufacturing 
"field-coil dynamics" using an 
electromagnet energized by a 
local de source. Magnavox was 
a leader in this area, using a 
field coil designed to operate 
from a 6-volt storage battery. 
No appreciable improvement in 
low-frequency reproduction 
appeared unt il the field-coil 
magnet was combined with the 
cone diaphragm. This mating 
produced the first actual 
fidelity of reproduction. After 
ac-operated radios came into 
being, it became standard 
practice to place the speaker 
field coil in the high-voltage 
lead and automatically energize 
it while using it for a filter 
choke. The speaker configura
tion that used an electro
magnet and heavy cone 
diaphragm resulted in astonish
ingly natural reproduction, 
especially in the low-frequency 
range. 

Probably no one part of an 
early radio installation was 
more symbolic than the 
antenna, or aerial as it was 
called. Graphics of early radio 
items always included pictures 
of massive structures, usually 
composed of four parallel wires 
strung between two high 
towers. These imposing 
structures served two 
purposes. The first was 
utilitarian: to pick up the signal. 



The second was to inform al I 
neighbors that this family 
owned one of the new 
" radiophones." 

Long discussions ensued 
over the merits of stranded 
versus solid wire and insulated 
versus bare wire for aerials. 
These installations usually 
used a small knife switch to 
disconnect the aerial from the 
receiver and to ground it, thus 
providing a degree of Ii ghtn i ng 
protection. 

Among early antenna design 
ideas was one promoted by 
Leon Lambert of Wichita, 
Kansas, for an early crystal set. 
This set promised great DX but 
required the use of a single 
piece of solid wire from 46-61 
meters (150-200 feet) long. 
Absolutely no joint - soldered 
or otherwise - was permitted, 
because it was thought that 
such a joint would add 
appreciable loss to the 
installation. 

The "hype" - buyers beware! 

Only credulous unsophis
ticated persons would feel that 
commercial chicanery is a 
recent development. Although 
many methods were tried, two 
were most common and of 
historical interest. One was a 
method of "testing" vacuum 
tubes. Unscrupulous dealers, 
desiring to sell tubes with low 
emission, had an arrangement 
that put a small positive 
voltage on the grid of the tube 
under test. Although these 
tubes weren't usable in circuits 
requiring appreciable emission, 
they were frequently usable in 
rt-amplifier circuits that didn 't 
have to handle much power. 

Within reasonable limits, a 
similar phenomenon is taken 
advantage of in present-day 
television transmitters. It was 
standard practice at one TV 
station I operated for a number 
of years to use tubes with 
slightly failing emission as 
" aural finals" since in fm 
service the tubes weren' t 
required to supply the high 
peak currents used in the a-m 
video portion of the transmitter. 

In fact they were often 
operated satisfactorily even 
after their emission was 
reduced to where it was not 
possible to obtain rated grid 
current. 

Probably the second most 
common system of taking early 
customers was the practice of 
advertising sets as " multi
tubed" but with several tubes 
having no connections what
ever except to their filaments. 
Many a "seven-" or "eight-" 
tube set actually had only an 
untuned rf stage with regenera
tive detector and two stages of 
audio amplificat ion. The other 
tubes contributed nothing more 
than a slight amount of 
additional light and a boost to 
the owner's vanity. 

Further reading 

Exploring the early days of 
radio is interesting and gives 
an insight into how Amateurs 
have progressed. The following 
list of suggested articles has 
been culled from ham radio 
magazine. In it you' ll find some 
easy read ing by authors who 
have been there. 

Clemens, Charles W. Jr., K6QD, 
" Brass Pounding on Wheels," ham 
radio , March, 1975, pages 58-59. 
Davies, John D., K4NW, "Those 
were the Days," ham radio, April, 
1971, pages 40-45. 
Gottlieb, Irv., W6HDM, "Nostalgia 
with a Vengeance," ham radio, 
April, 1972, pages 28-30. 
Marriner, Ed, W6BLZ, "Early 
Wireless Stations," ham radio , 
October, 1968, pages 64-68. 
Marriner, E. H., W6BLZ, " Wireless 
Point Loma," ham radio, April , 
1968, pages 54-57. 
Marriner, E. H., W6BLZ, " Catalina 
Wireless 1902," ham radio, April, 
1970, pages 32-35. 
Marriner, Ed, W6BLZ, " First 
Wireless in Alaska," ham radio, 
April, 1973, pages 48-55. 

If you do not have these 
issues, Ham Radio's Bookstore 
offers most of these stories in 
a booklet that is great reading. 
Order the "Golden Years ," 
Number HR-GYR, $3.95 plus 35 
cents shipping and handling, 
from Ham Radio's Bookstore, 
Greenville, New Hampshire 
03048. HRH 

The AR22 X L and AR40 - just two of 
six rotors from CDE to professionally 
target you r signal for better com mun
icatio ns ... exclusive features l ike all steel 
gear systems, motor rated at 350 in lbs. 
stall torque plus famous CD E rotor 
performance. 

ON TARGET KIT 
Send for you r EMBROIDERED PATCH, 
WA LL CERTI F ICATE, TIME Z ONE 
GUIDE, Plus 
details o n the 
COE Rotor to 
match your 
antenna. 
Enclose $1 for 
handl ing and 
m ail ing cost s. 
Send to: 
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c~~:.~'ti~~~~;~:~~~~~~ ~~r~=~i~~~~ 361 

r--------------------~-------22/40 
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State . Zip 

D Enclosed $1. for kit handling & mail ing. 
or 

D Send free de.tails on all COE rotors. 
I 
I 
I 
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A simple fact of life is that CB 
components are cheaper than 
those for ham radio, the 
economies of mass production 
being tremendous. This 
became evident to me while 
looking for a suitable mobile 
mag-mount antenna for two 
meters. I happened to visit a 
local discount house that was 
having a large sale on mobile 
CB antennas, and chanced 
upon a Sparkomatic SA-11 , 
center-loaded, magnet-mount 
job. It came complete with 2.8 
meters (91/2 feet) of RG-58/U 
coaxial cable, on sale for $9.88. 
This was less than the usual 
cost of a standard magnet-
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mount alone. Close examina
tion of the antenna assembly 
showed good possibilities for 
conversion to two meters. With 
a little imagination, you can 
adapt similar CB antennas for 
Amateur use, both fixed and 
mobile. 

As the name implies, the 
base of the mount is mag
netized, allowing for very 
convenient temporary installa
tion without drilling any holes. 
Even if used as a permanent 
mount, it is much easier to 
install than most other types 
(such as trunk, fender, or cowl 
mounts). Also, the magnetic 
mount is usually superior to 

other " temporary" configura
tions, such as gutter-mounted 
antennas. It's particularly good 
for the cautious person who 
doesn't want to leave an 
antenna on his car except 
when he's in it. 

Let's take a look at what's 
involved in converting the 
antenna for vhf use. 

Conversion for 2-meter 
portable use 

I found that this antenna 
could easily be adapted. As 
supplied, the SA-11 (and many 
other similar CB mag-mounts) 
can be disassembled just 
above the spring. To adapt the 
antenna for transceiver-top two
meter use, it's necessary to 
obtain only two additional 
items: a 49-cm (191/2 inch) 
length of small-diameter 
stainless-steel rod (such as 
from a junked auto or CB 
antenna), and a standard 1/4-20 
thread antenna adapter (Olson 
Electronics AA-997 or equiva
lent) to attach the new whip to 
the spring (see Fig. 1). This is 
the same kind of adapter 
almost universally used at the 
top of the standard base-loaded 
CB antenna coil to attach the 
usual whip. Note that the short 
44-cm (171/2-inch) whip, plus the 
spring length, together form an 
approximate quarter wave
length on two meters. 

The whip length given above 
is purposely long so that it can 
be " pruned," or adjusted, to 
the desired operating frequency 
by simply sliding it in and out 
of the adapter. This is similar 
to the way in which most CB 
antennas are tuned. The coax 
cable supplied with the anten· 
na is not cut off, but is allowed 
to hang behind the transceiver, 
as it will be needed for mobile 
use (don't coil it up). 

Tuning the antenna is a snap. 
Mount the modified antenna 
atop the transceiver with the 
new two-meter whip section 
fully extended from the 
adapter (thereby shortening it 
3 mm [118 inch]) at a time until 
at the transceiver's rf -output 
terminals. The whip length is 
adjusted by pushing it into the 



adapter (thereby shortening it 3 
mm [1/8 inch]) at a time until 
you obtain an acceptably low 
SWR reading; you should come 
close to 1:1. If you can't obtain 
a low SWR (say, below 1.5:1 at 
the desired operating frequen
cy), check to see that the top 
of the transceiver cabinet is 
perfectly clean and that there is 
nothing under the mag-mount 
which might prevent the anten
na from getting a good 
"ground-plane" effect. If the 
transceiver is to be used 
indoors (sometimes a marginal 
situation, but often good 
enough for local simplex and 
repeater work), the unit should 
be placed near a window or 
outer wall and the position 
moved about for best results. 
Of course, an indoor antenna 
can't be expected to work well 
inside a brick-and-steel build
ing. However, I'm able to key 
several repeaters some 16 km 
(10 miles) away with full quiet
ing, using 10 watts into an 
indoor antenna from inside a 
brick house. 

For best performance (and 
safety, too), the transceiver 
should have a good electrical 
ground, such as a wire from the 
case to a ground rod or cold 
water pipe, or at least to an 
electrical outlet box that is at 
ground potential. I'd venture 
that a good ground is probably 
overlooked or neglected in 
most vhf stations. 

- rwo -METER 
WHfP SECTION 

+--1/4 ·20 ADAPTER 
(OLSON AA997 I 

+-SPRING 

MA GNETIC 

BASE~,..__---~~- coAX 

Fig. 1. A CB magnetic-mount modified 
for two-meter use. The adapter which 
threads into the top of the spring can 
often be found al CB or radio parts deal· 
ers. If not, it can be ordered from Olson 
Elect ronics, 260 South Forge Street , 
Akron, Ohio 44327. 

The modified CB antenna will 
give a good account of itself, at 
a much lower cost than most 
Amateur magnet-mounted an
tennas. And, of course, it can 
still be used oh CB. For mobile 
use, the antenna is mounted at 
the top center of the vehicle's 
roof and either the CB or two
meter portion inserted into it. 
The coax is run through a side 
window or door opening; just 
be sure that the cable isn't 
crushed or deformed when the 
window or door is closed. 

The antenna shouldn't have 
to be retuned for mobile work 
on two. However, its SWR 
should be checked and if it is 
greater than about 2:1 at the 
operating frequency the whip 
can be readjusted by releasing 
the set-screw on the adapter 
and again carefully sliding the 
whip in and out, adjusting for 
lowest reading . For conven
ience, mark the two settings 
(portable and mobile) for future 
reference by lightly etching or 
inscribing a mark on the whip 
where it protrudes from the 
adapter. 

If you don't want to readjust 
the antenna each time you 
operate mobile, a simple 
expedient is to merely add a 
short section of RG-58/U coax 
(say two feet or so) to that 
furni shed with the antenna, 
using a PL-258 double-female 
adapter and a couple of PL-
259s. You can cut back on the 
added length of coax until the 
SWR meter indicates a good 
" apparent match" at the 
transceiver. This little trick 
eliminates having to manually 
readjust the whip, it being 
necessary only to add the short 
length of coax. Of course, 
changing the length of coax 
won't change the impedance of 
the antenna and the SWR at the 
antenna, but will allow the rig 
to "see" a near-perfect match 
for its 50-ohm output. For 27-
MHz operation, the CB antenna 
sections are reinstalled and 
tuned in accordance with the 
instructions that are furnished 
with the antenna. 

You'll find that the mag
mounted antenna is very con-

venient, though in practice it 
can be tricky. Like any other 
antenna, it represents a trade
off between cost, performance, 
and ease of installation. But 
you should get good results 
from this antenna if you keep a 

+--ANTENNA SHOWN IN FIG. I 

0 

-
GROUND 

Fig. 2. The modified antenna can be used 
portable in conjunction with a transceiv· 
er simply by mounting it on top of the rig. 
If you intend to use it this way as well as 
mobile, do not cut the coaxial cable; just 
let it hang down behind the rig out of the 
way. Do not coil it up, as this may pro· 
duce an " rf cho ke" that will disturb the 
loading of the transceiver. 

few points in mind, particularly 
when operating mobile: 

1. Don't remove the foil 
which usually covers the 
magnet structure. It's there to 
protect the car surf ace from 
marring and to help form a 
good, solid capacitive ground 
plane for the antenna. 

2. While rooftop mounting is 
usually best - producing a 
near omnidirectional radiation 
pattern - the antenna can be 
installed wherever you want it, 
providing it rests on a flat 
surface. Possible locations are 
the trunk I id, either rear fender 
(next to the rear window), or on 
either front cowl (the usual 
spot for a-m radio antennas). 
Mounting the antenna any
where other than on the roof 
will make the antenna some
what directional, which is 
usually undesirable in mobile 
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use. The overall effect is to 
strengthen the radiated signal 
over the longest dimension of 
the vehicle. For example, an 
antenna mounted on the front 
right of the vehicle tends to 
radiate best toward the left 
rear. 

3. The magnet will hold 
tightly at all legal speeds 
unless dirt, ice, snow, or other 
obstructions prevent the base 
from seating properly. You 
should always make sure that 
the base is resting on a clean, 
flat metal surface - vinyl tops 
or aluminum surfaces are out! 
Also, dirty surfaces can cause 
erratic performance and load
ing problems. 

4. If you do have problems in 
getting a low SWR, try moving 
the antenna around a bit. Vary
ing SWR readings may be found 
when the antenna is located at 
different positions on the 
vehicle. Doing this may elimi
nate the need for readjusting 
the antenna length or pruning 
the coax to get a good match. 
Readings below about 2:1 over 
the operating frequency band 
are usually acceptable. And, it 
goes almost without saying: 
Don't try to tune up the 
antenna when there is ice, 
snow, or rain on the car, as the 
readings won't be reliable. 

5. Finally, if you use a mag
mount, remember to remove it 
when you leave the car - it 
can be stolen very easily. As 
simple as it is to install , it's 
just as easy to steal! Recent 
statistics show that one of 
every three CB mobile radios 
- and Amateur transceivers 
that look like CB radios - is 
likely to be stolen over its life
time. In fact, in some areas of 
the country, a transceiver is 
likely to last about 25 days if 
left in a car! Removing the tell
tale antenna is one way of im
proving chances that your car 
will be overlooked by a thief. 

How well does the mag· 
mount work? Indoors, as well 
as can be expected of any 
indoor antenna - and certainly 
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better than a " rubber ducky" 
jammed into the transceiver's 
rt-output jack. For two-meter 
mobile work, when mounted 
atop the car, it's about equal in 
performance to the typical 
trunk-mounted 518-wave anten-

Here's the modified mag-mount in place 
atop a Yaesu two-meter transceiver. 

na. In any case, for a total 
outlay of about $13, it's an 
investment in operating 
pleasure, flexibility, and 
convenience that's hard to 
beat. 

Incidentally, with the boom 
in CB sales, there is an 
excel lent " fallout" into the 
Amateur market, parti cularly 
with respect to accessories 
and mobile antenna compo
nents that lend themselves to 
modification for ham use. 
There is a flood of mass
produced CB antennas and an
tenna parts which often can be 
obtained from volume discount
ers below the wholesale prices 
of comparable items designed 
for the Amateur market, quan
tity production being the main 

'See " Improving the 2-Meter Quarter
wave Antennas," by Alf Wilson, W6NIF, 
Ham Radio Horizons, April, 1978, 
page 54. 

reason for this. And, some 
local CB dealers may allow you 
to obtain junked mounts or 
other antenna parts which can 
be rehabilitated for your 
purposes. Food for thought! 

Try a little experimentation 

The modifications described 
should fill the bill for casual 
portable and mobile work on 
two. But you're sure to think of 
some other possibilities, 
such as: 

1. Ten-meter use instead of 
27-MHz CB, by slightly shorten
ing the whip section above the 
center-loading coil. Ten's 
getting to be a hot band now. 

2. Both 50· and 220-MHz work 
- in addition to two meters -
by simply constructing inter
changeable, quarter-wave whip 
sections. You can cut inter
changeable whips to cover the 
108-136 MHz aircraft and public 
service bands as well , for 
casual monitoring using port
able vhf receivers and 
scanners. 

3. Semipermanent operation 
on 6, 2, and 11/4 meters (such 
as at a vacation or camping 
site) by mounting the assembly 
on a large piece of sheet metal 
(thus providing a good ground
plane) and getting the antenna 
in a better location, such as in 
an attic or outdoors on a pole.~ 

4. Permanent mounting on 
campers and other RVs, the 
installation being a lot simpler 
than with most other mounts. 

Remember that while this 
antenna was designed to allow 
quick, simple two-meter port
able and mobile operation 
using an inexpensive CB mag
mount, the antenna can be 
used in its original configura
tion for 27-MHz work by simply 
reinstalling the CB sections 
you removed. I use it for both 
these purposes. 

Next time you 're in your local 
discount or CB store, look over 
the CB accessories. Chances 
are you' ll find some " ham 
bargains" you can use. 

HRH 
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200 WATTS PEP! 
KENWOOD 
TS-180S 
All solid state 
HF transceiver 
with Digital Frequency Control 
DFC has 4 memories, manual scanning, tuning in 20 KHz 
steps with recall of stored frequency. Covers 160 thru 10 
meters. Needs no tune up. Built-in microprocessor, digital 
display, IF shift, selectable bandwidth, tunable noise blanker, 
RF AGC, dual RIT, improved speech processor. 13.8 VDC 
operation. Adaptable to proposed bands. 

1149.95 List. Call for quote. 

DRAKE TR/DR7 
Solid state 
synthesized 
HF transceiver 
Covers 160 thru 10 meters, reception from 1.5-30 continuous, 
0-30 MHz with optional AUX-7, modes: USB. LSB. CW, ATTY. 
AM. True passband tuning, RIT, built-in RF wattmeter/SWR 
bridge, SSB 250 watts PEP, CW 250 watts, AM 80 watts. Power 
supply required for AC operation. PS-7 120/240V power 
supply available. 

1395.00 List. Call for quote. 

YAESU 
FT-901DM 
All mode 
HF transceiver 
Covers 160 thru 10 meters. Variable IF bandwidth, rejection 
tuning, CW audio peak filter, built-in Curtis keyer. RF speech 
processor, 10 second tune mode timer. 6146 finals, auto. mic 
gain control, 25 KHz crystal calibrator and ±5 KHz clarifier. 
built-in VOX. 180W DC input for SSB/CW. BOW AM/ FSK/FM. 
DC-DC converter. 

1459.00 List. Call for quote. 

200 WATTS PEP! 
KENWOOD 
TS-120$ 
All solid state 
HF SSB transceiver 
No tune up! Miniaturized circuits, solid state construction, 
built-in digital display, IF shift, final transistor protection, 
VOX. noise blanker, 25 KHz marker. Frequency range is 80 to 
10 meters and WWV, modes: SSB and CW, power require
ments: RX- 0.7A 13.8 VDC, TX-18A 13.8 VDC. 3'h"H x 91!."W x 
13W'L. Weight: 11.7 lbs. 

699.95 List. Call for quote. 

1lilr 
TEN-TEC 
OmniD 
HF transceiver 
Totally solid state. 200W all bands. Covers 160thru10 meters, 
digital readout. built-in VOX and PTT. adjustable squelch, 4 
position CW/SSB filter, 8 pole crystal SSB filter. 2 rangeoffaet 
tuning, crystal calibrator, zero beat switch. SWR bridge and 
more. 12 VDC for mobile use. external power supply needed 
for fixed use. 

1069.00 List. Call for quote. 

YAESU 
YAESU 
FT-101ZD 
High performance 

llflUUUU•111t" ''"'" " ''°'''' '' ''I H I Ulllll llH\U\U ,, ................................................... \ .... .. 
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HF transceiver -======== 
Covers: 160 thru 10 meters plus WWV. modes: LSB. USB, and 
CW, built-in power supply, input power: 180 WDC, digital and 
analog frequency readout. 6146 final tubes. RF speech 
processor. variable IF bandwidth (300 Hz to 2.4 KHz). noise 
blanker. VOX, attenuator 10 dB or 20 dB, 100-234V operation, 
TX/RX freq . offset. 

8 95.00 List. Call for quote. 



KENWOOD 
TR-7625 
25 watt 
transceiver 
Memory channel with simplex or repeater operation ± 600 
KHz transmitter offset, mode switch for switching the transmit 
freq. up or down, full 4 MHzcoverageon2m (144.00-147.995), 
800 channels, 5 KHz offset switch, MHz selector switch, digital 
freq . display, and unlock indicator for transceiver protection. 

425.00 List. Call for quote. 

ICOM IC-701 HF transceiver 

Shown 
with 
power 
supply. 

All solid state, 100W continuous duty on all bands, all modes. 
160 thru 10 meters, dual built-in digital VFO's for split freq, 
operation, VOX, semi-break-in CW, RIT. AGC. noise blanker 
and built-in speech processor. IC-701 needed for AC 
operat;on. Power supply requirements: DC 13.6V negative 
ground. 

1169.00 Call today! 

ICOM IC-215 
2 meter 
FM transceiver 

IJIICOMI 

Features: 15 channel capa
city, MOS FET RF amplifier 
and 5 tuned circuits in the 
front end for optimum sensi
tivity and selectivity, S-meter 
on front panel, 3 watts Hi for 
long distance, 0.5 watts Lo 
for local, 13.8 VDC, uses "C" 
batteries or rechargeable 
battery pak. BC-20. 

239.00 List. Call for quote. 

Vii/ 
YAUU v 

YAESU 
CPU-2500RK 
2m FM transceiver 
With 800 PLL channels, automatic scan over entire 2m band, 4 
memories, toneburst, 25W Hi/3W Lo, 13.6 VDC at SA 
continuous. Freq. coverage: 144-148 MHz. Comes with a key
board mic that allows remote input of memory or dial freqs. 
up/ down scanning, aux repeater selection to 4 MHz, 2 tone 
input for autopatch. 

585.00 List. Call for quote. 

Cf llICOMI 

ICOM IC 211 2 meter transceiver 
144-148 MHz coverage, modes: SSB. CW. FM, LSI 
synthesizer, PLL, 7 digit LED readout, pulse type noise 
blanker, VOX with adjustable gain, SWR bridge, CW monitor, 
adj. power level, AC/ DC power supply, antenna impedance: 
50 ohms unbalanced, TX output: 13.8 VDC at 3 amps 
continuous. 

899.00 List. Call for quote. 

YAESU 
FT-127RA 
220 MHz 
FM transceiver 
Up/ down scanning capability, scanner will search for a clear 
or busy channel, fou r memory channels, available, Freq. 
coverage: 200-225 MHz, 600 channels, 2 simplex memor ies, 3 
repeater memories and 1 odd split memory, RF output: 10W, 
1800 Hz tonebu rst, repeater split± 1.6 MHz, 13.8 VDC at 2.5A 
transmit. 

479.00 List. Call for quote. 



The World of 
RADIO 
CONTESTING 

Many Amateurs find their greatest challenge in contest operating. 
Here's a summary of some of the more popular contests, 

and an introduction to the thrill of the chase 

BY WAYNE OVERBECK, N6NB 

The operator spoke quickly: 
"CQ Sweepstakes from W 

Zero Tango Radio, go." 
"W0TR from W6 Hotel Xray," 

came the equally rapid-fire 
reply. 

This exchange quickly 
followed: "W6HX 1361 bravo 68 
Colorado." 

"Roger, 1355 bravo W6HX 65 
LA." 

"QSL, QRZ, W0TR." 
As you tune across the 20-

meter band, you discover that 
the whole band sounds like 
that! 

On a different weekend, it 
may sound more like this: 
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"QRZ from Golf 3 Fox Xray 
Bravo." 

"G3FXB from W1 Norway 
Germany." 

"W1NG 5914." 
"Okay, 5905." 
"Thank you and QRZ." 
What's this all about? There 

must be thousands of people 
screaming these numbers at 
each other, all talking so fast 
nobody could possibly under
stand them, you say to 
yourself. 

To a newcomer, that's 
probably about what the ham 
bands sound like several 
weekends a year, as thousands 

of hams plunge into their 
favorite aspect of Amateur 
Radio: contest operating! 

For the experienced contest 
enthusiast, these weekend-long 
marathon operating sessions 
represent the highest challenge 
and the greatest thrill in the 
hobby. Here is an opportunity 
to see how well your equip
ment and antennas really work 
- and to pit your operating 
finesse against the skills of the 
best operators around. 

A serious contest operator 
may dedicate months of plan
ning to the job of getting ready 
for a single contest weekend. It 
may take hundreds of hours to 
squeeze every last watt out of a 
transmitter. Hams have been 
known to put up 100-foot 
towers just for one such con
test, only to take them down 
when it's over. And once the 
painstaking preparations are 
finished and the big event 
begins, the operator or opera
tors may stay on the air for as 
much as 48 hours straight -
talking as fast as they can the 
whole time. 

Even when the weekend is 
over, the contester's job isn't 
finished, because there's still 
the matter of process ing the 
logs (the log is a record of all 
contacts, showing when they 
were made and what informa
tion was exchanged). For a big 
contest effort, double-checking 
the logs for errors and dupli
cate contacts with the same 
station (a chronic problem 
when you contact hundreds or 
thousands of stations in one 
weekend) can take almost as 
long as the contest itself. Then 
the logs have to be sent off to 
the sponsoring organization, 
which cross-checks various 
participants' logs against each 
other to see if, for instance, 
W0TR's log says he worked 
W6HX at the same time 
W6HX's log says he worked 
W0TR! Finally, the scores are 
all tabulated and the winners 
are announced - usually 
months after the event. 
What does a contester get if 



he wins? Not much, really. 
Possibly a trophy, or more 
likely a certificate, plus a 
listing in small type in a 
magazine article reporting the 
contest results. But the big 
reward isn't the small print but 
the satisfaction of knowing 
you've done a good job. Even 
better, there's the euphoria of 
finding out one's arch-rival 
across town had a slightly 
lower final score! 

Of course, to learn that your 
prime competitor squeezed in 
there with a few more points is 
one of the deepest "downers" 
in Amateur Radio, for a serious 
contest operator. 

From euphoric highs to hum
bling lows, contest operating 
offers many an emotion to the 
participant. Fortunately, con
test operating also offers a 
variety of different challenges 
tor hams with not-so-competi
tive instincts. 

For the beginner, there are 
contests that pit you only 
against other beginners. And, 
for the noncontest operator 
looking for a new state or 

country, there is no time when 
new states and rare countries 
are represented on the air in 
greater numbers (or can be 
worked more quickly) than 
during a contest. 

For amateurs with special
ized interests, there are exotic 
contests with unique rules and 
scoring systems. There's even 
a contest in which every single 
contact has to be made by 
"moonbounce" - by bouncing 
a signal off the moon and 
listening to the incredibly weak 
echoes coming back. Then 
there's a contest where only 
contacts on frequencies above 
220 MHz count (even contacts 
on 2 meters don't count in this 
one, let alone contacts on 20 or 
40 meters). At the other end of 
the spectrum, there are con
tests where every contact must 
be made on the lowest Ama
teur band, 160 meters. 

If you like operating away 
from home, there's an enor
mously popular contest where 
portable stations get special 
incentives. Also, there are 
contests where you contact 

After the battle! A serious contester may do little else but operate continuously during 
a weekend-long radio contest. Here's a slightly bedraggled K6YNB (N6NB) during the 
final moments of the 1967 ARAL International DX Contest, which was a 96-hour mara
thon spanning two weekends in those days! 

only stations in one particular 
state or country. One of the 
most popular is a DX (long 
distance) contest in which U.S. 
and Canadian hams try to con
tact hams anywhere else in the 
world, while the foreign sta
tions can work (contact) only 
U.S. and Canadian stations for 
credit. And if you still need 
Delaware for your Worked All 
States award, there's a contest 
where a Delaware station has 
to be on one end of every 
single QSO! 

How they're scored 

As you might expect, there 
are almost as many different 
scoring systems as there are 
contests. But there are a 
couple of common elements in 
the scoring of almost all 
contests. You try to make as 
many contacts as possible with 
each such contact worth a 
speci fi ed number of " QSO 
points," and there's a 
" mu ltiplier" for contacting 
stations in a variety of 
geograph ic locations. 

Here's how it usually works. 
You multiply your total " QSO 
points" by the number of 
different geographic entities 
(such as states, provinces or 
foreign countries) you contact. 
Say you make 500 contacts 
worth two points each, for one 
thousand "QSO points." If the 
multiplier in the particular 
contest is U.S. states and you 
manage to work all fifty, you 
have fifty-thousand points as a 
final score (it's sim ple math -
50 times 1000 = 50,000). With a 
score calculated that way, you 
can see it may be better to 
chase down that last elusive 
" multiplier" in the form of a 
rare state than to continue 
contacting more stations in 
states you've already got. But 
that's not always true, and 
therein lies one of the subtle
ties of contest strategy! 

Another big part of the strat
egy may be deciding which 
category to enter. Some of the 
more competitive contests 
offer categories for high- and 
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.----------------. contests in North America. 
CONTEST CALENDAR 

January: 

February: 

March: 

April: 

May: 

June: 

July: 

August: 

VHF Sweepstakes 
CQ 160-meter Contest 

Novice Roundup 
ARAL DX Contest (CW) 
ARAL DX Contest 

(phone) 
CQ WPX (Prefix) 

Contest (phone) 
EME Contest 
CQ WPX (Prefix) 

contest (CW) 
EME Contest 
VHF aso Party 
All-Asian DX Contest 

(phone) 
Field Day 
IARU Radiosport 

Championships 

Can-Am 
Worked All Europe (CW) 
All-Asian DX Contest 

(CW) 
UHF Contest 

September: Worked All Europe 
(phone) 

VHF aso Party 
October: CQ Worldwide DX 

Contest (phone) 
November: Sweepstakes (CW) 

Sweepstakes (phone) 
CQ Worldwide DX 

Contest (CW) 
December: ARRL 160-meter Contest 

10-meter Contest 

low-power stations, categories 
for single operator and group 
(multioperator) entries, and 
even entries on a single band 
as well as all-band entries. If 
the local " big gun" is expected 
to show up in one category, 
you may want to outflank him 
by entering a different category 
- but then you may belatedly 
discover that he outflanked you 
by switching to the same 
category you entered! 

Because there's such a 
variety of different contests, 
few hams attempt to operate in 
all of them, nor cou ld I hope to 
describe the rules and strat
egies for all of them in one 
article. So I'll restrict my 
summary to the most popular 
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More information about each of 
these operating events can be 
obtained from the sponsoring 
organizations, which in most 
cases publish the rules and 
results in a magazine. 

Field Day 
Probably the operating event 

which has introduced more 
new Amateurs to contesting 
than any other - and certainly 
the most popular event on the 
calendar in terms of the 
number of hams participating 
- is Field Day. 

Field Day is scheduled the 
fourth weekend each June, and 
its unique feature is that 
portable stations (stations 
operating someplace where 
there isn't normally an Amateur 
Radio station) can work 
anybody, while home stations 
may work only portable and 
mobile stations. The rules 
permit competing stations to 
work other hams anywhere in 
the world on any band, but 
contacts with stations in your 
own town are worth just as 
many points as DX contacts. 
There's no geographic multi
plier in this event, but there is 
a big multiplier for using emer
gency pow~r (such as a gaso-
line generator) rather than 
plugging into the commercial 
ac mains. 

Sponsored by the American 
Radio Relay League,* Field Day 
begins at 2 PM Eastern Day
light Time Saturday, and ends 
at 5 PM EDT the following day. 

In a typical year, no fewer 
than 25,000 different licensed 
hams take part, most of them 
banding together in teams 
sponsored by local radio clubs 
to set up portable stations out 
in the boondocks somewhere. 
In fact, the event is really a 
combination contest, cookout, 
and camping trip for many 
hams, which perhaps explains 
its wide appeal. The rules even 
encourage clubs to have 

·225 Main St., Newington, Connecticut 
06111. 

Novice and Technician-class 
hams set up and operate their 
own station as part of the 
overall club effort! 

Novice Roundup 
If Field Day is usually a 

group effort with new hams as 
part of a larger team, many a 
new ham gets his first taste of 
contest operating on a "solo" 
basis during the Novice Round
up, also sponsored by the 
ARAL. 

As a contest for new Ama
teurs, the Novice Roundup is a 
litt le more low-key than most 
others. You may operate up to 
30 total hours, but you don't 
have to cram it all into a 
weekend. Those 30 hours may 
be spread over a nine-day 
period in early February. You 
can spend as many or as few 
hours as you wish each day. 
Novices compete only with 
other Novices for awards, and 
Technicians compete only with 

Contest operators tend to bu ild big 
antennas, and here's the array at N6RO/ 
W6PAA near San Jose, California. Its 
owner, who won many contes t s as 
K2EIU before he moved west, wasn't sat· 
isfied with a mere four-element beam on 
40 meters and f ive elements on 20 -
both up 125 feet. So he proceeded to buy 
some acreage east of San Francisco so 
he could put all of his big beams on 
separate towers! 



Technicians. All contacts must 
occur on CW (Morse code) in 
the 80, 40, 15, and 10 meter 
Novice bands. 

You get one point per con
tact, and the multiplier is 
foreign countries plus ARAL 
sections (which generally fol
low state and Canadian provin
cial boundaries, except that 
some big states contain more 
than one section and several 
small provinces are lumped in 
one section). 

Sweepstakes 

Probably the next contest a 
new ham discovers after the 
Novice Roundup and Field Day 
- and certainly one of the 
most popular operating events 
among experienced contest 
operators - is Sweepstakes. 

In SS (as Sweepstakes is 
often called on both voice and 
CW), U.S. and Canadian 
stations work only other U.S. 
and Canadian stations for two 
points per contact, with ARAL 
sec tions as multipliers. The 
event runs the first weekend in 
November on CW, with the 
phone contest the third week
end in November. 

One thing that makes Sweep
stakes interesting is the 
relatively complicated informa
tion you must exchange for a 
complete contact. In most 
contests you exchange signal 
reports and only one other 
piece of information , but in SS 
it's a bit different. The first few 
paragraphs of this article are a 
hypothetical SS contact. 

Translated, here's what all 
that gobbledygook means: 

"CO Sweepstakes from W 
Zero Tango Radio " means 
W0TR is soliciting a call from 
any station he has not already 
worked during SS. 

" W@TR from W6 Hotel Xray" 
is a reply call from a station 
wishing to contact W0TR for SS 
contest credit. 

Now comes the hard part. 
Here's what " W6HX 1361 bravo 
W@TR 68 Colorado" means: 
"W6HX" means W0TR is telling 
W6HX it's him and not some-

Much of the fun o f operating a vhf contest is going to a high mountain top where the 
range is far greater than in the cities below. Here W1SL is shown with some portable 
vhf antennas atop Mt. Equinox, Vermont, one of America's most popular mountain 
tops among vhf enthusiasts for many years. 

one else to whom W0TR is talk
ing. 1361 is the contact number 
for W0TR, meaning he has 
already contacted 1360 other 
stations during SS! He' ll give 
number 1362 to the next station 
he works. The " bravo" means 
he's using over 200 watts of 
transmitter power. If he were 
using less, he'd say "alpha" 
instead; "68" are the last two 
digits of the year the operator 
at W0TR got his first Amateur 
Radio license (you can imagine 
the pleasant surprise of 
running across an old-timer 
who gives you a year like 
"16" !). "Colorado" means 
W0TR is in the Colorado 
section, of course. 

This may seem complex, but 
the "pros" can rattle it all off 
(or copy it all down when they 
hear it) in just a few seconds! 
But with heavy QRM (interfer
ence) and all , don't feel bad if 
you have to ask for a few re
peats when you take the 
plunge and try contest 
operating - it's quite normal. 

*14 Vanderventer Ave., Port Washing· 
ton, Long Is land, New York 11050. 

CO Worldwide DX Contest 
In terms of overal I activ ity 

around the globe, the "CQ 
Worldwide" is the most popular 
DX (long-distance) contest 
going. 

Sponsored by CO magazine,• 
it runs the last weekend in 
October (on phone) and the last 
weekend in November (on CW). 
You can work anybody any
where, but contacts within your 
own country earn you only 
mult ipliers, not "QSO points." 
Foreign contacts on your own 
continent earn one or two 
points, while intercontinental 
QSOs are worth three points. 

The exchange is a signal 
report and your "zone." The 
world is divided into forty 
zones for this, with the 
continental U.S.A. falling into 
zones 03, 04, and 05, while 
much of Europe is zone 14, 
Japan is zone 25, etc. As you 
may have gathered, the second 
contest contact quoted at the 
beginning of the article is a 
"CO Worldwide" QSO. The 
multiplier is zones plus 
countries contacted, and it's 
not unusual for a top station to 
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This is portable? Field Day is an oper
at ing event when thousands of groups of 
hams set up temporary stations in the 
countryside, operati ng on batteries or 
emergency generators. Thus, Field Day 
stations are often makeshift installa· 
tions with small antennas. But here's the 
1978 installat ion of the Southern Califor· 
nia Contest Club, N6CW/6. This group 
topped aH entries in Field Day with near· 
ly 14,000 points, thanks to a full-size, 
fou r-element beam on 20 meters, atop a 
70- foot tower on a mountain top, not to 
ment ion a two-element 40-meter beam 
up 80 feet, plus a five·element beam for 
15 meters on another 70-foot tower. 

work nearly all forty zones and 
more than one hundred coun
tries during the contest 
weekend alone! 

ARRL International DX Contest 

Another popular DX contest, 
the ARRL DX contest, occurs in 
February and March. In this 
one, U.S. and Canadian stations 
work only foreign stations, 
while foreign stations work 
only the U.S. and Canada. 
Alaska, Hawaii , and other 
noncontiguous U.S. territories 
are classified as foreign. 

U.S. and Canadian stations 
send a signal report and state 
or province as their exchange, 
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while others send a signal 
report and their transmitter 
power level. You get three 
points per contact, and the 
multiplier is the total countries 
(or states/provinces for foreign 
stations) worked. 

Because there are so many 
DX stations on the air during 
this contest, this is another 
good time for modestly 
equipped stations to catch 
some exciting DX. The faster 
and better equipped DX 
operators quickly work the U.S. 
"big guns," so you' ll often hear 
loud foreign stations almost 
begging for U.S. contacts 
toward the end of the contest! 

CO Pref ix Contest 

The CQ Worldwide Prefix 
Contest (WPX) is also a DX 
contest. Held on voice in late 
March and CW in May, it offers 
a multiplier for each call sign 
"prefix" you work. For 
instance, working any W1 sta
tion is good for a multiplier, but 
K1, N2, AA3, WA4, WB5, etc., 
are all additional multipliers. 
You still only get QSO points 
for foreign contacts, but the 
proliferation of multipliers is 
sure to leave U.S. and Canadian 
stations in demand. The ex
change is a signal report and a 
consecutive contact number 
(as in the Sweepstakes). 
Sweepstakes). 

IARU Radiosport 

A new event that has already 
become very popular, particu
larly in the Soviet Union and 
Eastern Europe, is the " IARU 
Radiosport Championships." 
Although log processing is han
dled at ARRL headquarters, the 
event is jointly sponsored by all 
of the national organizations oi 
Amateur Radio operators be
longing to the International 
Amateur Radio Union. 

Held in July (both CW and 
phone the same weekend), the 
event offers excellent oppor
tunities for U.S. and Canadian 
stations to work all over the 
world, with a first-rate chance 
to catch some of the more elu
sive Warsaw Pact and Soviet 

countries (there are some 
twenty different national 
entities that are recognized as 
separate countries within the 
U.S.S.R. alone). 

The multiplier system here is 
based on ITU (International 
Telecommunications Union) 
zones, of which there are 
seventy-five in the world. Each 
intercontinental QSO is worth 
five points, with QSOs within 
your own continent (but in a 
different zone) worth three 
points. 

VHF contests 

Each year there are three 
different ARRL-sponsored con
tests exclusively for vhf enthu
siasts. In these events, all 
QSOs must occur on Amateur 
frequencies above 50 MHz. 
There's the vhf Sweepstakes 
(patterned after the November 
SS in format) in late January, 
followed by " vhf QSO Parties" 
in mid June and mid 
September. 

In each, QSO points are on a 
sliding scale, with more points 
for QSOs on higher frequencies 
(above 220 MHz). And in each, 
the multiplier is based on 
sections and foreign countries. 

Two features of these con
tests make them especially 
appealing to newcomers. For 
one thing, since Technician 
licensees have full operating 
privileges above 50 MHz, these 
are contests in which Techni
cians have as good a chance to 
win as Advanced or Amateur 
Extra class licensees! In fact, 
several of the record scores 
over the years have been 
achieved by Technicians. 

The other inviting thing for 
newcomers is the opportunity 
for mountain-topping. Maybe · 
you don' t have a kilowatt on 2 
meters or a monstrous tower at 
home, but if you take a small 
rig and a portable beam up a 
mountain, you'll be amazed at 
just how competitive your sig
nal can sound. Many a time has 
a "big gun" with a super 
station at home lost to a 
modestly equipped station on a 
mountaintop. 



UHF and EME contests 
Here are two very specialized 

contests, recently begun as 
ARAL events. The EME (earth· 
moon-earth) contest requires 
that every QSO be made via 
" moonbounce" techniques, a 
sophisticated form of vhf com
munication in which a full· 
kilowatt transmitter and an 
elaborate antenna are used to 
bounce a signal off the moon 
and produce readable echoes 
back on earth! Despite the 
seemingly esoteric nature of 
the event, some sixty different 
stations competed in the first 
running of the contest in April 
and May of 1978. 

The uhf contest is special
ized but not necessarily forbid
ding to beginners, in view of 
the very low cost of trans
ceivers for the 220 MHz band. 
The contest is scheduled in 
early August (for the conven· 
ience of mountaintoppers who 
usually prefer summer weather) 
and is set up to encourage 
operation on the ham bands at 
220, 432, 1215, 2300, 3300, 5600, 
and 10,000 MHz! 

There are several other 
popular DX contests sponsored 
by Amateur Radio groups in 
various countries. Although 
none attract as much interest 
in North America as the ones 
already mentioned, the All· 
Asian DX Contest and the WAE 
(Worked All Europe) contest 
merit an introduction here. 

The "All-Asian" is sponsored 
by the Japan Amateur Radio 
League (JARL) and runs in mid 
June (phone) and late August 
(CW). During each contest 
weekend, Asian stations work 
the rest of the world. Multi· 
pliers are based on call sign 
prefixes as in the CQ WPX, but 
there's one picturesque differ
ence: The exchange is a signal 
report plus the operator's age! 
Inscrutably enough, the event's 
Japanese sponsors specify that 
YL's (female operators) send 
zero as their age! 

The " WAE" contest is 
sponsored by the Deutschland 
(German) Amateur Radio Club 
(DARC) and is coordinated with 

the DARC's WAE awards 
program. The contest is 
scheduled the second weekend 
in August (CW) and the second 
weekend in September (phone). 
The exchange consists of a 
signal report and consecutive 
contact number. Europeans 
work everyone else in the world 
in this cne. 

One-band contests 

There are several popular 
one-band contests, including 
the ARAL 10-meter and 160· 
meter contests in December, 
and CQ's 160-meter contest in 
January. 

Permitting both North Ameri
can and foreign contacts for 
QSO points and multipliers, 
these contests have rapidly 
grown in popularity in recent 
years, thanks to two things: 
the improving conditions on 10 
meters as the sunspot cycle 
nears it peak, and the brisk 
sales of new rigs that cover 160 
meters - something few com
mercial transmitters did a few 
years ago. 

Can-Am 

A very promising new 
contest is the Can-Am contest 
in August, sponsored by the 
Cana-DX group. The event per· 
mits both U.S. and Canadian 
stations to work any station in 
either country, with states plus 
provinces as the multiplier. 
There are separate 24-hour CW 
and phone contests the same 
weekend, with a special award 
for the operator who can keep 
going long enough to amass 
the highest total score on both 
modes combined. 

North American Sprint 

Sponsored by the National 
Contest Journal,• the Sprint is 
a "contester's contest" if ever 
there was one. Typically held 
twice a year, it's a 4-hour 
contest on CW only. What is 
unique about it - aside from 
the unprecedented short time 
period - is that no station is 

•c/o N6SF, 1030 Bush St., Apt. 6, San 
Francisco, California 94109. 

permitted to roost on a fre
quency with a big signal and 
work stations one after another 
the way the " big guns" do in 
every other contest. After each 
QSO, the station that called CQ 
must leave the frequency, and 
the station that answered the 
call may stick around for one 
more QSO before he in turn 
must move off frequency. 

State QSO parties 

A great opportunity for a new 
contest operator to win some
thing comes in the various 
state QSO parties. If you' re in 
Ohio, for instance, you may not 
be ready to win the Ohio sec· 
tion in SS or the DX contest 
right away, but you may have a 
great chance to be the top 
Ohio station in the Wash ington 
State QSO Party. 

If you're in the state hosting 
the QSO party, of course, you 
can work anybody anywhere, 
while out-of-state stations can 
work only stations in the 
hosting state for c redit. 

These events are also noted 
as great opportunities to snare 
rare counties if you're a 
" county-hunter" (a person 
pursuing one of the awards 
based on the number of U.S. 
counties worked). 

I've told you about only 
twenty of perhaps two hundred 
radio contests held each year, 
but these are the big ones in 
North America. If you discover 
hordes of hams exchanging 
numbers in rapid-fire succes
sion some weekend, you 've 
most likely stumbled upon one 
of these contests. 

Operating in any of them can 
be an exciting experience right 
from the start. Once you've 
decided (or asked) which event 
it is, and mastered the ex
change, feel free to plunge in 
and start making contacts. The 
contests are open to every
body, and the biggest guns on 
the band were once beginners 
themselves, something you 
should not forget if a station 
sounds intimidating. He isn't, 
so call him! 

HRH 
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Kantronics' ·Field Day 
Morse/ radioteletype reader & speed display 

only 
$449.95 

Kantronics' Field Day morse code/ teletype reader reads code signals right 
off the air. Its powerful microcomputer system picks out signals, computes their 
speed and even reads sloppy copy up to 80 words per minute. 

The Field Day is simple to use. You plug it into your station receiver just as 
you would a set of headphones. Code and teletype conversations are converted 
from dots and dashes to standard alphanumerical text. The text advances from 
right to left across ten big Yi inch displays. 

The Field Day displays incoming or outgoing code speed for you at the touch 
of a button, right on the front panel. The Field Day is enclosed in a compact, 
lightweight package including speaker. HWD 3.44" by 8.50" by 9.25". The Field 
Day has the features that make it a truly great code reader. Write us for a 
complete Kantronics authorized dealer list. 

II~ KANT RON I CS 
1202 East 23rd Street 
Lawrence. Kansas 66044 

The Lightweight Champs. 
Phone: 913·842·7745 

We accept Visa. Master Charge. check and money orders. 

STEP UP TO TELREX 
WITH A 

TELREX "BALUN" FED-"INVERTED-VEE" KIT 

THE IDEAL HI -PERFORMANCE 

INEXPENSIVE AND PRACTICAL TO INSTALL LOW-FREQUENCY 

MONO OR MULTIPLE BAND, 52 OHM ANTENNA SYSTEM 

~ I 

·~· 
Telrex "Monarch" (Trapped) l.V. Kit 

Duo· Band/4 KWP I. V. Kit $66.50 
Post Paid Continental U.S. 

Optimum, full·size doublet performance, independent of ground conditions! "Balanced· 

Pa ttern", low radiation angle, high signal to noise, and signal to performance ratio! 

Minimal support costs, (existing tower, house, tree). A technician can resonate a 

Telrex "Inverted-Vee" to frequency within the hour! Minimal S/W/R is possible if 

installed and resonated to frequency as d irected! Pattern primarily low-ang le, Omni· 

directiona l , approx . 6 DB null at ends! Costly, lossy, antenna tuners not requ ired! 

Complete simplif ied installation and resonating to freq uency instructions supplied w ith 
each kit . 

For technical data and prices on complete 

Tetrex line, write for Catalog PL 7 (HRH) 
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Anytime you 
have a question 
about your Ham 
Radio HORI· 
ZONS subscrip· 
tion. please i n· 
elude a mailing 
label to insu re 
prompt service 
on your inquiry. 

CHANGE 
OF ADDRESS 

I 

AFFIX 

LABEL 

HERE 

Moving? Please 
let us know 4-6 
weeks before· 
hand. Or, if any· 

I 
L_/ \_~ 

thi ng is wrong with your current mail· 
ing label , please carefully print the 
updated information below and affix 
your present label above. 
PLEASE HELP US TO SERVE YOU BETTER 

Jf0Rii0N5 Greenville, NH 03048 

Call ___ _ _ 

Name _ _ ______ ___ _ 

Address ___ _ _____ _ _ 

I City _ _ ________ _ 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
l 

l State Zip I ---_______ l L ___ _ 

More details? Ad Check page 78. 
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DUNES HOTEL 
LAS VEGAS, NEVADA 

JANUARY 10-13, 1980 

FREE BOOK 
CATALOG 

Whether you' re interested in 
Amateur Radio, Electronics, 
Microprocessing, Microcomputer, 
Radio Astronomy, Old-Time Rad io, 
VHF, SSB or just novels that 
involve Amateur Rad io - you 'II find 
a large selection of these books and 
more! Vast inventory of over 
200 titles. Send your name and 
address to: 

HAM RADIO'S BOOKSTORE 
Greenville, NH 03048 

More details? Ad Check page 78. 

· );:,,;; 

COMPACT ANTENNA HEADQUARTERS 
Below are listed only some of o ur products. We have chosen for the most part to concentrate 
on high-efficiency compact antennas designed for limited-space locations. realizing that lack 
of space for full -sized "farms" is a major prob lem for many of today's amateurs. A l l traps. coils. 
baluns. and center connectors used in our systems are fully assembled. adjusted. and weather
proofed here at our plant , and are rated for full legal power input. Our wire antennas are 
complete w ith Z-1 ba lun (A-1 center connector with 160 meter models). # 14 solid insulated 
copper wire. d ie lectric insulators, and 100 feet of nylon support rope . We include what we 
believe are the most comprehensive instructions in the industry with each model . making 
installation and accurate tun ing relative ly easy. 

APARTMENT -PORTABLE- TRAILER 
AV. 1 ALL TENN A 
Low-prolile no-radial antenna your neigh
bors and landlord can live with 1 Ideal lor 
Apartments. Condos. Camps11es. Mobile 
Homes or Av·s. Boats. Field Days. and 
Emergencies 80-10 meters by Quic~. no
tool band change -takes lull legal power 
-lull Quarter wave on 10. 15. and 20 -
16' maximum height - mounts anywhere 
a ground can be established - a balcony 
rail. patio. yard. or out a v.tjndow. Mounting 
post included. Breaks down to 5' package 
for easy storage and uanspan. ;eassemtJle 
in seconds without tools- broad-banded 

no ad1ustment across 10. 15, 20. DI 
40: 200 kHz on 80 withou1 adjustment. 
lull 80 coverage wilh several settings -
adjusts to a vi rlual 11 VSWA in seconds . 
No tuner needed - extend coverage to 
all of 160 with the optional A0-160 
add-on coil section. 

Model 
AV-1 
A0-160 

Bands Height 
80·10 16' 
t60 21' 

Price 
S8995 
$28.95 

COMPACT TRAPPED DIPOLES 
Shorter lhan usual !rapped antennas. they 
provide effective multiband operation with 
a single set of elements and a single 
coax leedline. providing a practical methOd 
of comP1essing a multiband antenna onto 
a smaller city lot. Our 160 meter models 
use the only commercially-available traps 
that will permit lull power on 80 meters 
at this price and overall length 
Model Bands Lgth. Price 
T0-1684 160.80175.40 110' $74.95 
TD·16080 160. 80175 160' $59.95 
TQ.8040 80175. 40 78 ' $54.95 
TD-4020 40. 20 40' S49.95 

COMPACT SHORTENED DIPOLES 
These am standard dipoles shonened to 
hall-size by using loading coils. Good for 
small lots, attics. and consUUcting sklpers. 
The SP-40 works very well on 15 meters 
as we ll as 40. 
Model Bands 
SP-160 160 
SP-80 80/ 75 
SP-40 40. 15 

Length 
130' 
63' 
33' 

Price 
$42.95 
S41.95 
S3995 

Call or write ror complete catalog describing all 24 antennas we make, with prices. 

ANTENNA SUPERMARKET 
P.O. Box 563 • Palatine, IL 60067 • (312) 359-7092 

Phone orders welcome - 9:30 l o 5:00. Monday lhru Friday 
Include Interbank acct. number and expiration date on credit card orders. 
Prompt shipment • 30-day guarantee• Components available separately 

MULTIBAND SHORT DIPOLES 
These provide absolute maximum per
formance possible in a minimum space 
location by combining shortened elements 
with lull-size elements connected to a 
single coax reedline at the balun 
Model Bands Length Price 
MSP-8010 80/ 75. 40 74' $69 95 

20. t5. 10 
MSP·l 80/75 14' $59.95 

40. 15 
MULTIBAND FULL SIZE DIPOLES 
These antennas provide uncompromised 
multiband operation by connecting separate 
half wave elements ta a single coax 
feedline at tile balun 
Model Bands Loth. Price 
P0-8010 80-10 130' $54 95 
PD-8040 80. 40. 15 130' $49.95 
P0-4020 40, 20, 15 66' $39.95 
P0-4010 40-10 66' $44.95 

Il linois residents add 5% sales tax. 
COO's to U.SA only. 

5~r~~g and handlin·g· . 1.u P .. s: .su~~~ 
Verticals . 3.00 
Md to a/Jove fof' 
Parcel Post . 2.00 
APO and FPO . . . .. .. . • . . 3.00 
Canada and Mexico 4.00 
coos . 1.00 

HamGearMart Has A 
Perfect Match For You 
IC you're in the market to buy or sell equipment, you're in the market for 
HamGearMart. We match individual buyers and sellers - economically, 
efficiently, effectively. 

At least once each week, HamGearMart matches buyers' requirements against 
available equipment. Buyers are advised of the equipment that meets their 
needs. Then, they contact the sellers directly; all negotiations are strictly 
between buyer and seller. 

Using HamGearMart is easy and economical. Send one registration form 
(below) and $3. 73 for each piece of equipment. Your entries remain active for 17 
unique matches or for one year. SELLERS: Provide price, type, brand, and 
model of equipment . The optional monitoring information is sent to buyers for 
RF inquiries. BUYERS: Specify gear either by brand and model, or by type and 
price range. 

Register now with HamGearMart - a great service for Hams. 

I 
(HamGearMart is not a. n equipment dealer, and it can. not warrant or guarantee 
equipment or data associated with this service.) 

P.0 Box 66. 1879 Po~ I Kd .. So11thporL (_'-( 064'}0 

r ---------------------, YES, register me with HamGearMart. 
I (For each additiona) item, use an e"'trn p(lge or fAcsimile c opy of form .) I 
I PRICE I GEAR YEAR GEAA TYPE:XCVR,TEST,etc PRICE RANGES: 

. 
I 

s For Type and Price Option
8 E Day of Week 

BRAND:MANUFACTURER [Circle Onel 
L Monitoring 

A. 40 - 99 F. 525 - 699 U L data for Hour IUTCJ B 100-199 G. 700 - 899 y 
E buyers' RF GEAR MODEL NUMBER C.200-299 H. 900-1099 E 
R inquiries Freq.:Novice D.300-399 1.1100-1399 R 

loctional I. E.400-524 J1400 &UP 

I NAME CALL CLASS I 
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BY MARTIN BLYTHE, G4HFO 

Monday, September 25th, 1978, 
was a memorable day for 30-
year old Mr. Dennis J . Shields 
of Westbury, Wiltshire, (Eng
land). Not only was it his 
wedding anniversary, but he 
also had a special invitation to 
visit the Spanish Embassy at 
Belgrave Square in London. 

Dennis is a keen short-wave 
listener, and is registered as 
British receiving station No. 
G-15318. On the night of 
January 27th, 1978, at 2100 
hours (GMT), he had been 
tuning his FRG7 receiver when 
he came across a "Mayday" 
distress call. It was from the 
Spanish ship Marbell, radio call 
EEZK, which, having lost both 
engines, was drifting helplessly 
in the Atlantic Ocean in storm 
force gales. 

Dennis listened for a 
moment, then realized no one 
else had heard the sos. He 
promptly reported full details of 
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this emergency to the British 
authorities at Portishead Radio, 
who in turn alerted Boulogne 
Radio (France). The Boulogne 

station made a two-way contact 
with the Marbell on 2182 kHz 
within four minutes. 

Tragically, before rescue 

Dennis, on the left, receives a Pegasus Award of Merit from the Spanish Ambassador, 
His Excellency the Marques de Perina!. The episode has been recorded in the annals of 
the Spanish Maritime Authorities. 



operations could be fully 
implemented, the ship had run 
aground and sunk off the Cies 
Islands at the entrance to Vigo 
Bay (on the northwest coast of 
Spain). The crew of the Marbell 
had consisted of thirty-si x 
people, twenty-seven of whom 
perished. The remaining nine 
had been able to swim ashore 
with great physical effort. 

At the Embassy, his Excel 
lency the Marques de Perinat, 
Ambassador of Spain in Lon
don , and his wife, the Mar
quessa, together with a charge 
d'affairs, a minister councillor, 
a first secretary, and his 
Excellency's three secretaries, 
spent over an hour in conversa
tion with Mr. Shields. The 
Ambassador presented Dennis 
with a Pegasus Award of Merit 
parchment recording the 
events, and expressed appreci
ation for the meritorious part 
taken by Dennis Shields in the 
rescue operation. 

The rescue information was 
reported to the authorities in 
Spain - the Under Secretary of 
the Merchant Navy, the Direc
torate General of Navigation, 
and the Sub Directorate of 
Maritime Security - so that 
the matter would be noted in 
their records. 

Mr. Shields, who was accom
panied by his wife, Margaret, 
thanked the Ambassador for 
his good wishes and pointed 
out that it would have been 
unlikely for him to have heard 
the distress call if not for the 
special aerial he recently 
erected. He explained that he 
had been experiencing interfer
ence from neighboring televi
sion sets. He then purchased a 
special trap dipole made by 
Richard Holman, G2DYM, 
which cut the interference to a 
minimum. This allowed him to 
hear the sos coming through 
loud and clear. 

When asked what his ambi
tion was now, Dennis replied, 
" I am now studying for the 
Radio Amateurs Exam so that I 
can speak over the air, as well 
as listen." HRH 

IC Keyer 
The World's Greatest Sending Device 

Adjustable to Any Desired Speed 
Now available from Palomar Engineers - the new 
Electronic IC KEVER. Highly prized by professional 
operators because it is EASIER, QUICKER, and 
MORE ACCURATE. 

It transmits with amazing ease CLEAR, CLEAN-CUT 
signals at any desired speed. Saves the arm. Prevents 
cramp, and enables anyone to send with the skill of an 
expert. 

SPECIAL RADIO MODEL 
Equipped with large specially constructed contact points. 
Keys any amateur transmitter with ease. Sends Manual , 
Semi-Automatic, Full Automatic, Dot Memory, Dash 
Memory, Squeeze, and iambic - MORE FEATURES 
than any other keyer. Has built-in sidetone, speaker, 
speed and volume controls, BATTERY OPERATED, 
heavy shielded die-cast metal case. Fully ADJUSTABLE 
CONTACT SPACING AND PADDLE TENSION. The 
perfect paddle touch wil l AMAZE you. 

Every amateur and licensed operator should know :how to 
send with the IC KEVER. EASY TO LEARN. Sent 
anywhere on receipt of price. Free brochure sent on 

request. /II CIC 
Send check or money order. IC KEVER $97.50 in U.S. and 
Canada. Add $3.00 shipping! handling . Add sales tax in 
California. 

Fully guaranteed by the world's oldest manufacturer of 
electronic keys. ORDER YOURS NOW! 

Palomar Engineers 
Box 455, Escondido, CA. 92025 • Phone: [714] 747-3343 
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INTERNATIONAL CRYSTALS & KITS/OSCILLATORS • RF MIXERS • RF AMPLIFIER • POWER AMPLIFIER 

OX OSCILLATOR 
Crystal controlled transis
tor type. 3 to 20 MHz, 
OX-Lo, Cat. No. 035100. · · 
20 to 60 MHz, OX-Hi, Cat. 
No. 035101. 
Specify when ordering. $5.22 ea. 

OF-1 OSCILLATOR 
Resistor/capacitor circuit pro
vides osc over a range of freq 

~ with the desired crystal. 2 
~ to 22 MHz, OF-1 LO, Cat. 

No. 035108, 18 to 60 MHz, 
OF-1 H Cat. No. 035109. 
Specify when ordering $4.48 ea. 

SAX-1 TRANSISTOR RF AMP 
A small signal amplifier to drive 
the MXX-1 Mixer. Sinole tuned 
input and link output~ 3 to 20 
MHz, Lo Kit, Cat. No. 03512. 
20 to 170 MHz, Hi Kit, Cat. 
No. 035103. 
Specify when ordering. 

.02% Calibration Tolera~~e "' : _ 

MXX-1 TRANSISTOR RF MIXER 
A single tuned circuit intended 
for signal conversion in the 3 to 
170 MHz range. Harmonics of l:"ill'"'lll! 
the OX or OF-1 oscillator are · 
used for injection in the 60 to 179 
~Hz range. 3 to 20 MHz, Lo . ..,. 
Kit, Cat. No. 035105. 20 to 170 
MHz, Hi Kit, Cat. No. 035106. 

$5.80 ea. 

PAX-1 TRANSISTOR RF 
POWER AMP 

A si ngle t uned output 
amplifier designed to follow 

the OX or OF-1 osci llator. 
Outputs up to 200 mw, de
pending on frequency and 
.vol tage. Ampli f ier can be 
amplitude modulated 3 to 30 
MHz, Cat. No. 035104. 

BAX-1 BROADBAND AMP 
General purpose amp lifier 

which may be used as a 
tuned or untuned unit 

in RF and audio app lica- ., 

$6.06 ea. 

to 30 db gain. Cat. No. 035107. · . ..·'"' " · 
tions. 20 Hz to 150 MHz with 6 ~· . ... · . .. . . · . .. -~---' · . · 

Specify when ordering. $6.06 ea. · "·_,'· · . 

EXPERIMENTER CRYSTALS (HC 6/U Holder) 

Cat. No. Specifications 
031080 3 to 20 MHz - for use in OX OSC Lo 

Specify when ordering $6.25 ea. 
031081 20 to 60 MHz - For use in OX OSC Hi 

Specify when ordering $6.25 ea. 
031300 3 to 20 MHz- For use in OF-1L OSC 

Specify when ordering $5.22 ea. 
031310 20 to 60 MHz - For use in OF-1 H OSC 

Specify when ordering $5.22 ea. 

Shipping and postage (inside U.S., Canada and Mex ico only) 
will be prepaid by International. Prices quoted for U.S .. 
Canada and Mexico orders only. Orders for shipment to 
other countries wi ll be quoted on request. Address orders to: 
MIS Dept., PO. Box 34297. Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73132 

I DGUiJlJ[ 
INTERNATIONAL CRYSTAL MFG. CO. , INC. 
10 North Lee I Oklahoma Cily. Okla. 73102 



Call m~ 1-800-243-7765 
FREE: ~oou~~~~u~o~~r~t~~~z1 ~1de~~~~v~~~1pmen1 List 

AUTHORIZED DEALER ... 
REMOTE CONTROLLED 
ANTENNA SWITCHING LETS 

FOR OVER 50 MAJOR LINES 
YOUR FEEDLINE WORK HARDER .. 

fi ve times as hard , in fact. 
NEW AND USED EQUIPMENT "Get on our used 
equipment mailing list. TRADES WELCOME .. The 
best allowances anywhere" - ·we buy good used 
SSB gear " OUR EVERYDAY LOW PRICES " remain 
the same for cash or trade-ins '" SAME DAY U.P.S. 
SHIPPING " Just a phone call away " COMPLETE 
RADIO SERVICE SHOP " Mail Order Repair Service" 
• Fast Ef1icient Service • Most Repairs Done and 
Shipped Within 7 Days • We Repair All Brands • 
Amateur Extra First Class Licenses • All Work Guar
anteed• Send Us Your Defective Equipment U.P.S. 
with Shipping Pre-paid . 

Antenna Mart 's Model 50 remote controlled coax 
switch allows instant switch selection of up control unit 

with indicator lights to five antennas with a single feedline 
and a control cable between 
the operating position and MODEL 50 

Remote Antenna Switch 
$150~ + $3 shipping 

the remote switch location . . . 

Our Fine Reputation Speaks For Itself 

"You Ship It - We Fix It " 

OPEN : 
Mon .-Fri. 10-6 
Thurs. 10-8 P.M. 
Sat. 10-4 

ROSS 
DISTRIBUTING 
COMPANY 
Ross J. Hansen, WB7BYZ 
78 South State, Preston, Idaho 83263 
(208) 852-0830 

re mote sw1 tch 

Ross Specials: Looking for a good buy in Ham 
Gear? Call all the Watts lines first , then call me. I 
will be $1.50 to $40.00 less depending on the 
amount of your purchase. Plus I want to be sure 
that you are happy with your selection. We have 
Kenwood, Yaesu, lcom, Ten-Tee, Drake, Dentron, 
Hygain, ETO, Mosley, Cush-Craft, Hustler, Larsen, 
Taylor, MFJ , etc. We have the largest stock and 
best selection of amateur equipment in the Inter
mountain West. Call (208) 852-0830. Close Mon
days at 2 p.m. 

More details? Ad Check page 78. 

CLEANS UP YOUR ACT IN THE SHACK! 

Eliminates the tangle of feedlines and manual 
switches usually associated with multiple antennas. 

With 3kW power rating , high-speed low-loss 
operation , rugged weather-proof construction 

and LED indication of antenna in 
use, it adds up to THE solut ion 

to your antenna switching problems. 

Order factory-d irect or write 
for complete information on 
our line of available models. 

MART 5 15-292 -7114 

box 1010, i.s.u. statio n, o me s, iowo 50010 

BELDEN @ 
Part 

Number 

~9888 
39¢/ft 

~ 8214 
25¢/ft. ~ 

~ 
8237 

21¢/ft 

~ 
8267 

25¢/ft 

~ 
8448 
16¢/ft 

~ 
:;r-~ 9405 
~26¢/ft 

db/ dbl 
MHz 100 f1. 100 m 

50 1.2 3.9 
100 1.8 5.9 
200 2.6 85 
300 3.3 10.8 
400 3.8 12.5 

50 1.2 3.9 
100 1.8 5.9 
200 2.6 85 
300 3.3 10.8 
400 3.8 12.5 

100 2.0 6.6 
200 3.0 9.B 
400 4.7 15.4 
900 7.8 25.6 

100 2.0 6.6 
200 3.0 9.8 
400 4.7 15.4 
900 7.8 25.6 

No of Cond - B 
AWG l>n mm ) - 6·22. (7x 30). [ .761: 
2· 18. 116x30). [1. 191 

No. of Cond. - B 
AWG (in mm) - 2-16. (26x30). p.52}: 
6·18, (16x30). f1 .17) 

MADISON 
ELECTRONICS SUPPLY, INC. 

1508 McKINNEY• HOUSTON, TEXAS 77002 

713/658·0268 
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A Pair of Loops for Fun and 
Gain 

llP""1 
BY JIM GRAY, W1XU 

You say you're a bit short of 
real estate but want to radiate a 
good signal? Can't put your 
antenna as high as you'd like, 
but still want to be competi
tive? Don't have the money for 
a fancy antenna tuner? Is that 
what's botherin' you, Bunky? It 
is? Well, then ... Tell you what 
I'm gonna do! 

Meet the loop antenna, a 
compact, useful, and unique 
cousin to the folded dipole 
that's easy to construct and 
tune up for great performance 
on the ham bands. Loop anten
nas may be put up alone or in 
pairs, threes, and even fours. 
One variety of two-loop antenna 
has been called the cubical 
quad - a reference to its 
appearance; four sides forming 
a square and two squares form
ing a cube. 

Brief history of 
the cubical quad· 

Although this article is not 
about the cubical quad, that 
antenna will be a good place to 
start our discussion. My 
fascination with the unusual 
properties of loop antennas 
began in the early 1950s, when 
I built my first cubical quad 
based on information obtained 
from some 1947 and 1948 
issues of CQ and QST, in 
which the quad was presented 
and discussed as an inexpen
sive and lightweight substitute 
for conventional Yagi antennas. 

These articles mentioned 
that the first cubical quad was 
designed by the late Clarence 
Moore, W9LZX, when he was 
chief engineer of radio station 
HCJB in Quito, Ecuador. HCJB 
had been on the air since 1939, 
broadcasting program material 
related to its Christian 
missionary work around the 
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world. At the high altitudes of 
Quito - and because of the 
high power employed - the 
station Yagis kept melting from 
corona discharges at the tips 
of each element. There seemed 
to be no solution to the 
problem until 1942, when 
Clarence Moore and another 
engineer found one. The 
cubical quad elements had no 
tips; each antenna element was 
a closed loop of wire which 
prevented corona from 
occurring! Since then, HCJB's 
big voice has been heard 
around the world by way of its 
cubical quad antenna. Count
less Amateurs here and abroad 
have built and used cubical 
quads in a multitude of shapes, 
sizes, and variations - all with 
success. 

Although not all hams can 
put up a cubical quad, the light 
weight, inexpensive materials, 
ease of construction, and basic 
simplicity of the loop antenna 
are appealing to every ham. The 
good results with a quad stem 
from the placement of two 
loops close together to form a 
cube, one loop serving as a 
driven element and the other 
loop acting either as a reflector 
or director of the resulting 
array. The array can achieve a 
gain of up to 7 dB over a dipole 
when only two elements are 
used, and even greater gain is 
possible with three or four 
elements. As I thought about 
these matters one night a few 
years ago, a new idea gingerly 
crept into my brain. Let me tell 
you how it happened. 

Another combination 
of loop elements 

I had been looking through a 
pile of QST magazines, hoping 
to find a good antenna for 
forty-meter DXing. Although I 
had been thinking of a quad, 
the sheer size of such an 

animal intimidated me. What I 
wanted was some form of loop 
antenna that could be mounted 
as simply as my single-element 
delta loop, but with more gain. 
The delta had been an excel
lent performer, exhibiting all 
the good properties that make 
an antenna dear to the DXer's 
heart. Its noise pickup was very 
low, unlike a vertical for 
example; and the loop discrimi
nated against both manmade 
static and the natural kind with 
equal disdain. I liked the fact 
that my loop occupied less 
linear space than a dipole for 
the same frequency. Topping 
off the list of nice features was 
the fact that a loop could be 
made rectangular, square, 
round, hexagonal, or nearly any 
other shape, without seriously 
altering its performance or 
characteristics. And, simply by 
feeding a square loop at the 
bottom or at one side, a choice 
of polarization is possible. 

Suddenly, my eyes caught 
sight of the Novi-Loop, 
designed by Lew McCoy.* It 
looked to be just what I 
wanted, and the article gave 
complete information about 
how to build one. Precisely 
what I was looking for - if 
only it had more gain! What I 
wanted was a beam antenna 
that was no more complicated 
than a dipole. Sitting with half
closed eyes, my mind wan
dered over the various 
configurations of wire that 
could be combined in various 
ways to provide gain and direc
tivity. Suddenly, I sat bolt 
upright in the chair. I had first 
visualized a single loop sus
pended between two poles 
attached to the chain link fence 
that ran along the property line 
between my neighbor's yard 
and my own. Hastily making 

*QST, October, 1973, page 20. 



calculations on a scratch pad, I 
realized that two loops could 
be suspended side-by-side; and 
then the full force of that idea 
struck me - why not phase 
the two loops in collinear 
fashion? There it was, the 
solution to the problem! 

Let's see, now. With calcula
tor and scratch pad, I began 
figuring. With 30-foot TV masts 
at each end and in the center 
of the 95-foot fence, and 
figuring on a fence height of 4 
feet, I could just squeeze two 
loops in side-by-side, with a bit 
of room to spare. The actual 
wire loop itself would be 25 
feet on the vertical sides and 
45 feet on the horizontal sides; 
just exactly what was needed! 
So far, okay. How about match
ing impedances, phasing, and 
gain? 

The reference books state 
that two collinear dipoles 
placed adjacent to each other 
in end-to-end fashion, and 
driven in phase, would yield 
about 1.9 dB over a single 
dipole. The same books show 
that each loop has a gain of 
about 1.4 dB over a dipole at 
the same height. All together, 
the gain might be 1.4 + 1.4 + 
1.9 = 4.7 dB over a dipole. 
Wow, that's some kind of per
formance! The only remaining 

14MErE1'S 

1<5 FEHi 

9 METER (JO FEET J 
TV.MAST $£CTION$ 

NO. 14 COPPER WIRE 

NYLON / 
GUYS 1 

\ 
FASTEN HALYARD 

I TO MAST 

difficulty I might have to face 
would be the impedance. The 
references give varying values 
for the feedpoint impedance of 
a single loop, but it looked as if 
somewhere between 100 and 
140 ohms would be a reason
able value. I picked 110 ohms 
as a target, for want of better 
information, and realized that 
by driving the two antennas in 
phase, their feedpoints would 
be effectively in parallel -
making the feed impedance 55 
ohms. That is a handy value to 
have for use with 50-ohm coax, 
and my problems would be 
over if all went according to 
theory. 

If I phased the loops with a 
single length of coax, it would 
have to be one electrical wave
length. The formula for finding 
that is: 

L (in feet) = 984 / v 

where vis the propagation 
velocity factor of the phasing 
line (0.66 for most coax) and/ 
is the frequency in MHz. The 
practical formula for my 
purposes then became: 

L = 984 X 0.66 
7.05 

Because my design fre
quency was 7.050 MHz, L 
proved to be 92 feet - a lot of 

CEN TER INSULATOR 
LUCI TE, Pl£XIGLASS, 
Ere. 

PULLEY BRACKET 
ATTACHED 8 Y HOSE CLAMP 

LIGH T NYLON 
HA L YARD .. -

Fig. 1. The two loops are suspended from masts clamped to fence supports. You can 
drive short pieces of pipe into the ground to serve the same purpose. Radiation (and 
best reception) is at right angles to the plane of the antennas; that is, if the row of 
masts is north and south, your antenna will work best to the east and west. If you 
would like to reach a particular part of the world, plan accordingly. 

coax. Fortunately, I had just 
bought a 100-foot roll at the 
local coax emporium, and I had 
another 50 feet or so left over 
from another antenna. That 
would serve nicely as feedline 
to the shack. After drawing and 
redrawing the arrangement, and 
carefully going over my calcula
tions, I was satisfied that the 
antenna would work. The signal 
would leave the antenna in two 
directions, east and west, since 
my fence and the loops strung 
above them would run north 
and south. 

Of course the things I didn' t 
know could only be learned by 
doing - so I decided to give it 
a try next day, which happened 
to be Saturday. 

Putting up the twin loops 
Two 30-foot TV-type masts 

(three 10-foot sections placed 
end-to-end) were already in 
place at the ends of the fence, 
with halyards that had been 
used to haul up my present 40-
meter dipole. The remaining 
task was to put up another 
similar support in the center of 
the fence. The sketch of 
Fig. 1 shows the general 
arrangement. 

My calculations for loop 
circumference were based on 

the length formula L = 1005 
f 

where L is the length in feet, 
and f is the frequency in MHz; 
in my case 7.050. The value 
arrived at was a bit over 142.5 
feet, so I cut the wire to 144 
feet to allow for adding insu
lators, twisting pigtails, 
trimming, and so forth . I 
marked the four corners with 
bits of yarn and then twisted 
the wire back on itself into a 
small one-turn loop of about 
1/2-inch diameter at each 
corner. This would allow tying 
a piece of light nylon line at 
each corner to support the loop 
and insulate it from the masts. 
After erecting the loops, which 
was an easy job because of the 
halyards and pulleys, I attached 
the coax line from my trans
ceiver directly across the 
bottom center insulator at the 
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Fig. 2. Connection to the center of each loop is made by simply in
sert ing a coax connector mounted on a plastic block. You 'll need a T 
connector on only one loop, so as to permit both the feedli ne from 
the rig and the phasing line to the next loop to be connected . 

6 ~MM (l/4 ')THICK LUCITE 
BLOCK 

# 14AWC(t.6 MMJWJRE TO 
CENTER CON
DUCTOR OF 
SOCKET 

l OX4 0 MM 
(JXl · l/2 .. ) 

28 METER S 
192') 

'

COAX 
ro 

OTHCP 
LOOP 

feedpoint. This would permit 
me to make some measure
ments of VSWR immediately, 
and make a plot of the loop 
resonant frequency, although I 
knew that the VSWR would not 
be much lower than about 2:1. 

As soon as I attached the 
lead-in wire, my receiver 
immediately began performing, 
and I could hear plenty of 
signals. I fed a very-low-power 
signal into the loop only long 
enough to adjust the bridge 
and make a series of readings. 
These were quickly plotted on 
a rough graph, and showed the 
loop to be too large (frequency 
too low). A quick run to the 
backyard, a bit of shortening of 
the wire, and remeasurement 
showed my loop to be resonant 
close to 7.05 MHz - the target 
frequency. Although I could 
have checked resonance with a 
grid dipper, if I'd had one, I was 
satisfied that the resonance 
was close enough to the 
desired frequency. 

I followed the same proce
dure with the second loop, and 
now had two loops resonant at 
approximately the same fre
quency. 

-#14 AWG(l.6MM ) WIR£ 
TO FL A.NG( 

OF SOCKE T 

" 

electrical half-wavelength of 
coax between the antenna 
feedpoint and the shack. It is 
well known that values of 
impedance (which are made up 
of composite values of 
resi stance, and reactance) 
repeat themselves every half 
wave along a transmission line. 
Therefore, if one end of the Ii ne 
is connected directly to the 
antenna feedpoint, then what
ever values of reactance and 
resi stance exist there will also 
exist at each half-wave point 

along the transmission line to 
the shack. Since I was planning 
to use the same frequency and 
the same transmission line, but 
a half-wavelength instead of a 
full wavelength, it was not 
necessary to refigure the 
length by formula. Al l I had to 
do was use one-half of the 92 
feet previous ly calculated. 
Voi/a! Forty-s ix feet was the 
value, and that length would 
just about reach my transmitte r 
locat ion. So far, so good. 

The next step was to con
nect the phasing line which I 
had cut according to the 
formula mentioned earlier. 
Each end was connected to the 
feed point of a loop, and a coax 
T fit ting was just right to 
connect the feedl ine into the 
circuit, as in Fig. 2. Now for the 
supreme test: would it work, 
and how well? 

Hurrying back to the shack, I 
couldn't wai t to listen to the rig 
- were the signals any louder 
than they had been on my old 
di pole? Tuning across the CW 
porti on of 40 meters, I found 
lots of was, 9s, 0s, but very few 
W3s or 4s, and these were 
weak. Unti l now, these nearby 
stat ions had been the pre
dominant ones. What was most 
unusual for this t ime of day 
was that the W0s had 
substantial " sock!" 

Almost fearfu lly, I decided it 

/ 
),-~~~~~~~~....,,~ 

COAX FITTI NG 

Because I wanted to be able 
to make VSWR measurements 
at the transmitter end of the 
line, I decided to use an exact 

Fig. 3. If you would like to really generate huge spider webs in your backyard, put 
loops for the higher bands inside the 40-meter one. Note that as the center-to-center 
spacing between loops becomes larger, the gain increases (up to a point). See Fig. 4. 
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Fig. 4. The gain of phased elements changes wi th the spacing between them. Close 
spacing, A, gives 1.9 dB over a single loop; 114 wave center-to-center, B, gives 2.7 dB, 
and 1/2 wave spacing, C, provides 3.3 dB. 

was time to make a measure
ment of VSWR on the final 
array. I attached my reflected
power meter to the feedline, 
calibrated the reading normal 
to 50 ohms, and measured at 
7050 kHz. Surprise: less than 
1.2:1; and below 2:1 at 7300 
kHz! Naturally, I was hoping 
that the antenna would work at 
the high end of the band for 
the occasional foray into SSB 
territory, even though I spent 
most of my time on CW. 

Applying full power from my 
little Argonaut transceiver (5 
watts) I was pleased to have a 
first contact with an Iowa 
station - quite a bit farther 
away than I had anticipated -
and he gave me a 579 report! 
Many contacts later, and well 
after dark, I rated my twin-loop 
collinear an unqualified suc
cess. I had reached al I the way 
to the West Coast and across 
the " pond" into Europe. I must 
admit that I did bump up the 
power to 50 watts for the trans
atlant ic QSOs. Still later, I 
hooked up my 1-kW amplifier 
and enjoyed many sol id QSOs 
into the Pacific and into 
Europe. 

The loop antenna is bidirec
tional, and two collinear loops 
are still bidirectional, although 
the " figure-eight" horizontal 
pattern is a bit skinnier than 
that from a single loop. My 
array definitely showed gain in 
its favored directions, while 

virtually eliminating signals 
from South and Central Amer
ica (which sometimes over
power the weaker Europeans). 
If other areas of the world are 
more important, then you can 
always orient your loops to 
favor those areas. 

I didn't make any accurate 
measurements of pattern, but, 
from contacts made, I esti
mated that the antenna was 
effective over an arc of about 
45 degrees on either side of the 
line of best direction. Signals 
off the ends were way down, 
except for some very close sta
tions whose signals probably 
arrived at high angles not 
discriminated against by the 
beam. I was very happy with 
this low-cost antenna that took 
only a few hours to put up and 
tune, yet gave me the perform
ance of a beam. 

Future plans 
One thing that would be fun 

to try is to place 20-, 15, and 10-
meter elements inside the 
loops, making a multiband 
array, similar to a multiband 
quad. My feeling is that they 
would be less effective at the 
higher frequencies, but that 
isn' t necessarily true, and the 
idea should be tried (Fig. 3). 

As a last comment, if you're 
planning on twins, make them 
collinear; double your signal 
and double your fun! 

HRH 
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POST 
BOX 
--, 

Dear Horizons: 
This Is just a note to fill you in 

on the response to my "DX 
Antenna Pointing" article in the 
Augu st, 1978, issue. So far, I've 
received over three thousand 
pieces of mail (most of it arrived 
from two to five weeks after the 
issue came out), request ing the 
great-circle-bearing computer 
printout. Fortunately, I had some 
volunteer help during that period. 
I'm still getting about eight to ten 
a day, which is less than a tenth 
what it was at its peak ... 

Just for fun, I had the computer 
make a plot of all the U.S. cities 
that charts were requested for, and 
I've enclosed a copy of it (see Fig. 

1). Note that each dot represents 
one city, and each city is plotted 
only once. Los Angeles, for 
example, is represented by a 
single dot the same size as the dot 
for Casper, Wyoming, even though 
many charts were sent to Los 
Angeles. There are about 2500 
dots on the map (though it's 
impossible to count them where 
the cities and suburbs are highly 
concentrated In the population 
centers), and of course more than 
one chart went to quite a few 
cities. 

Almost all the letters included 
complimentary remarks about the 
article, and I have been very 
pleased by it all ... 

William D. Johnston, N5KR 
Las Cruces, New Mexico 

Dear Horizons: 
I had just about decided to let 

my subscription to HRH expire, 
when I read your article on " Ad
ventures for You and Me" (Apri l, 
1979). 

I am a retired appliance repair
man, nearing my 67th birthday, and 
had envisioned becoming a "Ham" 
for several years, but the advances 
in terminology and equipment 
have sort of scared me off the 
undertaking, leaving me doubting 

my ability to qualify for even a 
Novice license. 

However, since reading of your 
offer I have decided to renew the 
HRH subscription for another year 
to see if I can prod my flagging 
interest. 

Allan H. Lathrop 
Eagle Harbor, Michigan 

Dear Horizons: 
I have just finished reading the 

March issue of Ham Radio 
Horizons, and would like to 
congratulate you and your staff, 
and especially Jim Kates and 
Norm Smith, for the excellent 
article on " Thomas Edison And 
His Experiments." I do hope that 
you will have more arti cles like 
this ... this one was not only 
interesting, but to me it was an 
inspiration. 

My brother, KA6EED, sent me a 
subscription to Ham Radio 
Horizons for a Christmas present, 
and I am happy he did. I get most 
of the other popular ham maga· 
zines, but feel that HRH has a 
format that is unique in the field! 
Keep up the good work! 

Don 't ever do away with " Bench
marks" or "Product Showcase." 

All the best. 
H. M. S. Richards, Jr., WD6BDZ 

Glendale, California 

Fig. 1. A computer-generated plot of the distribution of N5KR's great-circle-bearing l ist. Each city or town Is plotted only once, even 
though some cities received many charts. 
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4TTENTION: 

TO : All Amateurs 
FROM: Wilson Systems, Inc. 

Inflation ... gas shortages ... etc., all leading to higher prices each week, and cutting 
into the amount that we have to spend on our hobby. And face it, our hobby is what keeps 
us sane in this runaway inflation period, our escape from the hustle and hectic grind of 
working to make a living. We know - we see the same price increases at the grocery store, 
the same increases in the gas prices. Wilson Systems, Inc .. is going to do something to help 
ease the purchase of your new tower and antenna. 

As you may know, in January of 1979, Regency Electronics, Inc., purchased Wilson 
Electronics Corp. What you may not know is that in August, 1979, Jim Wilson purchased 
back the antennas and towers. There is now a new name to look for - WILSON SYSTEMS, 
INC. - With the new name and new company comes new ideas, methods, products and 
prices. Yes, prices. But not what you might expect. Wilson Systems is LOWERING the prices 
to where you will find it hard to believe. Check them out in the following pages of this issue. 
You will be surprised and pleased at what you will find. 

What are we doing that will enable us to lower the prices? Well, we are Hams, too . We 
like to pay the lowest price possible and will spend much time assuring ourselves this is 
accomplished. We feel the same higher demands on our money for the house, food, and bills. 
And as this demand increases, the amount of money left for our hobby decreases. So when 
money is spent, we want the best quality for the best price. 

There are a number of ways to bring the cost of a product down. By using a cheaper 
grade of material, buying raw materials in larger quantities to obtain a better discount, by 
cutting the profit ratio, and by eliminating the middle man. Wilson Systems will not lower 
the quality of the product. In fact , we have improved the strength and quality of almost 
every antenna in the line. The newly designed monobanders will ·stay up under heavy icing 
conditions when others are falling apart. Wilson Systems is currently purchasing at the 
lowest price possible from the aluminum companies, so these methods of cost reduction are 
eliminated. The third method mentioned is one that we have decided to.consider as a part of 
the overall cost reduction plan, yet leaving room for research and development expense, so 
we may bring you the products you want and at a price you will like. 

The last method mentioned is always a risky one. The dealers do not-want their profits 
cut back just as you do not want your pay check cut. If you cut the dealers' profits back, 
some of them will just push the product that will tend to give them the most profit, rather 
than the one that will be the best performing for you . A rather drastic form of th is method 
is the one that Wilson Systems will be choosing. You will not be able to find the Amateur 
products of Wilson Systems in stock at the dealers, nor will they probably recommend them. 
(After all, as long as they're not handling them and making a profit, why should they pro· 
mote or even recommend t hem?) No, you will only be able to enjoy the most product for 
the least money by dealing with Wilson Systems factory direct. We will be offering you the 
amateur antennas and towers at prices that are below, in most ca·ses, what the dealers pay for 
the products of other companies. And to make it even easier, we have a toll·free number for 
you to place your order. Now isn't this what you've been looking for? The best product for 
the least money! 

Just remember these four points: 
1. Highest ·Quality 2. Lowest Price 3. Toll-Free Order Number 

The fourth point? Remember the name ... WILSON SYSTEMS, INC. 

Yours Truly, 
Jim Wilson 
Wilson Systems, Inc. 



A trap loaded antenna that performs like a 
monobander! That's the characteristic of this 
six element three band beam. Through the use 
of wide spacing and interlacing of elements, 
the following is possible: three active elements 
on 20, three active elements on 15, and four 
active elements on 10 meters. No need to run 
separate coax feed lines for each band, as the 

bandswitching is automatically made via the 
High-0 Wilson traps. Designed to handle the 
maximum legal power, the traps are capped at 
each end to provide a weather-proof seal 
against rain and dust. The special High-0 traps 
are the strongest available in the industry 
today. 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~SPECIF ICAT IONS ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

Band MHz . . ....... 14·2 1·28 Boom (0.0. x Length) . . 2" x 24'214'' Wind loading @ 80 mph .. 215 lbs. 
Maximum power input . Leqal limit No. of elements ....... 6 Maximum wind survival . . 100 mph 
Gain (dBd) .... . .. . . Up tog dB Longest element ...... 28'2Y." Feed method ..... ... . Coaxial Balun 
VSWR @ resonance ... 1.3: 1 Turning radius ... . .. . 18'6" (supplied) 
Impedance ....... .. 50 !1 Maximum mast diameter. 2" A ssembled weight (approx. 53 lbs. 
F /B ratio .... . ..... 20 dB or better Surface area . ... .... . 8.6 sq. ft. Shipping weight (approx.) .62 lbs. 

Capable of handling the Legal Limit, the 
"SYSTEM 33" is the finest compact tri · 
bander available to the amateur. 

Designed and produced by one of the 
world's largest antenna manufacturers, the 
tradit ional quality of workmanship and 
materials excells with the "SYSTEM 33". 

Superior clamping power is obtained with 
the use of a rugged V.." thick aluminum plate 
for boom to mast mounting. 

The use of large diameter High-Q Traps in 
the "SYSTEM 33" makes it a high performing 
tri-bander and at a very economical price. 

WV-1A 
4 BAND 

TRAP VERTICAL 
(10 -40 METERS) 

~
. No bandswitching 

necessary with this 
vertical. An excellent 
low cost DX antenna 

" with an electrical quarter 
· wavelength on each band 

: = and low angle radiation. 
1 Advanced design 

~
.. provides low SWR and 

exceptionally flat 
response across the fu II 
width of each band. 

r
' Featured is the Wilson 
I large diameter High-0 
; traps which will maintain 
l resonant points with 
·r varying temperatures and 
! humidity . 

J Easily assembled, the 
l WV-1A is supplied with 
ij a hot dipped galvanized 
·1 base mount bracket 
! to attach to vent pipe or 
' ) to a mast driven in the 
.; 
:' ground. 

Note: 
Rad ials are required for 
peak operation. 
(See GR-1 below). 

SPECIFICATIONS: 

•Self supporting- no guys 
required . 

•Input Impedance: 50 Q 
• Powerhandling capability: 

Legal Limit 
•Two High-0 Traps with 

large diamater coils 
• Low Angle Radiation 
•Omnidirect ional 

performance 
•Taper Swaged Aluminum 

Tubing 
•Automatic Bandswitching 
•Mast Bracket furn ished 
•SWR : 1.1 : 1 or less on all 

New boom-to-element mount consists of · A complete step-by-step illustrated instruc- Bands 

two 1/8" thick formed aluminum plates that tion manual guides you to easy assembly and ••••••••• 
will provide more clamping and holding the lightweight antenna makes installation of _ . , , 
strength to prevent element misalignment. the "SYSTEM 33" quick and simple. GR-l 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~SPEC I FICATIONS ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

Band MHz . . . . . . . . 14·21 ·28 
Maximum power input . Legal limit 
Gain (dbd) . . .. . .... Up to 8 dB 
VSWR at resonance ... 1.3 : 1 
Impedance .. .. ..... 50 ohms 
F /B ratio . .. . . . . . . . 20 dB or better 

Boom (O.D. x length). .. 2" x 14'4" 
No. elements . ...... 3 
Longest element .. ... . 27 '4" 
Turning radius . .. .... 15'9" 
Maximum mast diameter. 2" O.D. 
Surface area .. .. .. ... 5.7 sq. f t. 

Wind loading at 80 mph .. .. 114 lbs. 
Assembled weight (approx.) . 37 lbs. 
Shipping weight (approx.) ... 42 lbs. 
Direct 52 ohm feed- no balun required 
maximum wind survival . . . . 100 mph 

4286 S. Polaris Avenue 
Las Vegas, Nevada 89103 

(702) 739·7401 
Factory Direct Toll Free 1-800-634-6898 

The GR-1 is the complete 
ground radial kit for the WV-
1 A. It consists of: 150' of 7/ 14 
stranded copper wire and 
heavy duty egg insulators, in
structions. The GR-1 will in
crease the efficiency of the 
GR-1 by providing the correct 
counterpoise . 

Prins and specif~ations subt«:t to ch1ntt without notiC• . 



New, Improved Wilson Towers 
2-9' 

l 
2-9' 

• -, v. u I 
16' 

."*Fl 
~ 16' 

•~ 
NEW IMPROVED 

FEATURE 
Heavier wall tubing 
greatly increases th e 

stress capabilities 
over the older 

TT-45 and MT-61. 

!;<,..,.. 
Hinged Base Plate - Concrete 

Pad, Heavy Duty Winch 

The Hinged Base Plate a llows 
tower to be tilted over for 

access to a ntenna and rotor 
from the ground. 

FIXED BASE 
The FB Series was designed to pro
vide an economical me thod of 
moving the tower away from the 
house. It will su pport the tower in 
a completely free-standing vert ical 
posi tion, while also having the capa
bil i t ies of t i lting the tower over to 
provide an easy access to the an
tenna. The ro tor mounts at the top 
of the tower in the conventional 
manner, and w ill not rotate the 
complete tower . 

FB-4SA 

3.5" 0.0. 

FEATURES: 
• Maximum Height 45' (will handle 

10 sq . ft. at 38') 
• 800 lb. w inch 
• Totally freestanding with proper base 
• Total Weight, 189 lbs. 

The TT 45A is a freestanding tower, ideal for in· 
stallations w here guys cannot be used. If the tower 
is not being supported against the house. the pro
per base f ixture accessory must be selected. 

GENERAL FEATU RES 

~-4.5 0.0. 

\. 6 " 0.0. 

20' 

a' 

MT-61A 

FEATURES: 
• Is freestanding wi th use o f proper base 
• Maximum Height is 6 1' (will handle 

10 sq. ft. at 53') 
• 1200 lb. brake w inch 
• 4200 lb . raising cable 
• Total Weight, 350 lbs . 
Recommended base accessory: RB-6 1A, 
FB-6 1A . 

The MT-6 1 A is our largest and tallest freestanding 
tower . By using the RB.Q1A rotating base fixture 
the MT-61A is ideally suited for the SY33 or SY-
36. If you plan to mount the tower to your house, 
cau tion should be taken to make certain the eave 
is properly reinforced to handle the tower . If not, 
one of the base accessory f ixtu res should be used. 

All towers use high strength heavy ga lvan ized st eel tubing that conforms to ASTM specif icatio ns 
for years of ma intenance-free serv ice. The large d iameters provide unexcelled st rength. All welding 
is performed with state-of-the-art equipment. Top sect ions are 2" O.D. for p roper antenna/rotor 
mounting. A 10' push-up mast is included in the top section of each tower . Hinge-over base plates 
are standard with each tower. T he high loads of today's antennas make Wi lson crank-ups a logical 
choice. 

ROTATING BASE 
The RB Series was designed for the 
Amateu r who wants the added con 
venience of being able to work on 
the ro to r f rom the grou nd posi t ion. 
Th is series of bases wil l give that 
ease p lu s rotate the complete tower 
and antenna system by the use of a 
heavy duty th rust bearin g at the 
base o f the tower mounting posi · 
tion, wh ile sti ll being able to tilt 
the tower over when desiring to 
make changes on the antenna 
system. 

FB-61A ---=-- RB-45A 
RB-61A 

T ilt ing t he tower over 
is a o ne-man task with 

the Wilson bases. 
(Shown above is 

4286 S. Polaris Avenue 
Las Vegas, Nevada 89 103 

(702) 739-7401 
Factory Direct Toll Free 1-800-634-6898 

the R B-61A.I 

Prices and 1~cifica11ons sub1ect 10 change withou t notice . 



WILSON MONO-BAND BEAMS 
At last, the antennas that you have been waiti ng for are here ! The top 
qual ity , optimum spaced, a nd newest designed monobanders. The Wilson 
Systems' new Monoband beams are the latest in modern design and incor
porate the latest in design princ iples utilizing some of the strongest mater
ials ava ilable. T hrough the select use of the current production of alumi
num and the new boom to element plates, the Wilson Systems' antennas 
wi ll stay up when others are fa lling down due to heavy ice load ing or .._ ..... .;:_,.~-------7~1--__:~~ 
stro ng winds. Note the following features: 

1. Taper Swaged Elements - T he ta per swaged elements prov ide stre ngth where 
1t counts and lowers the w ind loading more effic iently than the conventional 1..-_..;.. ___ ,,,__• L,,.,,..,,------ ---....;......;...-.:;.:....._. 
method of telescoping elements of different sizes. M-520A 

2. Mounting Plates - Element to Boom - T he new formed aluminum plates provide the strongest met hod of mounting the ele· 
ments to the boom that 1s available in the entire market today. No longer wi ll the elements t ilt out of line if a bi rd should land 
o n one end of the element. 

3. Mounting Plates - Boom to Mast - Rugged 1/4" thick aluminum plates are used in combinat io n with sturdy U-bolts a nd 
saddles for su perior clamping power. 

4. Holes - There are no ho les drilled in the e lements of the Wilson HF Monobanders. The careful attention given to the design has 

Wilson 's Beta match offers 
maximum power transfer . 

Gain F/B Model Band 
Mtrs dBd Ratio 

M520A 20 11 .5 25 d B 

M 420A 20 10.0 25 dB 

M515A 15 12 .0 25 dB 

M41 5A 15 10.0 25 dB 

M5 10A 10 12.0 25 dB 

M410A 10 10.0 25 dB 

made it possible to e liminate this requirement, as the use of ho les adds an un necessary weak po int to the 
ante nna boom . 

With the Wi lson Beta-match method, it is a "set it and forget it" process. You can now assemble the an
tenna on the ground, and using the guidelines from the detailed instruction manual, adjust the tuning of 
the Beta-match so that it wi ll remain set when ra ised t o the top of t he tower. The Wilson Beta-match 
offers the abi lity to adjust the terminating impedance t hat is fa r super ior t o the other m atch ing methods 
includ ing the Gamma match and other Beta-matches. As t h is m ethod of matching requires a ba lanced line, 
it will be necessary to use a 1 :1 balun, or RF choke, for the most efficie nt use of the HF Monobanders. 

T he Wi lson Monobanders are the perfect answer to the Ham who wants tu stack antennas for max imu m 
util ization o f space and gain. They offer the most economical method to have more antenna for Jess mo
ney with better gain and maximum strength. Order yours t oday and see why the serio us DXers are ru n· 
n ing up that impressive score in contests and number of countries worked . 

SPECIFICATIONS 
......... d ... L ongest Boom Boom Turning Surf act Wind load Maximum Assembled 

li!R--e VSWR t' Matching Area "'!t0b:'.'fh 
We ight 2 lllSWR Resonance Impedance Elements Element 0.0. Length Rad ius !Sq.Ft.I Mast (Lbs.) limm 

500 KH z 1.1 : 1 5on Beta 5 36'6" 2" 34'2Y2' 25'1 " 8.9 227 2" 68 

500 KHz 1.1 : 1 5on Beta 4 36'6" 2" 26'0" 22'6" 7.6 189 2" 50 

400 KHz 1.1 : 1 son Beta s 2S'3" 2" 26'0 " 17'6" 4.2 107 2" 41 

400 KH z 1.1:1 son Beta 4 24'2Y, " 2" 17'0" 14'11 " 2.1 54 2" 2S 

1.5 MHz 1.1 :1 son Beta s 18'6" 2" 26'0" 16'0" 2.8 72 2" 36 

1 .S MHz 1.1 :1 son Beta 4 18'3" 2" 12' 11 " 11 '3" 1.4 36 2" 20 

i----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------; 
: W I LSON SYSTEMS, INC. - 4286 S. Polaris FA CTQ RY DIRECT Toll-Free Order Number 

: L asVegas, NV89103 - (702)739-7401 ORDER BLANK 1-800-639-6898 
I 
I WI LSON SYSTEMS ANT ENNAS WILSON SYSTEMS TOWERS i ·atv. Model Description Shipping Price Oty. Model Descr iption Shipping Price 

ii SY33 3 Ele. Tribander for 10, 15, 20 Mtrs. UPS $139.95 TT45A Freestanding 4 5' Tubular Tower TRUCK $199.95 

! SY36 6 Ele . Tribander for 10, 15, 20 Mtrs. UPS 189.95 RB45A Rotating Base for TT 45A wltil t over feature T RUCK 119.95 

!-· WV·lA Trap Vert ical for 10, 15, 20, 40 Mtrs. UPS 44.95 FB45A Fixed Base for TT 45A wl t ilt over feature TRUCK 79.95 

GR-1 Ground Radials for WV-1 A UPS 9.95 MT ·6 1A Freestanding 61' T ubular Tower TRUCK 399.95 

M-520A 5 Elemen ts on 20 Mtrs. TRUCK 199.95 RB-61A Rotating Base for MT-61A wltilt over feature TRUCK 179 .95 

M-420A 4 Elements on 20 Mtrs. U PS 139.95 FB·61A Fixed Base for MT -61A wl tilt over feature TRUCK 109.95 

M-515A 5 Elements on 15 Mtrs. UPS 119.95 STB-50 T hrust Bearing UPS 18 .95 

M415A 4 Elements on 15 Mtrs . UPS 79.95 Nevada Residents Add Sales Tax 
M·510A 5 Elemen ts on 10 Mtrs. UPS 84.95 

0 0 0 0 4 Elements on 10 Mtrs . UPS 64.95 
Ship C .0 .D . Check enclosed Charge to Visa MIC M4 10A 

WM·62A Mobile Antenna: 5/8 A on 2, Y. A on 6 UPS 19.95 Card# Expires 

ACCESSOR I ES Bank# Signatu re 

H D-73 All iance Heavy Duty Rotor UPS 109.95 
I-

RC·8C 81C Rotor Cable UPS .12lf t. Please Print 
RG·8U RG-8U Foam-Ultra Flex ible Coaxial 

Name Phone Cable. 38 strand cen ter conductor , 1 t guage UPS .21 /ft. 
I Note: On Coaxial and Rotor Cable. minimum order is 100 ft . and in 50' multiples . Street 
I Prices and speci f ications subjec t to change without notice . City I State Zip 
I Ninety Day Limi ted Warranty . All Products FO B Las Vegas, Nevada. 

~~-------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------
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CENTRA L NEW_ Y~~K'S FA S;TEST GROWIN-:J 

0""' ~· ~ it """ ~ iul: • r:·.-'"D ~ . UESu 
' ll()M • • • • UL>U c•u ,,,,,.n, 

· IL/(' f-1 9010 1.1 

Featuring Yaesu, lcom! Drake, Atlas, Ten-Tee, Swan, Den Tron, Pace, Palomar, Alda, Midland, 
Wilson, KOK, MFJ, Microwave Module, Standard, Tempo, Astron , KLM, Hy-Gain, Mosley, 
Larsen, Cushcraft, Hustl er, Mini Products, Universal and Tristao Towers. We service every· 
th ing we sell' Write or call for quote. You Won' t be Disappointed. 

We are just a few minutes off the NYS Thruway (1·90) Exit 32 

W . ONEIDA COUNTY AIRPORT TERMINAL BUILDINO B 
K;r~-: ORISKANY, NEW YORK 13424 WA2°.:sH 

Call Toll Free: 1-800-448-7914 New York State Residents Call: 315-337-2622 or 315-337-0203 

THE~u@~1GNAl- FULL· POWER, QUALITY 
HAM ANTENNA PARTS 

UNADl LLA 
"WZAU"Baluns AT YOUR DEALER 
DEMAN DED BY 

PR OFESS ION ALS 

WO RLD· WIDE 

OVER 12YEUS 

1: 1 OR 4:1 
2,00U 
PEP 

-
• BHUNS · TRA PS · INSU LATORS 
•QUAD PARTS · AN TE NNA KITS 
• BOO M/ MAST MOUNTS· WIRE 
• CABLE·CONNECTORS 

•The Orig1nal l1ghh i•g Arrest 
•650 ;f'Stmgtb 

WR ITE FOR FULL CATAL DC 
[ Enclose JOc Stn1ps J 

•Sta in I ess ff ardwa" 

IM ·c~,~~:" UNADILLA/REVCO DIVISION [Dept. HJUI J •Stoled ASS ISTANCE? 
F C O MP.un lf<C • CUARAN TH O Ca ll : HUCH GUNNISON , WA 2l0T 

:.. 

,.. 

Tol l · Free 800·448·1666 fiHJ KINN[ Slflf( T (AST $T ltACVSf N[YI ~OA"' 1 )0~1 

[NYS Collect 315·437·39531 

DEALERS WANTED- OVER 300 WORLD· WIDE 

... at last . .. 
your shack organized/ 

A beautiful piece of furniture - your XYL will love it! 

s14995 S-F RADIO DESK 
Deluxe - Ready to Assemble 
Designed with angled rear shelf for your 
viewing comfort and ease of operat ion. 

FINISHES: Walnul or Teak Stain. 
Also available in Unfinished Birch, $134.95. 

Add i t ional Information on Request. 

Checks, Money Orders. BankAmericard 
and Master Charge Accepted. 

F.0.8. Culver City . (In Calif. Add 6% Sales Tax.) 

S·F AMATEUR RADIO SERVICES 
DEPT. HZ·12 • 4384 KEYSTONE AVENUE• CULVER CITY, CALIF. 90Z30 - PHONE (213) 837·4870 * 

8th ANNUAL 

"~tA-~~RAAtJI 
SEPT. 14th 6PM - 9PM 

ERIE COUNTY FAIRGROUNDS 
• SEPT. 15th 7AM - 5PM 

HAMBURG, N.Y. 

.... 

Advance Tickets - $3.00 • Indoor Flea - $5.00 addltlonal 
9:30 PM Friday · Join Our Fllng! 

Speakers - Ladles Program· Major Manulacturers - RV Hookups· Indoor/ Outdoor Flea Markets 
Talk-In on 52 6 31/91 • Off N.Y.S. 1·90 II Exit 57 

Details: HAM·O·RAMA Committee 
Edward Jackson - 93A Altrurla St . - Buffalo , N. Y. 14220 - l'tlone 824-1752 

FREE! 
RADIO AMATEURS 

WORLD ATLAS 
with purchase of famous 

CALL BOOK 
MAP LIBRARY! 

Here's an offer you can't refuse! You 
receive three, information-packed, Arna· 
teur Callbook maps, folded , plus the 
World Atlas for only $3.75 plus $1.50 
shipping and handling. If purchased 
separately, total value of map/ atlas offer 
would be $6 .25 , plus shipping. You save 
$2.50 and get these invaluable radio 
amateur aids! 
1. Prefix Map of the World , folded . 

World-wide prefixes. Shows 40-zone 
map on one side. 90-zone map on the 
other. Size 40 • x 28 • 

2. Map of North America, folded. 
Includes Central America and Carib· 
bean to the Eq uator. Shows call 
areas, zone boundaries, prefixes, etc. 
Size 30 " x 25 • 

3. Great Circle Chart of World , folded 
Centered on 4 O 0 N. 100 ° W. Shows 
cities , latitude. longitude, great circle 
bearings and more! Size 30 • x 25 • 

Plus special FREE bonus! 
The Callbook 's own Radio Amateur 
World Atlas, FREE with the purchase of 
the 3 maps. Contains eleven full color 
maps of the world, looking at things from 
the rad io amateurs point of view. 

Callbook Map library 
Shipping 

$3.75 
$1.50 

Tolal $5.25 

Special Limited Offer! 
Amateur Radio 
Emblem Patch 

only $2.50 prepaid 
Pegasus on blue field, red letlering . 3' wide x 
3 • high. Greal on jackels and caps. Sorry, no call 
letters . ORDER TODAY! 

Order from your favorite electronics dealer or direct from the 
publisher. All direct orders add $1.SO tor shipping. Illinois 
residents add 5% Sales Tax. 

RADIO AMATEUR 11 b k ca DD INC. 
Dept. EN 
925 Sherwood Drive 
Lake Bluff, IL 60044 



loses its effectiveness. Thi s 
point occurs when the side and 
base dimensions of the cone are 
less than 1/4 wavelength, and 
the disk diameter less than ap
prox imately 2/3 of a wavelength. 

The big plus is that there is no 
upper limit. A d iscone with a low 
limit of 50-MHz provides excel· 
lent performance on every high· 
er band , and can serve as a 
monitor antenna on all bands 
between the ham bands, if you 
are so incl ined. 

BENCHMARKS 
Fig. 2 shows constructi on in· 

formation. It 's best to decide 
first whether this antenna will 
occupy the t op spot on your 
mast or be mounted on a side 
bracket. Fig. 3 shows a simple 
method of side mount ing. Discone VHF Antenna 

For reasons th e author has 
always found somewhat hard to 
understand, the vast fam ily of 
" non-yagi" antennas has found 
li tt le use on the modern Ama
teur scene. And one fami ly mem
ber almost totall y overlooked for 
vert ically po lari zed applications 
is the discone. It is a very broad· 
band antenna, eas i ly fed , and 
has the lowest wave angle of any 
single bay, nonstacked antenna 
the ham is liable to come across 
. .. a DX natural. 

Fig. 1A il lustrates t he theoreti· 
cal discone, a solid-sided cone 
at ground potential, surmounted 
by, and insulated from, a disk. 
Hence, "d is-cone," shortened to 
" di scone." 

There is no requirement, how
eve r, t hat either member be 
solid metal, or even perforated 
or mesh. As long as the phys ical 
characteristi cs and surfaces of 
the antennas are reasonably 
simulated, such as by rods or 
tubes, the electrical characteri s
t ics remain about the same (see 
Fig. 1 B, evolution from the so lid 
cone and d isk). Di scones fo r 
high frequency usually have a 
ci rcul ar in terco nn ec t ion o f 
radials at the " hem" of the skirt, 
but thi s is not really necessary 
at very high frequency. Nor are 
more than four rad ials an ab· 
so lute requ irement, althoug h 
twelve each would improve per
formance so mewhat , and is 
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usual in commercial prac ti ce 
(dashed I in es, Fig. 1 B). 

New hams not wishing to fes
toon their roofs or back yards 
with a different skywire for each 
band may operate all frequen
cies from 6 meter up to, for all 
practical purposes, microwaves. 
No feedl ine switching, no match
ing devices, just f i re up! 

All you need remember is the 
low-frequency cutoff fi gure; the 
point below which t he antenna 

The easiest constructi on pro
cedure is to first cut all rad ials 
and top elements to s ize and 
dri ll t hem as required. Then, cut 
t he top plate from alu minum 
sheet and dri ll it. Be sure to pur
chase seamless 6061-T6 tubing 
(formerl y 61ST); cheap tubing 
will fracture when bent. 

File or turn down a short piece 
of wood dowel to a t ight fit in TV 
mast ing. Glue it to a 5 x 7.5 x 
7.5 cm (2 x 3 x 3-inc h) wood 

0 

\ \ 
..... \1 

' / 

Fig. 1. The di scone antenna consists of a cone, which serves as a ground·plane or 
decoupling sleeve for the coaxial cable, topped by an element that is connect ed to 
the center conductor. Ideally, it has sol id surfaces, as at A. It can be s imulated by 
rods or mesh, as shown at B. Four elements and four radials will serve as a 
minimum system, but addit ional rods can be used if you wish, as shown by the 
dashed lines in B. A connection between the bottom ends of the radial s is not a 
strict requirement, but is oft en used for high-frequency (3-30 MHz) versions of the 
di scone. 



'1 , -ALUMINUM TOP PLATE 
1.5 MM (l/t6")THICK 

t _ fOCM _ _ l r 14"1 0 TOP PLATE 
JUMPER TO NEXT 
- RADIAL 

TO TOP PLATE r·· 
TO RADIALS"._ Ji 
"~-

COAX 

e 

TV MAST- WIRE TO 
RADIAL 

·I L £NGTH 
OWEST CM (INCH£$/ 

F,:£0
- iELEMENr RADIAL 

' '1 CABLE 

/ 
DIAMETER 
C" (INCH£SJ 

ELEMENT RADIAL 

I 52 i •5l(18°) f37(.54") 9.5(J/ 8"J 12.5(1/2") 

~~51122_ 48(19"1 6 5 (1/4~} 9"3/8~) 

8813·1/2') JJ tu ·; _j {l/8 H,' 6.5 (1/4 '/ 0 

Fig. 2. Construction details for the discone an tenna. The chart gives the sizes requ ired 
fo r various low-frequency cutoff points. You can use plastic in place of the wood if you 
like, although this is at a low-impedance point and wood that has been t reated with 
moisture-proofing will serve wel l. 

block which has been drilled for 
screws as shown. Next, attach 
the radials to the block, jumper
ing each with a No. 14 (1.6 mm) 
wire under the screw heads. 
Connect a wire from one radial 
to be placed under a screw on 
the mast, thus complet ing the 
ground path. 

Now complete the assembly 

u - BOLT 
/ 

' -MAST 

Fig. 3. You can mount 
the discone on a side 
bracket instead of the 
top of the mast. Some 
overlap of the skirt and 
the mast will not serious
ly degrade the radiation 
pattern. 

of elements to the top plate. A 
spacer is needed to allow clear
ance of the nuts above the 
block. Fasten the plate assem
bly to the block, and connect the 
coax center conductor under the 
screw. Form a pigtail of coax 
braid and solder it to the con
necting wire on one radial. Spray 
and tape all connections for 
weatherproofing. 

If side mounting is chosen, 
use a 30 to 40 cm (12-16 inch) 
length of TV masting and attach 
it as shown in Fig. 3. Radials 
may partially overlap the main 
mast without harm to radiation 
pattern. Be sure the mast is 
grounded and a static arrester 
inserted in the coax line. 

T. E. White, K3BWH/2 

Open-Wire Line Repair 
Here's a trick you can use to 

repair open-wire feedline, or to 
make your own line with what-

ever conductor separat ion you 
like. 

For insulato rs, use either 
round rod or strips of plexiglass 
which are 6.5 mm (1 /4 inch) 
square and the correct length. 
Remove the tip from a soldering 
gun and insert some studs in 
place of the tip. The studs 
should have a notch in the ends, 
and sharp enough to make good 
contact with the wire in the 
transmission line (they may have 
to penetrate a plastic or varnish 
coating). If you don't have a sol
dering gun, you can make up a 
fixture using a husky fi lament 
transformer. The idea is to pass 
enough current through a short 
length of wire, c reating heat 
wh ich allows the wire to soften 
the plastic and sink into it. 

Place the insulator on a scrap 
of board , position the wire 
where you want it, and press the 
soldering gun " tips" down while 
squeezing the trigger (see Fig. 
4). The wire will sink into the 
plastic . When it reaches the 
right depth, remove the cu rrent 
but continue gentle pressu re for 
a second or two unti l the plastic 
has hardened and wi ll hold the 
wire. Practice on a few scraps 
so you ' ll get the fee l of how fast 
the wire melts the plastic. The 
speed wi ll vary with different 
sizes of wire, of course. 

WIRC 

Orville Gulseth, WSPGG 

NEW " TIPS" ON 
SOLDER/NG GUN 

:7~H1~-
FL PL Asr1c LJ-· INSULATOR 

WIRE HELD BY 
MELTED PLASTIC 

Fig. 4. Current from special tips on sold
ering gun heats the wi re. Hot wire melts 
i nto plast ic spacer, and is held in place 
after cooling. It's an easy way to replace 
broken plastic spreaders in open-wire 
line. 
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PRODUCT 
SHOWCASE 

For literature on any of the 
Product Showcase items use 
our ad-check service on page 78. 

Multifunction 
Frequency Counter 

The FC-841 is a seven-digit 
multifunction frequency counter 
that covers the 1 O·Hz to 50-M Hz 
range. The tilt-view stand, all
steel case, and the 0.3-inch high 
LED readout facilitate trouble
shooting. Supplied with four AA 
cells, the counter can also be 
plugged into an ac outlet or a 
car's cigarette lighter. 

The FC-841 has a gate time of 
100 milliseconds (0.1 second) 
and a sensitivity of 30 mV rms, 
up to 30 MHz, decreasing to 60 
mV rms at 60 MHz. The time base 
stability of the counter is 3 parts 
per million from 20 to 30°C (68 to 
86°F). The instrument also fea
tures a switch for selecting the 
kHz or MHz ranges. The FC-841 
is supplied complete with bat· 
teries, antenna, and a test lead 
having alligator clips on one end 
and a BNC connector on the 
other end. 

Price is $90 from Soar Elec
tronics Corp., 200 13th Avenue, 
Ronkonkoma, New York 11779. 
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New Regulator ICs 
Energy Electronic Products 

Corporation announces the 
availability of three new si licon 
monolithic spot regulators in 
Jedec T0-126 plastic packages. 
They are designated L-129 (5V, 
0.6A), L-130 (12V, 0.5A), and 
L-131(15V, 0.45A). The new regu
lators feature internal overload 
protection, short-circuit protec
tion , low-impedance output, 
tight output-voltage tolerance, 
less than 1 per cent load regula
tion, 60 dB rejection, excellent 
transient response, high temper
ature stability, and more. 

For further information con
tact Tom Nixon, Energy Elec
tronic Products Corporation , 
6060 Manchester Avenue, Los 
Angeles, California 90045. 

Antler 2-Meter Antenna 
A new quarter-wave, mag

netic, roof or cowl-mount anten· 
na has been announced by Ant
ler Antennas. The new model 
covers 144 to 148 MHz, and fea
tures a powerful , permanent 
base that firmly grips any flat 
steel surface. 

The magnet base is fitted with 
a wide, low-profile , chrome· 
plated base which allows the 
factory-wired coax to exit and lie 
flat against the vehicle's roof to 
reduce wind whip and noise 
often encountered with this type 

of antenna system. Requiring no 
installation , the antenna is 
easily removed for storage to 
prevent theft. 

The unit is designed for in·city 
hams for whom overhanging ob· 
structions, low garages, and 
parking facilities present 
problems. 

The new antenna joins a com
plete line of quarter-wave and 
518-wave 2-meter models pro
duced by Antler Antennas and 
sold through distributors and 
dealers nationwide. For more in
formation, write Antler Anten
nas, 6200 South Freeway, Fort 
Worth, Texas 76134. 

Microprocessor 
Controlled 2-Meter FM 
Transceiver 

The TR-7600 2-meter fm mo· 
bile transceiver with memory, 
and an optional RM-76 micro
processor control unit , which 
provides six memories and 
various scanning functions , 
have been introduced by Trio
Kenwood Communications, Inc., 
Compton, California. 

This new transceiver provides 
full 4-MHz coverage (800 chan
nels) on 2 meters and includes a 
memory channel. It operates on 
simplex (same transmit and re
ceive frequencies) or repeater 
(plus or minus 600 kHz transmit· 
ter offset) modes. Furthermore, 
the memory can be used to pro
vide a transmit frequency for 
.accessing a repeater with a non
standard frequency pair. The 
TR-7600 also features a digital 
frequency display with large, 
bright , orange LEDs. Another 
LED, called an "unlock" indica
tor, shows transceiver protec
tion when the frequency selec
tor switches are improperly 
positioned or the PLL has mal
functioned. Selecting fre-

More details? Ad Check page 78. 



quencies with the TR-7600 is 
fast and easy with its dual con
centric knobs , 5-kHz offset 
switch , and MHz-selector 
switch. 

Power output is switchable 
between 10 watts and 1 watt (ad
justable from 1 to 10 watts). The 
TR-7600 is ideal for mobile use 
and comes with the MC-30S 
noise-cancelling dynamic micro
phone . The optional RM-76 
Microprocessor Control Unit 
allows the TR-7600 to perform 
many interesting new functions. 
Using the RM-76 keyboard, the 
Amateur can select any 2-meter 
frequency (including MARS on 
143.95 MHz simplex), store 
frequencies in six memories, 
automatically scan up the band 
in 5-kHz steps, manually scan up 
or down in 5-kHz steps, set 
lower and upper scan frequency 
limits, scan for busy or open 
channel, reset scan to 144 MHz, 
stop scan, cancel scan (for 
transmitting), and select repeat
er mode. The RM-76's digital 
display indicates frequency 
(even while scanning) as well as 
functions (such as autoscan, 
lower scan frequency limit, 
upper scan limit, error, and call 
channel). 

The TR-7600 will have a sug
gested list price of $375.00. For 
more information see your auth
orized dealer, or contact Trio
Kenwood Communications, Inc., 
1111 West Walnut Street, Comp
ton, California 90220. 

VHF Power Amplifier 
Mirage Communications is 

now offering a new solid-state 
2-meter amplifier, the B108. 

The B108 represents a new 
generation of all-mode ampli
fiers for vhf use, incorporating 
features that have not been 
available before in a single 
amplifier. It is designed to op
erate on a-m, fm, ssb, or CW, 
with a power output of at least 
80 watts for 10 watts of drive. 

A built-in receive preamp is a 
standard feature. The preamp 
utilizes a J310 FET in the latest, 
low-noise circuit design. It pro-

More details? Ad Check page 78. 

vides at least 10 dB of gain and 
a 2-2.5 dB noise figure . The 
preamp may be operated with 
or without the power amplifier 
being turned on. Another stan
dard feature is a rear panel con
nector for remote-control opera
tion. An optional remote control 
head, the RC-1, is available with 
either a 1.8 meter (6-foot) or 5.4 
meter (18-foot) cable. 

Keying is provided by either 
the internal rt sensing circuit or 
the external transmitter. For ssb 
operation , the relay-drop-out 
delay is fully adjustable. 

The B108 has a list price of 
$169.95. The RC-1 remote con
trol head lists for $24.95. For 
further details, contact your 
local dealer or Mirage Com
munications, P.O . Box 1393, 
Gilroy, California 95020. 

Long-Life JFET Tube· 
Replacement Device 

A new junction-field-effect 
device, which functions as a re
placement for first-playback
stage tubes in most Ampex pro
fessional audio tape recorders, 
has been developed by VIF Inter
national. Called the VIF 1006, 

the new device uses the latest 
advances in solid state and JFET 
technology to withstand the 
high B + voltage supply of 
vacuum tubes and simulate the 
tube's dynamic performanc.e. 

One of the main features of the 
VIF 1006 is that it has a lifetime 
estimated to be 600 times longer 
than that of tubes, with no drift 
or aging. In addition, the new 
tube replacement requires no 
major circuit modifications. The 
circuit's normal trimmer compo
nents can be used for tuning. 
Other features include higher 
amplification, lower noise 
levels, and low-power operation 
at approximately 65C compared 
to 100C operation of tubes. 

The VIF 1006 tube replace
ments are priced at $33.00 each. 
Adapters , required for some 
Ampex models, are $16.00 each. 
Complete details are available 
from VIF International, P.O. Box 
1555, Mountain View, California 
94042. 

Communications 
Equipment Catalog 

Harrison Radio is pleased to 
announce the availability of the 
all-new 1979 Harrison Radio 
Communications Catalog. The 
catalog has 120 pages of illus
trations, descriptions, specifica
tions, and prices covering sev
eral hundred transceivers, an
tennas, and accessories for 
Amateur Radio, Marine radio, 
Business-band radio , public
service-frequency equipment, 
and CB. 

The catalog is free and avail
able by writing to Harrison Cata
log, 22 Smith Street, Farming
dale, New York 11735. 

Mobile Towers 
Aluma Tower Company of 

Vero Beach, Florida, announces 
a new series of towers. " 1amed 
"Mobile Van Towers, " these 
towers are perfect for signal 
communications work, al I types 
of test work (radio signals, air 
sampling), Civil Defense mobile 
communications, and Amateur 
Radio. 

The tower is mountE:··1 on a 
standard ladder rack on ~op of a 
van. It is transported in a hori
zontal position, and, when at the 
selected site, is easily tilted to 
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~--
the • Full range of adjustment in 

tension and contact spacing. 

Ulti11 ate • Self-adjusting nylon and steel __ I needle bearings. 
---- • Solid silver contact points. 

I AMBie • Polished lucite paddles. 

• Precision-machined, chrome 
plated brass frames. 

~OLE 
• Standard model has black, 

textured finish base ; deluxe 
model is chrome plated. 

WRITE FOR LITERATURE 

333 W. Lake Street, Dept. A 
Chicago, Illinois 60606 • (312) 263-1 808 

i TOb!U~ARS HIGHEST QUALITY 
ALUMINUM & STEEL 

60 Fl. Aluminum. 40' Steel 
Crank· Up Crank-Up 
Model T-6().H Model SHD-40 

*TELESCOPING 
(CRANK U P) 

*GUYED (STA CK-UP) 

*TILT-OVER MODELS 

Easy to install. Low Prices. 
Crank-ups to 100 ft . 

EXCELLENT FOR · 1 HAM COMMUNICATIONS 

SPECIAL 
Four Secllon 50 Fl. 

Van Mo unted Crenk·Up 
Aluma Tower 
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• Heavy steel base; non-skid feet. 

Available at selected dealers or 
send $39.95 ($49.95 for chrome 
model) plus $2.00 shipping and 
handling. Overseas amateurs 
invited to request quotation for air 
parcel post shipment. 

THIS IS IT 
Bii" 

MODE L 443 1 THRULINE ® 

RF DIRECTIONAL WATTMETER 
with VARIABLE RF 

SIGNAL SAMPLER - BUILT IN 
IN STOCK FOR PROMPT DELIV ERY 

AUTHORI ZED DISTR I BUTOR 

IYkbsferl 
associates 

115 BE LLARMINE 
ROCHESTER, M l 48063 

CALL TOLL FREE 
800 - 521 -2333 

IN MI CHIGAN 313 - 3 75-0420 

the vertical position and cranked 
up to the desired height. The 
feature that makes this tower 
d ifferent from the standard 
Aluma Tower is the unique 
sliding track design , wh ich 
enables the operator to put the 
tower from the horizontal to the 
vertical position and back to 
horizontal with a minimum of 
effort. 

The tower is made in three 
standard-duty models - 35, 50, 
and 60 feet - and two heavy
d u t y models for internally 
mounted rotors - 35 and 50 
feet. 

Aluma Tower Company plans 
to market this tower across the 
country through their network of 
dealers, concentrating on TV in
stallation experts and Ci vi I 
Defense units. 

For more information, please 
contact Aluma Tower Company, 
1639 Old Dixie Highway, Vero 
Beach, Florida 32960. 

Shock Hazard 
Eliminator 

The new TR-110 lsopack isola
tion transformer, which el im i
nates a shock hazard in the test
ing of transformerless equip
ment , is now available from 
B&K-Precision Dynascan Cor
poration. 

Ruggedly designed for use in 
industrial , school , or shop test
ing applications, the TR-110 lso
pack features both direct volt
age and dual isolated outputs to 
ensure operator safety during 

More details? Ad Check page 78. 



testing. In addition, the unit re
duces the possibility of damage 
to ac-powered test instruments 
due to improper ground connec
tions. 

The TR-110 I so pack has an ad
justable, isolated ac output from 
90 to 140 volts in nine steps, an 
important feature for uncovering 
voltage-sensitive and intermit
tent faults, or for quality-control 
tests to observe the degree of 
regulation provided by a power 
supply. In addition, the adjust
able output feature allows the 
user to select a specific line 
voltage, often required for stan
dard procedure testing , even 
when normal line voltage is low. 

The isolated-output function 
has a power rating of 350 VA 
continuous and 500 VA intermit
tent, and is convenient for con
necting both test equipment and 
the unit to be serviced. An on-off 
switch and a pilot lamp are pro
vided for the isolated output. 
The direct outlets are rated at 
500 VA continuous. 

The TR-110 lsopack measures 
14 x 13 x 20 cm (5-1/2 x 5-1/8 
x 8 inches), features all·metal
case construction, and three
wire grounded AC outlets and 
line cord. 

The TR-110 is available imme
diately from local distributors 
at the suggested resale price 
of $75. 

For further information on 
TR-110 and other precision test 
instruments, contact B&K-Preci
sion, 6460 W. Cortland Street, 
Chicago, Illinois 60635. 

Tri-Ex Super Z·25 
Flush joints, a new concept in 

tower engineering design, en
ables this tower to be a full 10 
feet (3 meters) high. Flush joints 
don't tend to freeze into the next 
section, making it easy to disas
semble and use the tower again. 
This flush joint is backed up by 
an inner joining sleeve which 
adds strength and makes it 
easier and safer to add on tower 
sections. 

For further information con
tact Frank Cavallaro at Tri-Ex 
Tower Corporation, 7182 Ras
mussen Avenue, Visalia, Califor
nia 93277. 

More details? Ad Check page 78. 
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PRETUNEO - COMPLETLY ASSEMBLED ~/ FOR ALL MAKES 6. MODELS OF AMATEUR 
ONLY ONE NEAT S MALL ANTENNA FOR , TRANSRECEIVERS - TRANSMITTERS -
UP T O 6 BANOSI EXCELLENT FOR CON- ~ GUARANTEED FOR 2000 WATTS SSB 
GESTEO HOUS ING AREAS - APARTMENTS 1000 WATTS CW . FOR NOVICE ANO ALL 
LIGHT - STRONG - ALMOST INVISIBLE I CLASS AMATEURS! 

COMPLETE AS SHOWN with 90 ft. RG56U-52 ohm feedHne, an~ PL259 connector, Insulators, 30 fl . 
300 lb. test decron end supports. c ent e r connector with bullt In llghnlng •trester and sutlc discharge -
molded. se•led. weatherproof, resonant traps 1"X6"-you just switch to band desired for e•cellent worldwide 
operat ion - transmitting and reclevlngl WT. LESS THAN 5 LBS. 
160-90-4 0-20-15-10 bands 2 trap·· wllh 90 ft. RG56U - connector - M odel777BU . •. $59.95 
60-40-20-15-10 bands 2 trap -- 102 ft. with 90 ft. RG56U - connector - Model 996BU .. . $54.95 
40- 20-15 ·10 bands 2 trap --- 54ft. with 90 It. RG56U coax - connector - M odel 1001BU . . . $ 53.95 
20-15-10 bands 2 trap --- 26 ft . with 90 ft. RG56U coax - connector - M odel 1007BU . . .. $52.95 
SEND FULL PRICE FOR POST PAID INSURED DEL. IN USA. (Canada Is $5.00 extra for postage • 
c lerical - customs • etc.) or order using VISA Bank Amerlcard - MAS TER CHARGE. AMER. EX· 
PRESS.Give number and ex. date. Ph 1-306-236-5333 9 AM • 6 PM week days . We ship In 2-3 days. 
PRICES MAY INCREASE SO - ORDER NOW ANO SAVEi All antennas guaranteed f or 1 year . lllioney 
back trlal I Made In USA . FREE INFO. AVAILABLE ONLY FROM. 

WESTERN ELECTRONICS Dept. AH · 9 Kearney, N ebraska, 66647 

EW TOWER DESIGN 
TRl·EX'S "SUPER Z 25" TEN FOOT (3 METER) 

TOWER SECTION 

• Tower sections may be joined to 200 feet (61 meters) high. 

• Stronger - Full strength for the entire ten foot length. 
No swedged insertion joints. Meets Uniform Building Code. 

a Full ten foot useful length - No three and one-half inch 
loss of length per section as occurs when joining tower 
sections which have swedged joints. 

a Easy to erect - Joining s leeve fit s easily in to each lower 
section leg and holds tower sections together while sec
tions are being bolted. 

a Can be disassembled easily - The joining s leeve tends 
not to freeze into the next section like a swedged joint 
tends to do; thus a "Super Z 25" tower may be dis
assembled after long use and re-erected at another location. 

• Steel tower section - Hot dipped galvanized (42 lbs. - 19 kg.) 

a Lightweight, strong, non-corroding Triexlum TM tower 
section (18.5 lbs. - 8.4 kg.) also available. Triexium ™ is a 
special space-age, lightweight, high·strength alloy simi lar 
to those used in jet planes and space craft. It is non
corroding and cannot rust. It is care-free and maintenance· 
free. It meets Uniform Building Code and is act ually 
stronger than steel sections. It never needs painting. 

See your dealer or call or write Tri-Ex for 
more information today. 

(209) 625-9400 

• E ® rl • ][ TOWER CORPORATION 
7182 Rasmussen Avenue, Visalia, California 93277 
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LOCATOR 
TO HELP YOU FIND YOUR LOCAL AMATEUR RADIO DEALER 

Arizona 

POWER COMMUNICATIONS 
6012 N. 27 AVENUE 
PHOENIX, AZ 85017 
602·242-6030 
Arizona's # 1 " Ham" Store , 
Kenwood, Yaesu, Drake, ICOM, 
& more. 

California 

C & A ELECTRONIC ENTERPRISES 
22010 S. WI LM INGTON AVE. 
SUITE 105 
P. 0. BOX 5232 
CARSON, CA 90745 
800-421 ·2258 
213-834-5868 · Calif. Res. 
Not the biggest, but the best -
since 1962. 

JUN'S ELECTRONICS 
11656 W. PICO BLVD. 
LOS ANGELES, CA 90064 
213·477-1824 Trades 
714·282-8682 San Diego 
The Home of the One Year 
Warranty - Full Service. 

SHAVER RADIO 
3550 LOCHINVAR AVE. 
SA NTA CLARA, CA 95051 
408-24 7-4220 
Atlas, Kenwood, Yaesu, KOK, 
lcom, Tempo, Wilson, Ten-Tee. 

Connecticut 

THOMAS COMMUNICATIONS 
95 KITIS LANE 
NEWINGTON, CT 06111 
800-243-7765 
203-667-0811 - Conn. Res. 
Call Us To ll Free -
See Our Full Page Ad in t his Issue. 

Delaware 

DELAWARE AMATEUR SUPPLY 
71 MEADOW ROAD 
NEW CASTLE, DE 19720 
302-328-7728 
Delaware's Largest Stock of 
Amateur Radio Equipment 
& Accessories. 
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Florida 

AGL ELECTRONICS, INC. 
1800-B DREW STREET 
CLEARWATER, FL 33515 
813-461-HAMS 
West Coast's Only Full Service 
Amateur Radio Store 

AMATEUR RADIO CENTER, INC. 
2805 N.E. 2ND AVENUE 
MIAMI, FL 33137 
305-573-8383 
The Place For Great Dependable 
Names in Ham Radio 

RAY'S AMATEUR RADIO 
1590 US HWY. 19 SOUTH 
CLEARWATER, FL 33516 
813·535-1416 
Atlas, B&W, Bird, Cu shcraft, 
DenTron, Drake, Hustler, Hy-Gain, 
lcom, K.D.K., Kenwood, MFJ, 
Rohn, Swa n, Ten-Tee, Wilson. 

SUNRISE AMATEUR RADIO 
1351 STATE RD. 84 
FT. LAUDERDALE, FL 33315 
(305) 761-7676 
"Best Prices in Country. 
Try Us - We'll prove it. " 

Illinois 

AUREUS ELECTRONICS INC. 
1415 N. EAGLE STREET 
NAPERVILLE, IL 60540 
312-420-8629 
"Amateur Excellence" 

ERICKSON COMMUNICATIONS, INC. 
5456 NORTH MILWAUKEE AVE. 
CHICAGO, IL 60630 
312-631-518 1 
Ill inois (Outside 3 12) 
800•972-5841 
Outside Illinois 800-621-5802 
Hours 9:30-5:30 Mon., Tues., Wed., 
Fri.; 9:30-9:00 Thurs.; 9 :00-3:00 Sat. 

KLAUS RADIO, INC. 
8400 . NO. PIONEER PARKWAY 
PEORIA, IL 61614 
309-691-4840 
Let Us Quote Your Amateur Needs_ 

SPECTRONICS, INC. 
1009 GARFIELD STREET 
OAK PARK, IL 60304 
312-848-6777 
Orie of America's Largest 
Amateur and SWL Stores 

Iowa 

BOB SMITH ELECTRONICS 
RFD #3, HIGHWAY 169 & 7 
FORT DODGE, IA 50501 
515-576-3886 
For an EZ deal 
800-247-2476/ 1793 
Iowa: 800-362-2371 

Kansas 

ASSOCIATED RADIO COMM 
8012 CONSER 
OVERLAND PARK, KS 66204 
913-381-5900 
America's No. 1 Real Amateur Radio 
Store. Trade · Sell · Buy. 

Maryland 

THE COMM CENTER INC. 
9624 FT. MEADE ROAD 
LAUREL PLAZA RT. 198 
LAUREL, MD 20810 
800-638-4486 
R. L. Drake, Ten-Tee, ICOM, Swan, 
Tempo, Wilson, DenTron, Mosley. 

Massachusetts 

TEL-COM, INC. 
675 GREAT RD. , RT. 119 
LITILETON, MA 01460 
617-486-3040 
The Ham Store of New England 
You Can Rely On. 

Minnesota 

PAL ELECTRONICS INC. 
3452 FREMONT AVE. NO. 
MINNEAPOLIS, MN 55412 
6 12-521-4662 
Midwest's Fastest Growing Ham 
Store. Where Service Counts. 
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Continued 

Nebraska 

COMMUNICATIONS CENTER, INC. 
443 N. 48 STREET 
LINCOLN, NE 68504 
800-228-4097 
Kenwood, Yaesu, Drake and More 
at Discount Prices. 

Nevada 

COMMUNICATIONS CENTER WEST 
1072 RANCHO DRIVE 
LAS VEGAS, NV 89106 
800-634-6227 
Kenwood, Yaesu, Drake and More 
at Discount Prices. 

New Hampshire 

EVANS RADIO, INC. 
BOX 893, RT. 3A BOW JUNCTION 
CONCORD, NH 03301 
603-224-9961 
lcom, DenTron, Yaesu , Drake. 
We service what we sell. 

New Jersey 

ATKINSON & SMITH, INC. 
17 LEWIS STREET 
EATONTOWN, NJ 07724 
201 -542·2447 
Ham supplies since " 55". 

BARGAIN BROTHERS 
ELECTRONICS 

216 SCOTCH ROAD 
GLEN ROC SHOPPING CTR. 
WEST TRENTON, NJ 06828 
609-883-2050 
A million parts - Lowest prices 
anywhere. Call us! 

BARGAIN BROTHERS II 
ELECTRONICS 

181 HADDON AVENUE 
WEST BERLIN, NJ 08091 
609-767-5252 
Surplus Parts and Equipment 
Bought - Sold - Traded. 

METUCHEN RADIO 
216 MAIN STREET 
METUCHEN, NJ 08840 
201-494·8350 
New and Used Ham Equipment. 
WA2AET "T" Bruno 

RADIOS UNLIMITED 
P. 0. BOX 347 
1760 EASTON AVENUE 
SOMERSET, NJ 08873 
201-469-4599 
New Jersey's Fastest 
Growing Ham Store. 

New York 

AM·COM ELECTRONICS INC. 
RT. 5 
NORTH UTICA SHOPPING CTR. 
UTICA, NY 13502 
315 -732-3656 
The Mohawk Val ley's Newest and 
Lar gest Electronics Supermarket. 

HAM-BONE RADIO 
(Div. Stereo Repair Shop) 

3206 ERIE BOULEVARD EAST, 
SYRACUSE, NY 13214 
315·446·2266 
We Deal, We Trade, 
We Discount, We Please! 
2-Way Service Shop on Premises! 

HARRISON RADIO CORP. 
20 SM ITH STREET 
FARMINGDALE, NY 11735 
516·293·7990 
" Ham Headq uarters USA®" 
since 1925. 
Call toll free 800-645·9187. 

RADIO WORLD 
ONEIDA COUNTY AIRPORT 
TERMINAL BLDG. 
ORISKANY, NY 13424 
800-448-7914 
315·337·2622 } NY 
315·337-0203 Res. 
New & Used Ham Equipment. See 
Warren K21XN or Bob WA2MSH 

Ohio 

AMATEUR RADIO 
SALES & SERVICE INC. 

2187 E. LIVIN GSTON AVE. 
COLUMBUS, OH 43209 
614-236·1625 
Antennas and Towers 
for all services. 

Pennsylvania 

ELECTRONIC EXCHANGE 
136 N. MAIN STREET 
SOUDERTON, PA 18964 
215-723·1200 
Demonstrations, Sales, Service. 
New/ Used Amateur Radio Equip. 

HAMTRONICS, DIV. OF 
TREVOSE ELECT. 

4033 BROWNSVILLE RD. 
TREVOSE, PA 19047 
215·357-1400 
Same Location for 
More Than 30 Years. 

LaRUE ELECTRONICS 
1112 GRANDVIEW STREET 
SCRANTON, PENNSYLVANIA 18509 
717-343-21 24 
ICOM, Bird, Cushcraft, COE, 
Ham -Keys, VHF Engineering, 
Antenna Specialists. 

South Dakota 

BURGHARDT 
AMATEUR CENTER, INC. 

P. 0. BOX 73 
WATERTOWN, SD 57201 
605-886-7314 
" America· s Most Rel iable 
Amateur Radio Dealer" . 

Texas 

HARDIN ELECTRONICS 
5635 EAST ROSEDALE 
FORT WORTH, TX 76112 
817·461·9761 
You Bet Fort Worth 
Has A Ham Store! 

Dealers: 
You should be 
here too! Contact 
HORIZONS today 
for complete details. 

~~~~ 800-258-5353 
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;~. FREQUENCY COUNTER APPLICAJLON: 

,i • Ham,;: ~adlo - Two Way Radio ·.-.. ~~~ 
·· ··~ • Audio Amplifier & Receiver Repair '._ 

Computer Maintenance & Construction 
A. Mu~t for TV - PLL & VTR. Repiii': 

. $9995 ';,; eludes b~~i~ 
Pre-Amp & Prescaler 

DSI OFFERS THE BEST OF TWO WORLDS • .• 
An unprecedented OSI VALUE ~ . . in a hlgh quality, LSI Design, Every 3550 QUI K-KIT® PC board is 
50 HZ to 550 MHZ frequency counte~ kit. And, because it's _-factory assembled and tested beforeshipnaent 
a OSI innovation, you know it -obsoletes all competitive ;, . The problems of bad LED's, ICs; and 
makes, both in price & performance. . Capacitors are a thing of the past. · . NO 
With 95% of the assembly completed by OSI, you .are only · manufacturer excep~ OSI o~e~s a ?SO M~Z 

'. one hour away from solving all of those difficult bench - frequency counter "."'th ··· 8 digits, .5 in. LED_s, 

. prob_lern~i _.tro~ adjus;tin~ :6.0 HZ cJ,ge~~t.im7 bases to ~~~~ing . . i.,~~t~,~g~~rt~f~~~;~~~~'fo~~;~ ao~eyea':ea~~~~::·•'.· . 
the fre~q.~~ncy of a 46~ . Mf!Z MoB,1J~£ ~ad10.. ,, ·· 1 , :' "i;i'<.:rknew how.long.we can hold this low, lowpr:ic~;' ' ! : ·• · 

' 1 ' .. (800-854-2049) ' . ,_;}; .. ' ' (800-542-6253), •;,;;. "' ' " . ' ,.,, "''''' ' 
.' . .;....: ,,, . 

•' 

-
1; MtculJICY 

.. 
NurnlMf Sire 

Model Prtc. Frequency <>Yer @ @ @ of of p_.,. Sin 
Range Tempenture 146MHz 220MHz 450Mftz Re- Readouts Requirements 

3700 $269.95 50Hz - 700MHz ProportioJ'lal Oven 10MV 10MV SOMV 8 .5 Inch 115 VAC or 3"'H x 8'W x 6'"0 .2 PPM O" - 40° C 8.2 • 14.5VOC 

3600A $199.95 50Hz - 600MHz Oven 10MV 10MV ~v '" 8 .5 Inch 115 VAC or 2~"H x 8"'W x 5"0 .5 PPt./I .17° - 37° C 8.2 - 14.5VDC . ; 

3550W . $149 .. 95 
- ;. 

50Hz - 550MHz T CXO 25MV 25MV 75MV 8 .5 Inch 115 VAC or 2W'H x 8"'W·x 5"'0 
3550K $ 99.95 1 PPM 65° - 85°F 8.2 - 14.5VOC -

1 HZ Resolution to 55 MHZ • 10 HZ Resolution to 550 MHZ • .1 and 1 Sec. Gate Time • Auto Zero -Blanking 

"~ 3550K K,it ;_t ~ .. .. . •. . . ~ •. · ..... . . $99.95, · - 1•111! I -=-. 3550W Wired ...... .. . . · .... $1~~i~§ 
;~if, . · Tr:101 :An~~;,; •. ,·~ , .•. .', .. .... ::;~--·~· .... ' 3.,~s,::,,. DSI INSTRUMEN"(S,:4Nc. T:.101 (incl.) ' ... ... ~ ...... .. .. Jiti~z~~;' 
t'f'.,.s. - ~.Ac 9 ·Ac·, .. ' ::.JP 1 , .. ,.,,~,.,·· ·•• -~ 7.·'9Sf-:·_ , ·- , . .,.t~!;,-~ _,.... ··Ac 9 (" I ) ~ ~:~ "'" '·+<·~··•c· · 
£'.\ - . ; · \:I • · • • • • • • • V ·'· · · · · · ·· " .. ;· 7924 Ronson Road, De'pt!lG . . ~~ inc · · • · • · · · · • . ... ... ... {C::i·"! · , 
:: . Shipping, Handling, Ins. . . . . . . 10.00 San Diego, California 9211f Shipping (incl.) ... .. . .. . ..... '; ~-c'· 

• · ·TERMS: "MC- VISA - AE - Check - M.O . ..:... COO in u.s: Funds. Orders outside of USA and Canada, please· ad d $20.!lOadditionat"to i:;over air shipment. California residents add 6%Sal~~ "(ax: 
- - ---- --



RATES Regular classi f ied is available 
at 50it per word . Display classi fied (1 inch 
deep x 21/• inches w ide) is $65, or at the 12x 
rate is $50. All Ad Scan payable in advance. 
No cash d iscoun ts or agency comm is
sions al lowed. 

HAMFESTS Sponsored by non-profi t 
organizati ons rece ive one f ree regu lar 
cl ass i f ied ad (subject to our ed it ing). 
Repeat insertions of hamfest ads pay the 
standard rate. 

COPY No special layout or arrange
ments available. Material should be 
typewri tt en o r clearly printed (no t al l 
capitals) and must include ful l name and 
address. We reserve the right to rej ect 
unsuitab le copy. HORIZONS cannot check 
each advert iser and thus cannot be held 
responsible for claims made. Liability for 
co rrectness of material li mited to cor· 
reeled ad in next available issue. 

DEADLINE 15th o f third preced ing 
month. 

SEND MATERIAL TO: Ad Scan , 
Ham Rad io Horizons, Greenvi l le, N. H. 
03048. 

QSLs - simply the best - generous sample 
packet 25c. K3QK, 226 Waldorf St., Pittsburgh, 
PA 15214. 

EZ DEALS are hard to beat. Try me and see for 
new or used ICOM, Cushcraft , KLM, Yaesu, 
Drake, Wilson, VHF Eng., Ten-Tee, Swan, Den· 
Tron, CDE, Hustler, Larsen, and more. W0EZ, 
Bob Smith Electronics, RFD 3, Fort Dodge, Iowa 
50501. (515) 576-3886. 

PENNSYLVANIA: Skyvlew Radio Society Swap 
& Shop, Sunday, September 16th at Sokal Camp, 
Lower Burrell, from 12 noon until 4 P.M. Regis· 
tration at gate $1 per person. Prizes, good food, 
plenty of shade. Same location as last year. In· 
formation: S.A.S.E. to J im Jackson , K3VRU, 
RD#1, Box 7A, Apollo, PA 15613. 

STOP LOOKING for a 9ood deal on amateur 
radio equipment - you ve found It here - at 
your amateur radio headquarters in the heart o f 
the Midwest. Now more than ever where you buy 
is as important as what you buy! We are factory
authorized dealers for Kenwood, Drake, Yaesu, 
Collins, Wilson, Ten-Tee, Atlas, ICOM, DenTron, 
MFJ, Tempo, Regency, Hy-Gain, Mosley, Alpha, 
Cushcraft, Swan and many more. Write or call us 
today for our low quote and try our personal and 
friendly Hoosier service. HOOSIER ELECTRON· 
ICS, P.O. Box 2001 , Terre Haute, Indiana 47802. 
(812) 238-1456. 

QSL CARDS 100 only $10.00. Samples free. En· 
graved name tags, 2 lines, many colors, $1.50. 
Rubber stamps $3.00, four lines. Send name, 
address and call sign. Red Shed, 7603 Ensign 
Ct .. Ft. Wayne, Ind. 46816. 

ILLINOIS: Indiana Repeater System Hamfest, 
Sunday, September 2, 1979 at the Georgetown, 
Illinois Fairgrounds. Gates open 6 AM. Donation 
$2 per person 14 years and older. Talk-in on 
146.22/. 82 and 146.94 simplex. Prizes and 
special attractions. For more information, write 
IRS, Inc., P.O. Box G, Catli n, Illinois 61817. 

CENTURY 21 DIGITAL $330; 18AVT $84; Omni·D 
$746 - All new. Supina, 525 Ridge, State Col· 
lege, PA 16801. 

WOULD YOU LIKE to become an Amateur Radio 
sub-dealer? We offer good pricing and service 
on over 50 major Amateur l ines. Send letterhead 
for complete sub-dealer package. Thomas Com· 
municat ions, 95 Kitts lane, Newington, CT 
06111 ; or call 1-800-243-7765. (In Connecticut, 
call 1·203·667-0811 ). 

SCANNER OWNERS! "Top Secret Registry of 
U.S. Government Radio Frequencies (25 to 470 
MHz)" by K2AES! Only book of its kind ever 
published! 2,250+ listings of: FCC, FBI, Secret 
Service, CIA, Customs, Border Patrol, Immigra
tion, NASA, Treasury, FAA, military, and more! 
Only $4.95, ppd . CRB Research, Box 56-HR, 
Cammack, NY 11725. 

FLORIDA: Five Flags A.A.A. will hold its 1979 
Ham-0 -Rama September 2nd at the Pensacola 
Municipal Auditorium In Pensaco la, Florida. In· 
format ion f rom W4UC, Five Flags Amateur 
Radio Associat ion, P.O. Box 17343, Pensacola, 
Fl 32522. 

CALL TOLL FREE f o r an EZ dea l. 
800-247-2476/1793. Iowa call 800-362-2371. See 
ad elsewhere. W0EZ, Bob Smith Electron ics, 
RFD 3, Fort Dodge, Iowa 50501. 

SCANNER/MONITOR ACCESSORIES, kits and 
factory-assembled . Free Catalog. Capri Elec· 
Ironies, Route 1 H, Canon, GA 30520. 

QSLs & RUBBER STAMPS - Top Quality! 
QSl s: Glossy Inks and Cards tock. Rubber 
Stamps: Report forms, Call Letter, Address, 
State out lines - More! Stamp Catalog and Card 
Samples 50¢. Ebbert Graphics 5H, Box 70, 
Westerville, Ohio 43081. 

NEW YORK: Ham·O-Rama '79 September 14th 
and 15th, 1979, at the Erie County Fairgrounds, 
Hamburg, N.Y. FCC exams, speakers, exhibits, 
prizes, ladies' programs, R-V hookups free, flea 
market, and much morel Tickets in advance $3, 
at gate $4. 6-9 PM on the 14th and 7 A.M. to 5 
P.M. on the 15th. Talk-in W2EUP/R 146.31/.91 
and 146.52 simplex. For Information: Jim 
Ciurczak, WB21VO, 10404 Cayuga, Niagara Falls, 
N.Y. 14304; tel. (716) 297-0539. For tickets: Ed 
Jackson, WB201F, 93A Alturia St., Buffalo, N.Y. 
14220; tel. (716) 824-1752. 

MOBILE IGNITION SHIELDING provides more 
range with no noise. Bonding strap sale less 
than 50c each. literature. Estes Engineering, 
930 Marine Drive, Port Angeles, Wash. 98362. 

CRYSTALS: 2-meter, Wilson, Yaesu, Kenwood, 
Drake, lcom, Regency, guaranteed! $8.00/pair. 
Williams Radio, Route 1, Box 806, Colfax, N.C. 
27235. 

CODE got you stumped? 
RELAX and worry not! Learn international 
Morse Code the EASY . Aus Farnsworth way. 
No books, no gimmicks, just listen & learn. 
Using the word method , based on modern 
psychological techniques. you can zoom past 
13 w.p.m. in less than hall the time! Available 
in cassettes @ $10.95 and LP records at 
$9.95 - you get over two hours of in
struction! 

EPSILON RECORDS 
P.O. Box 626 , San Jacinto, CA 92383 

QSls SECOND TO NONE. Same day service. 
Samples 50 cents. Include your cal l for free 
decal. Ray, K7HLR, Box 331, Clearfield, UT 
84015. 

HAM RADIO REPAIR, alignment. Hassle-free 
from anywhere via UPS. Expert , prompt, reason
able. Modern lab. " Grid " Gridley, W4GJO, 3824 
Malec Circle, Sarasota, Florida 33583. (813) 
922-1781 . 

ELECTRONIC BARGAINS, CLOSEOUTS, 
SURPLUS! Parts, equipment, stereo, industrial , 
educational. Amazing values! Fascinating items 
unavai lable in stores o r catalo gs anywhere. 
Unusual FREE catalog. ETC0 -059, Box 762, 
Plattsburgh, N.Y. 12901. 

CUSTOM BUil T ELECTRONICS. I will build your 
k it - Heath, etc., or from the " ground up" from 
your schematic or idea. Guaranteed work. Over 
25 years In ham rad io and commerc ial elec· 
Ironies. Write for quote and receive immediate 
reply. Dick Nongard, W5NRY, 31 Hawthorne 
Avenue, Brownsvi lle, Texas 78520. 

QSL CARDS - Eyeball Cards - Rubber Stamps 
- Name Tags - Emblems - Gi ft Items - Free 
Catalog - Rusprint, Box 7575, Kansas City, MO 
64116. 

EDISON, " RADIO'S PROPHET" (see March 
HRH) - Perfected electric light 100 years ago. 
Golden Anniversary (1929) Illustrated commem· 
orative, reprint , $5. Srochure 50¢. Lasting gift ! 
RTPH Publications, 2500 Observatory, Cincin
nati, OH 45208. 

NEW CONCEPT - Novice instructional pack
age, theory tape & study material. Complete 
license study package, $18.95. General study 
package, $21 .95. MARI , 1320 Canary Drive, West 
Columbia, SC 29169. 

ARKANSAS: Queen Wilhelm ina Hamfest, Sep· 
tember 8th and 9th, Queen Wilhelmina State 
Park, Mena, Arkansas. Displays, free flea mar
ket, banquet, live band, church services, XYL 
activit ies, children's act ivi ties, prizes. Grand 
prize Yaesu FT-101ZD. Admission $2; grand 
prize tickets $2 each or 3 for $5. Talk-in 3.995 
MHz (WB5MFl/P5) 146.191.79 and 146.52 sim
plex. For more information : WB5MFI, Steve 
Myers, SS103 Carlson Terrace, Fayetteville, 
Arkansas 72701; (501) 443-3489. 

ANTENNA HOMEBREWERS: Complete line of 
aluminum, fiberglass, and stainless-steel anten· 
na hardware. We will custom-design for you or 
supply to your design at prices you can't beat! 
GL Enterprises, Route 1, Box 10G, Brownsville, 
Wisconsin 53006. (414) 583-4001. 

PENNSYLVANIA: Radio Association of Erie 
Hamfest, 8 A.M. to 4 P.M., September 23, 1979, 
at Rainbow Gardens, Waldameer Beach Park, 
Erie, Pennsylvania. Admission $3 includes main 
prize, Yl prizes, door prizes. Flea market ven
dors $1 per car. Information from R.A.E., Box 
844, Erie, Pennsylvania 16512. 

QSLs with class! Unbeatable quality, reason· 
able price. Samples: 50¢ refundable. QSls Un· 
l imited, 1472 SW 13th Street, Boca Raton, FL 
33432. 

CUSTOM Printed and photo QSL's, very eco· 
nomical; free samples, stamp appreciated. Stu, 
K2RPZ, Box 412, Rocky Point, N. Y. 11778. (516) 
744-6260. 

RADIO EXPO '79 September 15 and 16, 1979, 
Lake County Fairgrounds, Routes 120 and 45, 
Grays Lake, Illinois. Manufacturer's displays, 
flea market, seminars, ladles' programs. Ad
vance tickets $2.00. Write EXPO, P.O. Box 305, 
Maywood, IL 60153. Exhibitors Inquiries: EXPO 
Hotline (312) 345-2525. 
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FUN 
New friends, 
New horizons, 
and New challenges. 
Enjoy life with 
ham radio. 

Here, In one easy·to·read ful· 
ly Illustrated book, you wlll 
f Ind everything you need to 
know to get an amateur 
llcense and assemble and 
operate your ham station. 
The package also contains a 
workbook with sample ques· 
tlons, and a cassette tape 
that Is an easy step·by·step 
guide to the Morse code. 
Get the complete Tune In 
The World With Ham Radio 
package at your f avorlte 
dealer or direct from ARAL. 
Just $7.00 USA, postpaid. 

Enclosed is $._or charge my ( ) VISA 
( ) Master Charge for the TUNE IN THE 
WORLD WITH HAM RA DIO package. 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITY 

STATE ZIP 

V ISA/MC Number MC Bank 

Expiration 

AMERICAN RADIO 
RELAY LEAGUE 

225 Main Street 
Newing ton , CT 06111 

74 l:NIJ September 1979 

DX 
FORECASTER 

Latest outlook 

An eclipse of the moon will 
take place September 6th, but 
the full eclipse will be visible in 
only parts of North America. In 
other locations, a partial 
eclipse will be seen. Perigee 
and full moon also occur on 
the 6th. The period between 
September 2nd and 8th is likely 
to be disturbed, but the week 
between September 12th and 
19th may provide even greater 
ionospheric and atmospheric 
upsets, particularly around the 
14th. During times of predicted 
upsets in the earth's geomag
netic field, you should keep 
your radio tuned to WWV for 
the latest updates on condi· 
tions, to help plan your DX 
activities. September 23rd is 
the fall equinox, meaning a 
time when the hours of dark 
and daylight are equal. It is 
during the equinoxes when DX 
conditions usually are best, 
compared to other times of the 
year. 

Band·by-band conditions 

Beginning this fall, the 
sunspot number begins racing 
toward its peak, which is 
expected to occur sometime in 
1980 or 1981. The time cannot 
be exactly foretold, but 
estimates place it generally 
within the next year. Following 
the peak, a slow decline in 
sunspot number begins, and 
several good years of DXing 
remain ahead during this period 
of subsidence. Ten meters will 
remain a top contender for DX 
honors, particularly on the 
transequatorial paths to South 
America and South Africa. 
Fifteen will be the band that 
vies with ten for top billing, and 
may even be a bit more reliable 
on the long-haul circuits. 
Twenty meters will have great 

amounts of activity, as always, 
but the ORM will be heavy and 
low-power stations with modest 
antennas trying to operate 
phone will find the going 
rough. This does not mean that 
low power can 't get through, 
because it can. If you want a 
greater chance of success, 
switch to CW, or increase 
power and antenna size, and 
slug it out with the " big boys." 
Forty and eighty meters will 
begin to wake up in the early 
evening, with South American 
and European stations pro
viding lots of DX opportunities 
on both bands. Noise levels 
have begun to subside, and 
solar absorption will be less of 
a problem. When the iono
sphere becomes over-ionized, 
HF signals tend to be absorbed 
rather than reflected, and it 
seems that the forty, eighty, 
and one-sixty meter bands 
suffer most from this problem. 
Therefore, be a bit patient and 
wait for the sun to go south 
again before trying serious DX 
on these lower Amateur bands. 

Consult the charts for best 
times and bands for stations in 
the parts of the world you have 
chosen. On the other hand, if 
you are limited to a part icular 
band, use the chart to pick the 
most favorable area of the 
world and the time. Finally, if 
you have only a limited time to 
DX, use the charts to select the 
band and location for your 
efforts. In this way, the charts 
can help you have maximum 
fun. Don't overlook Antarctica, 
either, because good openings 
in that direction can be 
expected on many days of the 
month! 

The asterisk (*) means to try 
the next higher band for that 
time and location. HRH 
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o AC-DC Operation 
o BNC Inputs 1 Meg Direct 50 Ohms Prescaled 
o 8 Large .4" LED Readouts 
~ Auto Decimal Point & Zero Blanklng 

o 1 Year Limited Warranty Parts & Labor 
o 100% Factory Assembled In U.S.A. 

MODEL 500 HH 
50 Hz - 500 MHz 
Without Battery Capability 

SAVE s5oo 
Wit~ Battery Dapablli\y 

MODEL 500 HH .. $169.95 
MODEL 100 HH . • $119.95 
Includes AC-9 Battery Eliminator-

MODEL 100 HH 
50 Hz-100 MHz 

$9995 
Without Battery Capability 

The 100 HH and 500 HH hand held frequenqy counters 
represent a significant new advancement, utilizing 
tne latest LSI design . . . and because it's a: OSI inno
vation, you know it obsoletes any competitive makes, 
both in price and performance. No longer do you have 
to sacrifice accuracy, ultra small readouts and poor 
resolution to get a calculator size instrument. Both 
the 100 HH and 500 HH have eight .4 lnch LED digits 
- 1 Hz resolution - direct in only 1 sec. or 10 Hz in 
.1 sec. - 1 PPM TCXO time base. These counters are 
p~rfect for all applications be it mobile, hilltop, marine 
or bench work. C,.' .LL fOOA'f TOl!.L F!FC~E: (800-
.854-2049) C.lt ltati. CALI. (800- 542-6253) TO ORDcM 
OR .AECIC~ 'l'E v\IJORE IHr: l')ff i\tlAfl O.N ~1"1 !:>SI'S FULL 
PRODUCY LINE Of f RE<.tU£NCV COUNTERS 
R~GING FROM 10 Hz TO 1.3 GHz. 

FREQUENCY COUNTER. CONSUMER DATA COMPARISON CHART 

SUG'STD. FREQUENCY TYPE QF ACCUM CY OVER SEN.SITIYITY DIGITS PRE-SCALE INPUT 
MANUFACTURER MODEL 1.IST RANGE TIMEBASE TEMPERATURE RESOLUTION 

PRICE 1r-40"C oo . 40•c 100 Hz - 50 MHz 250MHz · No. SIZEIN 
.1 SEC 1SEC 25 llHz 250MHz 450 MHz- INCHES 

OSI INSTRUMENTS 100HH $ 99.95 50HZ-100MH:r. TCXO 1 PPM 2 PPM 25MV NA NA 8 .4 fOOH:r. 10 Hz 

OSI INSTRUMENTS SOO HH $149.95 50H:r.'550MHz TCXO 1 PP¥ 2PPM JZ5 MY 20MV 30 MV 8 .4 100 H:r. 10Hz 

,osc* MAl<, 550 $149.9$ 1 kHz-550MHz Non-Oompensa1ed ~ PPM @,25~~ B PPM SOO_MV• '250 MY 250~V 6 .1 NA 1 kHz 

OPT0 ELE'.CTRON°l_CS OPT-7000 $.139.95 10Hz·800MH:r.. roxo 't.8 PPM 3, 2 PPM NS NS NS 7 .4 ~kHz. 100-Hz 

• 1 KH:r. • 50 MHz ; Continental Specfaltles Corp. 

The specllic:atloos and prices lncfuded In tho .i>o .. chm are as pubiishod In manufectOter'S fite<ature and od~811.b>appearfng In eorty t979. oSt INSTRUMENTS only llAWJMIS,...ponsiblllty for lhlir own ._ircat1ona. 

100 HH .. . $ 99.95 W/Battery Pack . .. $119.95 
50.0 l'IH , . "$149.95 W/Bat~eey Pack . . • $169.95 
Prices ,Jlnd/or spe'Cfflciatlohs These· pr,lces Include factory 

-subject to change without Installed rechargeable NIClfd 
notice or obligation. ballery pack:!. 

••z OSI [NSTRUMEN'fS, INC. 
7924 Ronson Road, Dept. G 
San Diego, California 92111 

T-500 Ant .. ............. .. ... $ 7.95 
~C-9 Battery Eliminator •. .•. . • $ 7.95 
TERMS: MC • VISA • .f.E • Check - M.O. - G,00 In U.S. Funds. 
Jllease add 10% to a maximum of $10.00 for shipping, handlin9 
and Insurance. Orders outside of USA & Canada, please add 
$20.00 addition to cover arr shipment. Callfomla residents add 
6'1> Silles Tax. 



. for literature, in a hurry - we'll 
rush your name to the companies 
whose names you check . 

Place your check mark In the spa;~between 
name and number. Example: HRH~ 150. 

Aluma _ 589 

ARRL _ 780 

Antenna Mart _ _ 009 

Antenna 
Supermarket • 

Antler __ 547 

Avanti _ _ 775 

B & K _ 779 

Bencher __ 629 

Commun. 
Center _ _ 534 

Cornell· 
Dubi l ier __ 241 

Cushcraft • 

Drake• 

DSl _ 656 

E.T.O. 

Hal• 

Ham Gear 
Mart _ 784 

Ham·O·Rama • 

HRB _150 

Horizons __ 150 

Harrison __ 575 

learn • 

Int . Crystal _ 066 

Kantronics • 

Kenwood· 

Long's _ _ 468 

MFJ _ 082 

Madison• 

Microcraft __ 774 

Microwave 
Fil ter _ 637 

Mirage __ 760 

Palomar Eng. • 

ASE Ham 
Shack _ 607 

Callbook _ 100 

Constructor _ _ 586 

Radio World • 

Ross Dist r. __ 581 

S·F A. R. S. _ 640 

SAROC • 

Soar Elec. _ _ 788 

Swan_111 

Telrex _ 377 

Ten·Tec • 

Thomas 
Comm._730 

Tri -Ex _ _ 116 

VIF lntntl. _ 790 

Webster 
Assoc. _ 423 

Western· 

Wilson Elec. __ 123 

Wilson Sys. __ 787 

·Please contact this advertiser directly. 

LimU 15 inquiries per request. 

SEPTEMBER 1979 
Please use before October 31 , 1979 

Tear off and mai l to 
HAM RADIO HORIZONS - " Ad Check" 
Greenville, N. H. 03048 

STREET 

CITY ___ _ _ _ ____ _ _ 

STATE ___ __ ZIP ___ _ _ 

78 m September 1979 

AUTUMN ACTION 
Cushcraft " boomer" .... .. .. ... . . $69.95 
KLM 144-148-13 lb .... . .. .. . . ... . . 59.95 
OMNl-J & heavy duty magnet mount 

complete . .......... . . .. .. . .... 49.95 
TRIEX W-51 FT self-support tower(Reg. 

$891) Your cost (FOB Cal i forn ia) .. 791.00 
Tanna F9FT Antennas 144/16 el .... . 69.95 
Klitzing VHF-UHF Ampli f iers 

2M 10W in -100W Out .. . ....... 179.00 
432 10W in· 50W Out . . . . .. . . ... 189.00 

Bird 43 and slugs, UPS paid in USA .. stock 
Microwave Modules 432-28S ....... 299.00 

Deluxe Amp. 432-100W output .. . 449.00 
Telrex TB5EM, in stock . . .. .. .. . .. 415.00 
New Palomar Engr. Trans. Preamp . . . 89.50 
Bencher Paddles - 39.95 Chrome 49.95 
ETO 76 Ampli fiers ........ . . . .. . . . stock 
Lunar 6M-2M-220 In Line Preamps . .. 49.95 
Lunar 2M Amp 10-80 w/Preamp, 

UPS Paid USA . . . ......... .. .. . 198.00 
Janel QSA-5 ..... ..... .. . . .. .... . 41.95 
Ham X .. ....... . . . .... ..... . .. . 189.00 

NEW Ham·4 . . ....... . .... . .... 139.00 
VHF Eng rs. b lue line amps . . ...... . stock 

VHF Kits .... . .. . ... . . .. ... .. . . stock 
Cetron 572B ... ..... . ..... . ...... 29.50 
Midland 13-509220MHz · 12ch - 10W159.00 

13·513 220 MHz synthesized 
20·10-2W .... .. ... . .. .. . .. ... . 389.00 

Motoro la HEP 170 ... .......... .. .. . 0.29 
Mallory 2.5A/1000 PIV Epoxy Diode ... 0. 19 
Non Linear Systems Mini scope · 15 . 318.00 

Miniscope · 215 ... ...... . .... . . 435.00 
- 10% , accessories available 

Aerovox 1000PF/500V Feed thru . .. ... 1.95 
GE6146B or8950 ........ . .... .. . . . . 7.95 
Techn ical Books: Ameco, ARAL, Sams, 

Tab, Rider Radio Pub., Call book, Cowan, 
etc . . . . . . . .. .................... Call 

NEW Belden 9405 (2#16)(6#1 8) 8 wire rotor 
cable, heavy duty for long runs ..... 0.28 
8448 std. 8 wire rotor, per ft .. ... .. . 0.17 
9888 double shield RG8 Foam, per ft.0.42 
8214 RG8 Foam ......... . .... . ... 0.26 
8237 RG8 ......... . . . . . ....... . . 0.23 
8267 RG213 ............. . .. . .... 0.59 

Amphenol Silver Plate PL259 .. ..... . 0.59 
Times V2 · Foam Hard line $0.65/ft. -

Connectors ... . ..... . ...... ea. 15.00 
718" Hardline$1.50/ft. -
Connectors ...... .... .. .. .. ea. 25.00 

Berktek RG8X, 52 ohm, KW .... per ft. 0.16 
Consolidated HD-18 Ga. Galv. Tower, 

10' section .. ... ....... . . ... . .. 29.95 
Robot "Slow Scan" Now In Stock ... . Call 
All iance HD73 Rotor ...... . ...... 109.95 
Teletow'r·sel f support-

55 ftlw breakover . ..... . .. . . . .. 549.00 
40 ftlw breakover ... . .. .. . ..... 399.00 

Swan TB4ha, TB3ha, TB2· ... .. 20% off list 
Collins replacement parts avai lable. 

Telrex Antennas? In Stock! 
Looking for an tique parts? 

Write specific need to W5GJ. 

THIS MONTH'S SPECIALS: 
lcom IC280 - $349.00 

Den Tron GLA 1000 Amp. $319.00 
Bearcat 250, 220 - $299.00 

DenTron Clipperton L - $499.00 
MASTER CHARGE• VISA 

All prices fob Hous1on except where indicated. 
Prices subjec11o change without notice, all Items 
guaranteed. Some items sublect prior sale. Send 
l etterhead for Dealer price list. Texas residen1s 
add 6 % tax. Please add postage estimate $1.00 
minimum. 

MADISON 
ELECTRONICS SUPPLY, INC. 

1508 McKINNEY 
HOUSTON, TEXAS 77002 

713/658·0268 

AD INDEX 
Aluma Tower Co. 68 

American Radio Relay League 74 

Antenna Mart 53 

Antenna Supermarket 49 

Avanti Research & Development 79 

Bencher, Inc. 68 

Communi cations Center 19 

Cornell·Dubil ler 35 

Cushcraft 4 

Drake Co .. A. L. Cover II 

OSI Instruments 25, 39, 72. 77 

Ehrhorn Technological Operations 49 

Hal Communications Corp. 9 

Ham Gear Mart 49 

Ham-O·Rama 63 

Ham Radio's Bookstore 49 

Ham Radio Horizons 48 

I com 

International Crystal 52 

Kantronics 48 

Trio·Kenwood Communications. Inc. Cover Ill 

Long·s Electronics 40, 41, Cover IV 

MFJ Enterprises 3 

Madison Electronic Supply 53. 78, 79 

Mlcrocraft Corporat ion 79 

Microwave Filter, Inc. 63 

Palomar Engineers 51 

ASE Ham Shack 57 

Radio Ama1eur Callbook 72 

Radio & Electronics Constructor 48 

Radio World 63 

Ross Distributing Company 53 

S·F Amateur Radio Services 63 

SAROC 49 

Swan Electronics 80 

Telrex Labora1ories 48 

Ten-Tee 

Thomas Communications 53 

Tr i-Ex Tower Corp. 69 

Webster Associates 68 

Western Electronics 69 

Wilson Electronics 10 

Wilson Systems Inc. 59, 60, 61 , 62 

Foreign Subscription Agents 
for Ham Radio HORIZONS 

Ham Radio Auslria 
F. ~sll 

~~~~~:~er NeustlKJt 
Austria 

Ham Radio Belgium 
SUK80hOUH 
Bruuelsesleenweo '16 
B·92180en1 
Bel glum 

Ham Radio Cal"lada 
Bo1t 400, Goderich 
Ontar~o. C1n1da N7A 4C7 

Ham Radio Europe 
So•·"' S·HM 04 Upplands Vasby 
Sweden 

Him Rao•o France 
Chrlsilane Mlchel 
F-89117 Party 
France 

H1m Radio Germ•ny 
K•rtn Ueber 
Pos1laeh 2~S. 
0-7850 loerrach 
West German,. 

Ham Rld10 Holland 
MRL Ec1ronlcs 
Postb\ls&e 
Nl·220C Delft 
Holland 

Ham Radio Italy 
STE, I/la Manlaoo 15 
1·201 34 M~IMO 
Italy 

Ham Radio Sw1tzer1and 
Karin Ueber 
Posllach 24$4 
0.7850 Loen ach 
Wes1 Germany 

HamRachoUK 
P.O. 8oJt 63. Harrow 
Mt<kHesex HA3 &HS 
England 

Holland Radio 
1 •3 Greenwar' 
Greenslde, Johannesburg 
Aepublleol Soulh A Irle• 



New 2 Meter Avanti 
Mobile Antenna 
Mounts on glass - no holes! 

ANGLE 
ADJUSTMENT 

• Receives and transmits through glass. 
• Superior performance equivalent to 5/ 8 wave. 
• Superior radiation full Omni-Directional. 
It's easy to install - No holes to drill, no magnet to 
scratch the paint, no clamps. Uses an especially 
developed epoxy adhesive that secures antenna to win
dow like a 1/4" bolt . The capacity coupling box is 
simply attached with a special adhesive tape to inside of 
w indow. Worried about crimping or corroding co ax ial 
cables? It's all inside and out of sight. 

Models also available for 220 MHz and 432 MHz. 
AH 151.3G SPECIFICATIONS 

Gain Eou1va len1 10 518 wave 
2 meter VS W R Band Width Beller than 1 5. 1 
Maximum power 150 watts 
Nominal Impedance 50 Ohms 
ChromP plated c asting. Stainles~ Steel hardware. Swivel whip holder 
Height 33" 
Performance and Mechanical Pa1en1s Pendinq 

Buy one from your nearest AVANT! dealer. If 
your dealer does not have one in stock, have him 
call the following toll free number and we will 
ship him one with in 24 hours: 

I he MORSE.,\.\VORD dccod~I audio S:grMls from your receivers loud· 
1pc.1 ~cr .ind displays lett ers, numbers, punctuation .ind s1>cc i.tl mursc 
char.telcr> visually as the code is rce<·iwd. Exccllcnl lur lc.1111ing the code 
.ind grL•.11 fur general shor·t wave listeners. Write for <ipL'Citt1 infurm..1c iun o n 
buildin~ lhe MORSE·A·WORlJ uni1> as a club proiccl. 

MORSC·A·WORD Ki l with 4 char Joler readout ... . . MAWK·4 S \49.95 
MORSE·A·WORD Kit with 8 character readout MAWK·8 S \69.95 
Mor,e·A·Word wired & tested wi th 8 charaCler rcJdout MAWF 5249.95 

Send chcc~ or money order. Use yuur VISA or MJstcr Ch,1rgc. Add S3.50 
shipping Jnd handl ing. Wisconsin residents Jdd 4% StJlc 5Jlcs 1 ax. 

Corporotion TEL.(•1•12•1·8144 
P. 0 . Bo x 513, Thien s v i lle , Wisco n s in 53092 

More details? Ad Check page 78. 

See Avanti 's other new amateur mobile and base 
antennas. Write for new catalog today. 
Send 50e for handling and postage. 

~,,::( =~=:'4-a=n=~=\-=a=n=te=n=n=a=s ~D 
c 

Avanti Research and Development. Inc .. 
<J 340 Stewart Ave., Addison. IL 60101 

1979 In Canada: Lenbrook Ind., Scarborough. Ontario MIH IH5 

Palomar Engineers 

NEW ALL BAND PREAMPLIFIER 

• Continuously Tuneable 
• Covers All Amateur Bands from 160-6 m. 
• Provides 20 db of gain 
• Dual Gate FET for low noise f igure 
• An RF sensing ci rcu it allows use with 

transceivers 
• Built-in 117 volt AC Power Supply 
• Connecting Coaxial cab le for transceiver 

included 

$89.50 

MADISON 
ELECTRONICS SUPPLY, INC. 

1508 McKINNEY• HOUSTON, TEXAS 77002 
713/658·0268 

MASTERCHARGE • VISA 

W5GJ, W5MBB. K5AAD, N5JJ. AG5K, W5VVM, W5EGP, 
WA5TGU. WB5AYF, K5BGB. 

September 1979 lIN:J 79 



.S..AM 
ELECTRONICS 
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305 Airport Road 
Oceensicle, CA 92054 
714--757-7525 
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It's a compact, up to 200 watts PEP input, 
all solid-state HF transceiver with such standard features 
as built-in digital readout, IF shift, new PLL technology 

d . t . ' ... an reqmres no umng. 
Exciting and perfect for car or 

ham shack use! But, there's more 
to say about the TS-1205! This 
unique all solid-state HF, SSB/CW 
transceiver produces a hefty signal 
and also offers a lot of other great 
features in a very attractive, com
pact package. 

FEATURES: 
• All solid-state with wideband RF 

amplifier stages. No final dipping or 
loading. no transmit drive peaking, 
and no receive preselector tuning! 
Just dial your frequency and operate' 

• Five bands, plus WWV. Transmits 
and receives on 80/ 75. 40, 20. 15. 
and all of 10 meters ... and receives 
WWV on 15 MHz. 

• 200 watts PEP (160 watts DC) input 
on 80-15 meters, 160 watts PEP (140 
watts DC) input on 10 meters. LSB, 
USB, and CW. 

• Digital frequency display (standard). 

100-Hz resolution. Six digits. Special 
green fluor escent tubes e lim inate 
viewing fat igue. Analog subdia l. too. 
for backup display. 

• IF shift (passband tuning). to remove 
adjacent-frequ ency interference and 
sideband splatter. 

• Advanced PLL circuit. which e lim
inates need for heterodyne crystal 
e lement for each band. PLL lock 
frequency. CAL marker signal. and 
counter clock circuit use single ref. 
erence frequency crystal. Simplifies 
circuitry, improves overall stability. 
Also improves transmit and receive 
spurious characteristics. 

• Attractive. compact design. Measures 
only 31/z'' high X 91/4'' wide X 
13 W' long, and weighs only 4.9 
kg (11. 7 lbs.). A perfect size for 
convenient mobile operation 
and rugged enough for either 

mo bile or portable use. Also has 
a ll the desired features for optimum 
ham-sha ck operati on at home. 

• Noise blanke r. You'll wonde r where 
the ig nit io n noise went . 

• Operates with TS-30 base -station 
power supply. wh ich turns on and 
off remote ly with TS-120S power 
switch. 

See the big little TS-1205 rig and match
ing accessories (VF0-120 remote VFO, 
SP-120 external speaker, PS-30 AC 
power supply, MB-100 mo bile mount
ing bracket, AT-120 antenna tuner and 
YK-88C CW Filter) at your nearest 
Authorized Kenwood Dealer ' 

TRIO-KENWOOD COMMUNICATIONS INC. 
111 1 WEST WALNUT COMPTON . CA 90220 




